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Executive summary  
2007 was the sixth year of operations for the programme and based on the solid 
foundations of consensus decision-making and good co-operation between the 
programme stakeholders, the programme delivered in line with all financial and content 
related targets. 
 
The aim of the Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme is: 
 
“To strengthen economic and social cohesion by fostering balanced development, with 
special emphasis on integrating remote regions, thereby maintaining and improving the 
quality of life for people living and working in the North Sea region”. 
 
The programme has continued to contribute to this aim in the past year, with only five of 
the eligible regions (105 eligible regions in total) in the programme area not involved in at 
least one project by the end of 2007. 
 
By the end of 2006 the North Sea Programme was fully allocated in terms of funding for 
projects and the programme was well into its main operational phase. 21 out of the 70 
projects approved under the programme were still active by the end of 2007.  35 projects 
completed their work all in all, with 21 of these projects closing in 2007.  
 
Some additional funding made available from interest money enabled a “Mini-Call” 
targeted at projects focusing on promotion of Interreg IIIB projects. A number of different 
measures have been undertaken as part of these projects, e.g. video projects and 
infomercials about projects for web-portals. 11 projects were approved under the Mini-Call. 
All projects under the Mini-Call for Publicity, launched in early 2007, will be completed by 
June 2008, after which the results and outcomes will be collected and assessed. 
 
Good progress was made during 2007 with projects continuing to demonstrate concrete 
impacts (e.g. relating to their innovative character, territorial impact, integrated approach, 
or showcase character of investment). By the end of 2007, the 35 closed projects 
produced visible results that illustrate the progress made to date towards the programme 
targets. It can be expected that, if all of the remaining on-going projects deliver as planned, 
the programme targets will be exceeded by the time the programme closes. All the 35 
finalised projects confirm that not only will high-quality projects have made use of virtually 
all programme funds available, but also that no significant gaps will have been left in terms 
of the thematic scope of the programme.  
 
The latest available figures indicate that more than 7,700 organisations have been 
participating in one or more of the 70 approved projects and the accumulated number of 
people involved is now over 40,000. It is also interesting to learn that in total 805 training 
courses were delivered, with 8,165 participants. Projects have also continued to deliver 
results of a more tangible nature, such as 2,525 new tourism offers, 293 new social 
services and 193 new transport services. 
 
By choosing a strategic approach to project development and by identifying specific gaps, 
the programme continued its efforts to involve more sectors into programme delivery. Key 
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issues for the region, such as improved management of flood risks and protecting the 
natural environment along the coastline, land and water resource use, estuarine and 
coastal areas were identified and relevant administrative bodies on international, national 
and regional level are now participating in the programme.  
 
The main parts of the MSUO activities were completed in 2007. A few remaining minor 
tasks are still outstanding and will be completed in 2008. A final report has been prepared 
and will be available on the MSUO website. The MSUO provided a model of cross-
programme cooperation for future Interreg programmes. It was very successful in bringing 
together main maritime stakeholders and in providing an open forum for debate.  
 
The significant progress made in programme implementation was mirrored in the take up 
of funds. By the end of 2007 the programme had spent and claimed (ERDF) €104,6 
millions thus exceeding the spending target by €4,1 millions. In other words, the 
programme avoided de-commitment in 2007 as in all previous years.  
 
The North Sea Programme continued to attract a lot of public attention during 2007. More 
than 200 participants joined the Pre-Launch Event in Ostend, Flanders and more than 500 
participants from the whole North Sea Region joined the annual conference in Brunstad, 
Norway – more than ever before.  
 
A Special Report on the North Sea Region was published as a supplement to the Financial 
Times on 5 December 2007. It was entitled ‘Doing business in the North Sea Region. The 
Secretariat puts substantial effort into securing coverage of the IIIB and the IVB 
Programmes in this report. (5 journalists were contacted personally and also sent 
information.) The coverage of the Programme received significant attention from DG 
Regional Policy as well as DG Communication.  
 
The first stage of the strategic video project finished in late 2007. 8 videos depicting the 
results and outcomes of the projects and added value of the Programme are now available 
through the website and as hard copies by mail order. The videos have been sent to key 
stakeholders at the Commission and other relevant bodies, organisations and the private 
sector. Several Commission Cabinets have made positive remarks in letters addressed to 
the Secretariat.  
 
The work of the Programme Preparation Group (PPG) assisted by the programme 
secretariat came to a close when the new Operational Programme for the next 
programming period 2007-2013 for the Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme was 
approved by the Commission on 3 October 2007. The new North Sea Region Programme 
will take account of the changing policy directions by addressing key issues such as 
transnational innovation capacities and competitiveness, sustainable energy, climate 
change response, maritime policy and safety, accessibility, demographic change and 
sustainable and competitive communities. 
 
In conclusion, 2007 saw the continuation of excellent progress in delivering the Interreg 
IIIB North Sea Programme and meeting its targets.  The final preparation work for the new 
Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme was completed and the new programme got 
off to a good start after approval on 3 October 2007. 
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Section A – Operational Context   
 
A.1.0 Operational Context 
  
2007 saw the continuation of excellent progress in delivering the Interreg IIIB North Sea 
Programme and meeting its targets. So far the secretariat has received 35 final reports of 
which 14 final claims have been paid.  
 
In 2007 a number of policy activities were introduced on European, national and regional 
level to tackle the challenges of climate change. These activities have proposed concrete 
targets for the use of renewables within the energy sector (20% share of renewable energy 
in 2020 - compared to the Union’s share of 8.5% today) and to boost energy efficiency. In 
2007 the Commission undertook a first assessment of National Energy Efficiency Action 
Plans (NEEAP), presenting national strategies on how Member States intend to achieve 
their adopted energy savings target by 2016. These activities underline the direction of the 
programme within its project portfolio on energy and sustainability related projects. Other 
policy initiatives to be mentioned in the programme context are the new European flood 
directive, the European green paper on urban mobility and the blue book about an 
integrated maritime policy for the European Union. These initiatives are very likely to 
generate long term impacts influencing the development of the North Sea region.  
 
The social and economic situation in 2007 was still marked by significant unemployment-
rates in long-term unemployment for both young and older people. In the context of the 
labour market the share of both groups among the total unemployment rate was again at a 
high level. This development was reflected in the programme context in terms of regional 
disparities concerning unemployment, business opportunities and quality of life within the 
North Sea Region, which remain high between the different member countries. 
 
National and regional elections (for example in Germany, U.K., Denmark, Norway and 
Belgium) followed by changes of administration and the reorganisation of governmental 
bodies in the programme area in 2007 have naturally resulted in shifts in policy and 
priority. Following the structural reform of the county councils and municipal authorities in 
Denmark the new Central Denmark Region replaced Viborg County Council as Paying 
Authority and host of the secretariat. The change had effect from 1 January 2007. 
 
The work of the Programme Preparation Group (PPG) assisted by the programme 
secretariat came to a close when the new Operational Programme for the next 
programming period 2007-2013 for the Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme was 
approved by the European Commission on 3rd October 2007. The new North Sea Region 
Programme will take account of the changing policy directions by addressing key issues 
such as transnational innovation capacities and competitiveness, sustainable energy, 
climate change response, maritime policy and safety, accessibility, demographic change 
and sustainable and competitive communities. 
 
During the year 2007 the North Sea Programme again attracted a lot of public attention. 
More than 200 participants joined the Pre-Launch Event in Ostend, Flanders and more 
than 500 participants from the whole North Sea Region joined the annual conference in 
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Brunstad, Norway. Projects received a lot of media attention via newspaper articles and 
reports on radio and television. There has again been a lot of very positive support during 
the entire year from all institutions and individuals, which form part of the programme’s 
management structure. 
 
 
A.2.0 Consistency with Community Policies 
The Community Initiative Programme (CIP) was drawn up in accordance with European 
Council Regulation No1260/1999 laying down general provisions on the Structural Funds 
and the following Regulations regarding structural funds: Regulation on the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) (No 1783/1999), Regulation on information and 
publicity measures to be carried out by the Member States concerning assistance from the 
Structural Funds (EC) No 1159/2000, Regulation on the eligibility of expenditure of 
operations co-financed by the Structural Funds (EC) No 1685/2000, Regulation on 
arrangements for using the Euro for the purposes of the budgetary management of the 
Structural Funds (EC) No 643/2000, Regulation on the management and control systems 
for assistance granted under the Structural Funds (EC) No 438/2001, and the Commission 
Regulation regarding the procedure for making financial corrections to assistance granted 
under the Structural Funds (EC) No 448/2001 as well as the Interreg guidelines (OJ C 143, 
23 May 2000). Commission Regulation (EC) No 448/2004 amending Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 1685/2000 laying down detailed rules for the implementation of 
Council Regulation (EC) No 1260/1999 as regards eligibility of expenditure of operations 
co-financed by the Structural Funds. 
 
In accordance with the Interreg guidelines, account was taken of Community policy 
priorities with special relevance for transnational co-operation on spatial 
planning/development in particular, the implementation of the European Spatial 
Development Perspective (ESDP).  
 
In accordance with Article 12 of the general regulation (1260/2000), operations financed by 
the Structural Funds must be in conformity with the provisions of the Treaty, with 
instruments adopted under it and with Community policies and actions, including the rules 
on competition, state aid rules, policy on the award of public contracts, policy on 
environmental protection and improvements and on the elimination of inequalities and the 
promotion of equality between men and women. 
 
 
A.2.1 Competition Policy and State Aid 
The North Sea Programme complies with competition policy. The programme does not 
grant state aid.. 
 
 
A.2.2 Award of Public Contracts 
The North Sea Programme complies with the Community requirements regarding the 
award of public contracts. In 2007 the programme awarded no large contracts. 
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A.2.3 Environmental Protection and Improvements 
A sustainable, harmonious development of the European Union that takes care of its 
environmental resources is core to Community policy. The Interreg IIIB North Sea 
Programme supports the objectives of Structural Funds programmes concerning 
protection of the nature values of the Natura 2000 sites (following the Council Directives 
92/43/EEC and 79/409/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats, of wild fauna and flora 
and of wild birds).  
 
The Member States participating in the Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme conform to the 
protection of the proposed Natura 2000 sites and ensure that the preservation values of 
these areas are not negatively affected by Structural Funds supported projects. 
 
The programme also monitors developments in environmental initiatives. The Water 
Framework Directive is the most significant development since the drafting of the 
Community Initiative Programme and has been incorporated into a number of projects, 
including NOLIMP.  
 
The relevant priorities identified in the 2001 Communication from the European 
Commission, ‘A Sustainable Europe for a Better World: A European Union Strategy for 
Sustainable Development’ (COM (2001) 264 final) are already integral parts of the 
programme’s objectives. 
 
 
A.2.4 Equal Opportunities 
The North Sea Programme complies with Community policy and legislation on equal 
opportunities for men and women and all other groups. Although it is not within the scope 
of the programme to fund projects dealing directly with such issues, all projects are 
required to confirm that all partners and project activities comply with rules regarding 
equality. It is positive to note, however, that many projects do not just comply with the 
minimum requirements but actively seek to promote equality of opportunity in their work. 
The number of projects expecting to have a positive effect in this area is, according to the 
mid-term evaluation, higher than might be expected. 
 
 
A.2.5 European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP), NorVision and the Spatial 
Agenda for the North Sea Region 
Under the Interreg IIC North Sea Programme, the NorVision project developed a spatial 
perspective for the North Sea region based on the ESDP. It represents a regional 
understanding of the ESDP and serves as a source of inspiration for the development of 
the region. The North Sea Programme has adopted the concept of sustainability as 
expressed in the ESDP. Sustainability is a main underlying principle of the NorVision and 
its recommendations. NorVision does not include the Flemish Region and the other new 
regions in the expanded IIIB programme area. However, many of the points covered by 
the NorVision apply equally to the new regions.  
 
In 2005 a series of small studies under the collective title of  “Spatial Agenda for the North 
Sea Region”, was carried out by the programme to bring additional focus to NorVision.  
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NorVision, however, remains valid. Meanwhile, the programme continues to require all 
project applicants to refer to the objectives outlined in the ESDP and NorVision.  
 
 
A.3.0 Complementarity with Community Programmes 
According to the Interreg guidelines, programming must be complementary to the 
measures promoted under Objectives 1, 2 and 3 of the Structural Funds, particularly as 
regards infrastructure and the other Community Initiatives. Furthermore, operations must 
comply with the scope of the Structural Funds and the rules on the eligibility of 
expenditure. An overview of Structural Funds Objective Programmes and Community 
Initiative Programmes in the Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme Area is given in the table 
below.  
 
 
Participating 
Country 

Structural Funds 
Objectives 

Community Initiatives 

Denmark 
 
 
 
 

Objective 2  
Objective 3 
 

Interreg IIIA (DK&S) 
Interreg IIIA (DK&G) 
Interreg IIIB Baltic Sea Region 
Interreg IIIC 
Leader + 
Urban 
Equal 
Urbact 
Interact 

Flemish Region Objective 2 (Turnhout/West 
Vlaanderen) 
Objective 3 
Objective 5b transitional 
funding 
(Westhoek/Meetjesland) 
Objective 2 Gent 
Objective 2 Antwerpen 
Objective 2 Arrondissement 
Turnhout-Kempen 

Interreg IIIA Euregio Scheldemond 
Interreg IIIA Benelux Middengebied 
Interreg IIIB NWE  
Interreg IIIC 
Leader + 
Urban 
Equal 
Urbact 
Interact 

Germany 
 
 

Objective 2 (Several areas in 
Lower Saxony, Schleswig-
Holstein, Bremen and 
Hamburg) 
Objective 3 

Interreg IIIA Ems-Dollart-Region 
Interreg IIIA Euregio (Gronau) 
Interreg IIIA Schleswig/South 
Jutland 
Interreg IIIA KERN/Fyns Amt 
Interreg IIIA Lübeck, 
Ostholstein/Storstroms Amt 
Interreg IIIB Baltic Sea Region 
Interreg IIIC 
Leader + 
Urban (Bremerhaven, Kiel) 
Equal 
Urbact 
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Interact 
The Netherlands 
 
 
 
 

Objective 1 Flevoland 
Objective 2 Noord Nederland 
Objective 2 Cities 
Objective 3 

Interreg IIIA Ems-Dollard 
Interreg IIIA Euregio Scheldemond 
Interreg IIIB NWE 
Interreg IIIC 
Urban (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den 
Haag) 
Leader + 
Equal 
Urbact 
Interact 

Norway  Interrreg IIIA (N&S) 
Interreg IIIB Baltic Sea Region 
Interreg IIIB Northern Periphery 
Interreg IIIC 
Leader + 

Sweden 
 
 
 
 

Objective 1 Södra 
skogslänsregionen 
Objective 2 Västra  
Objective 2 Södra 
Objective 2 Öarna (the 
islands) 
Objective 3 

Interreg IIIA (S&N) 
Interreg IIIA (S&DK) 
Interreg IIIB Baltic Sea Region 
Interreg IIIB Northern Periphery 
Interreg IIIC 
Urban Göteborg 
Leader + 
Equal 
Urbact 
Interact 

UK 
 
 
 
 

Objective 1 
Objective 2 
Objective 3 
Objective 5b transitional 
funding 
 

Interreg IIIB NWE 
Interreg IIIB Atlantic Area 
Interreg IIIB Northern Periphery 
Interreg IIIC 
Urban 
Leader + 
Equal 
Urbact 
Interact 

 
All projects submitted under the programme are required to state whether they have 
sought funding from any other programmes to avoid the danger of double funding. 
Synergy, however, is also encouraged with the activities of other Community programmes 
such as Urban, Leader and Equal.  
 
The programme has also continued to develop links with other Interreg programmes in 
2007. Existing links with neighbouring B-strand programmes have been strengthened to 
enable the exchange of ideas on good practice, project development and other issues. 
Some North Sea projects work side-by-side with projects in other programme areas 
tackling the same issues.  
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A.4.0 The Maritime Safety Umbrella Operation (MSUO) 
The main part of the MSUO activities was completed in 2007. A few remaining minor tasks 
are still outstanding and will be completed in 2008. A final report has been completed and 
will be available on the MSUO website. The MSUO provided a model of cross-programme 
cooperation for future Interreg programmes. It was very successful in bringing together 
main maritime stakeholders and in providing an open forum for debate. It is anticipated 
that the experiences from the MSUO can be brought to use during the implementation of 
the Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme. 
  
 
A.4.1 ESPON and INTERACT 
In 2007 the North Sea programme continued its commitment to, and involvement in, both 
ESPON and Interact. Both programmes encourage a more systematic study of inter-
programme complementarity. ESPON projects study spatial development themes across 
Europe and should provide broad insights into the main actions being pursued. Interact 
promotes communication between all Interreg programmes and facilitate closer co-
operation between them. The North Sea Programme hosts the Interact Point for 
Qualification and Transfer. In 2007, the Interact Point has successfully arranged seminars 
and workshops on a number of key issues relating to programme delivery for Interreg A, B 
and C strand programmes. 
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Section B – Programme Administration and Management 
 
B.1.0 Programme Management 
A joint management structure for the programme has been established which has been 
fully described in Chapter 7 of the CIP. The joint technical secretariat carries out its 
functions in accordance with the decisions of the transnational Monitoring and Steering 
Committees. The Monitoring and Steering Committees have membership from both the 
national and regional levels of the seven participating countries on both committees. The 
Monitoring committee saw full or virtually full attendance during 2007, while there were no 
Steering committee meetings during 2007. 
 
 
B.2.0 Monitoring Committee 
The tasks of the Monitoring Committee are described in detail in the Community Initiative 
Programme pages 14-17.  
  
 
B.2.1 Membership and Operations 
The Monitoring Committee consists of three representatives from the national and regional 
levels of each Member State and Norway, including a representative of the authority 
responsible for the Interreg Programme and the chairperson and co-chairperson of the 
Steering Committee. In addition, a representative from the European Commission, one 
observer per delegation and one representative from the Central Denmark Region (as the 
nominated Paying Authority, host and employer of the joint technical secretariat) may 
attend. The list of members of the Monitoring Committee during 2007 is supplied in 
Appendix 1. The chairperson for 2007 was Preben Gregersen from Denmark.  
 
Preparations for the Monitoring Committee meetings are made by the joint technical 
secretariat. The chairperson approves the draft agenda and the papers are circulated 
three weeks in advance of the meetings. The decisions of the Monitoring Committee are 
made by consensus and are recorded in the minutes of the meeting, which are formally 
approved at the start of the next meeting. 
 
 
B.3.0 The Managing Authority 
The Managing Authority for the Programme is the Danish Enterprise and Construction 
Authority, Silkeborg, Denmark. The majority of Managing Authority tasks have been 
delegated to the joint technical secretariat.  
 
 
B.4.0 The Paying Authority 
The Paying Authority for the Programme in 2007 was Central Denmark Region, Denmark. 
The majority of Paying Authority tasks have been delegated to the joint technical 
secretariat.  
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B.5.0 Steering Committee 
The tasks of the Steering Committee are described in detail in the Community Initiative 
Programme pages 83-84. The decisions of the Steering Committee are made by 
consensus. 
 
 
B.5.1 Membership and Operations 
The Steering Committee consists of three representatives from the national and regional 
levels of each Member State and Norway. It is the task of these representatives to ensure 
that the views of social partners, including environmental actors, are taken into account in 
accordance with the regulations and traditions of the countries concerned. In addition, the 
chair and co-chair of the Monitoring Committee attend in an advisory capacity, a 
representative from the European Commission may attend as an observer, and one 
representative from Central Denmark Region (as the PA, host and employer of the joint 
technical secretariat) takes part as an observer. One observer per delegation is also 
allowed to attend. The list of members of the Steering Committee in 2007 is supplied in 
Appendix 2. 
 
The Steering Committee has a chairperson and a co-chairperson nominated for a period of 
twelve months and alternating between the countries involved in alphabetical order (DK, 
FL, G, NL, N, S and UK). There was no SC meeting in 2007. 
 
 
B.6.0 The Joint Technical Secretariat  
The tasks of the joint technical secretariat are described on pages 86-87 of the Community 
Initiative Programme. The joint technical secretariat works according to the Business and 
Implementation plan approved by the Monitoring Committee and updated annually. The 
joint technical secretariat is in charge of the day-to-day implementation of the programme 
and acts as the joint technical secretariat for the Monitoring and Steering Committees. The 
secretariat is hosted by Central Denmark Region, Denmark, according to the Letter of 
Agreement between Central Denmark Region and the national authorities. The joint 
technical secretariat has an international staff of 20 people, supplemented by regular 
student placements.  
 
Central Denmark Region is the host and employer of the joint technical secretariat. The 
Annual Employer Statement can be found in Appendix 4. 
 
 
B.7.0 The Work of the Monitoring Committee in 2007 
 
B.7.1 There was one Monitoring Committee meeting during 2007. The meeting was held in 
Denmark. Monitoring Committee Meeting no. 11 took place in Silkeborg, Denmark on 14 
September 2007. 
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B.7.2 Monitoring Committee Meeting no. 11, 14 September 2007, Silkeborg, Denmark 
 
The eleventh Monitoring Committee meeting considered the following issues: 
 

1. Draft minutes of Monitoring Committee meeting no 10 
 
2. The North Sea Programme Fact Sheet 
 
3. Financial update (part 1) 

i. Technical Assistance budget: current status 
ii. 2007-2008, close programme June 2009  

 
4. Financial update (part 2) 

i. Project funding 
ii. Interest money 

 
5. Handbook of Standard Procedures 

 
6. Programme results - progress 

 
7. Publicity and communications 

 
8.  Any other business 

 
 

B.7.3 Written Procedures 
There were two written procedures between the tenth and eleventh meetings of the 
Monitoring Committee. The first written procedure was concerning the approval of the Mini 
Call project applications. The purpose of this written procedure was to give approval for 
the Mini Call applications. The second written procedure was concerning the revision of 
the financial tables of the Programme Complement. The purpose of this written procedure 
was to give approval for the revised financial tables.  
 
 
B.7.4 Revision of the CIP 
The revised CIP was formally approved by Commission decision of 19 October 2004. 
Following an administrative reform in Denmark the name of the Paying Authority changed. 
As a result of this change an procedure for amending the CIP was initiated in October 
2007.   
 
 
B.7.5 The work of the Monitoring Committee to ensure quality of implementation 
The Monitoring Committee met once in 2007 in order to give committee members the 
chance to receive more regular detailed information on programme activities. The 
Monitoring Committee reviews all of the procedures and systems developed by the joint 
technical secretariat for implementing the programme. The Monitoring Committee is kept 
fully informed about the progress of the programme. This includes approving the work plan 
of the joint technical secretariat, financial developments and the progress towards 
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achieving the objectives of the programme. Regular contact is maintained with the 
chairperson of the Committee between meetings so that important issues can be 
discussed and Written Procedures initiated if necessary.  
 
In addition to these activities, the Monitoring Committee received regular reports on the 
extent to which the targets and objectives of the programme are being met, both at the 
meetings and through the monthly financial reports sent out to the national authorities in 
accordance with the Letters of Agreement. This has been particularly relevant because of 
the N+2 rule and the risk of de-commitment.  
 
 
B.7.6 The Programme Supervisory Group 
The Programme Supervisory Group was set up to allow closer contact between the 
Monitoring Committee and the regular work of the joint technical secretariat, and to allow 
more detailed discussions on issues which arise in the programme as it is a smaller group. 
The Programme Supervisory Group consists of the chair, co-chair and previous chair of 
the Monitoring Committee plus one national representative from each of the other 
delegations on the committee. In addition the head of the joint technical secretariat, a 
representative of the MA and the PA are members (in principle one representative per 
country).  
 
There were no Programme Supervisory Group meetings carried out during 2007. 

 
 
B.8.0 The Work of the Steering Committee 
There was no Steering Committee meeting for considering project applications in 2007. 11 
projects have been participating in the Mini-Call. These were approved by Written 
Procedure. 
 
 
B.9.0 Reporting and Control Activity 
 
De-commitment 
As in all previous years, the North Sea Programme was not affected by de-commitment in 
2007, in fact the programme spending targets were exceeded by €4,3 millions. This 
achievement primarily reflects the fact that the programme is in its main operational phase 
and that cases of under-performance on project level are few and far between. 
 
The success in avoiding de-commitment is a result of a well-defined financial management 
strategy. The strategy has been pursued since the beginning of the programme and has 
essentially remained unchanged over the years. The strategy consists of 4 key elements: 
 

• Close financial monitoring of all projects 
• Targeted information to individual projects and groups of projects 
• Lead Partner Seminars 
• Article 4 Monitoring visits and follow-up visits 
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Reporting and the collection of data 
Regular reporting is a key element in the financial monitoring of projects. All projects 
submit six-monthly spending and activity reports. The spending report is also used as a 
claim for payment and must be audited by the auditor appointed for the project. This audit 
is based on national audit rules and though its key elements are more or less the same, 
the concrete procedure varies from country to country.  
 
National rules on audit vary considerably in the North Sea area and change over time. In 
recent years, however, adherence to internationally accepted standards of audit rules e.g. 
the ISA rules has become a key element in a number of countries. In some cases this is a 
direct requirement and in others it is introduced more indirectly. The increased emphasis 
on internationally accepted standards of audit is not a requirement in the Commission 
Regulations but is fully in line with the development in the policies on audit issues 
employed by the European Commission. 
 
The six-monthly progress reports from projects are not confined to financial issues alone. 
As well as a financial section, each project includes a report on activities. In each of these, 
the individual project must report on progress towards meeting the targets set for the 
indicators they have selected to monitor project implementation. The data is collected in 
the programme database, where a risk and issues log is kept for each individual project. 
The information is reported to the Monitoring Committee meetings in condensed form to 
assist in the programme monitoring. 
 
Consistency between the reports on activities and the financial reports is a key part of 
project monitoring in the North Sea Programme. No payments to projects are made unless 
both the financial report and the report on activities are consistent and in line with the 
approved application. 
 
Ever since programme approval, the programme database has been a key element in 
project monitoring. Following a major overhaul of the database in 2005, the modernised 
programme database proved its worth in the following years. The increased use of 
automatic generation of standard letters, checklists, detailed reports on project expenditure 
and a log on project activities are key elements of day-to-day use of the new improved 
database. The database was developed in-house and remains a very flexible tool for 
monitoring both on project and on programme level.  
 
The combination of financial and qualitative information in the database facilitates a quick 
identification of potential problems or delays in project implementation. Once these are 
identified the joint technical secretariat launches the appropriate procedure to discover the 
cause of the delay and agree corrective actions with the Lead Partner. These “response” 
procedures are always customised to the needs of the individual project. It is the 
experience of the secretariat that such tailor-made solutions are the most efficient way to 
get projects back on track when necessary. What works for one project does not 
necessarily work for another and standardised solutions often fall short or delivering the 
desired result. 
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Targeted information to projects 
The inherent conflict between being a service provider and being one of the key enforcers 
of national rules and the relevant regulations from the European Commission is a 
challenge facing all programme secretariats. 
 
Too much emphasis on either one is to the detriment of the projects and to the delivery of 
the programme. Paying “lip-service” to projects or simply not advising, when the answer is 
negative, will leave the projects in a very vulnerable situation in cases of Article 10 checks 
or other similar checks. A vigorous and mechanistic enforcement of the rules and 
regulation, on the other hand, will quickly stop most, if not all, project activities. The 
challenge is to find the middle way and ensure that project activities run as smoothly as 
possible and without violating the rules and regulations. 
 
Good co-operation between the projects and the staff of the programme secretariat is 
essential for the achievement of this goal and to a successful implementation of the 
programme. The programme secretariat ensures that all Lead Partners can openly discuss 
potential problems so solutions can be found in good time and in co-operation.  
 
The North Sea Programme has always aspired to co-operate with the projects in an 
atmosphere of trust and mutual respect. Remaining in close contact with the project Lead 
Partners is key to achieving this overall goal. In addition to the day-to-day contact on the 
telephone and by mail, face-to-face contact is essential to achieve the openness about 
problems that is essential to overcome the problems. 
 
Regular Lead Partner seminars mean that the secretariat staff meet the project Lead 
Partners face to face and have a chance to discuss project progress and address potential 
problems. The Lead Partner seminars have always been well attended with 
representatives from almost all projects. 
 
The content of the seminars varies and priority is given to subjects, which have proven 
difficult to deal with for the projects, or where future challenges are expected. The 
programme secretariat has made increasing use of facilitation techniques as a method for 
dealing with these difficult issues during the seminars. Traditional techniques such as 
brain-storming and group discussions have been in use for a long period of time, but 
recently the more challenging technique of role-play has proven a very powerful tool.    
 
Issues in relation to audit and control and project closure were key issues in 2007. Most 
projects are in the late part of their operational phase or are preparing to complete their 
activities. At this point in the project life-cycle problems previously ignored or simply 
overlooked will re-emerge. It is the experience of the programme secretariat that the way 
in which a project management deal with these issues is often central to the success (or 
lack of) of the project as a whole. In connection with the seminars Lead Partners are 
offered individual meetings with the secretariat staff in order to discuss problems or simply 
clarify questions that are difficult to explain in writing.  
 
There were no LP seminars in 2007. This decision was taken based on the needs analysis 
carried out by the secretariat. The issue of closing projects was extensively covered in 
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2006 and based on the feedback from the projects it seemed that the information provided 
was sufficient. Projects needing further guidance contact the secretariat directly.  
 
 
Article 4 Monitoring 
At Monitoring Committee meeting No 4 it was decided to delegate the task of carrying out 
the Article 4 monitoring and proof of existence checks to the programme secretariat. It was 
also decided that each approved project would receive an Article 4 check at least once in 
its lifetime. Following the first check in September 2003 a total of 54 Article 4 checks have 
been carried out by the staff of the secretariat. 
  
The Article 4 Monitoring checks have proven to be worthwhile. Each visit offers the unique 
opportunity to address the challenges and problems of the individual project. Often issues 
that had the potential of turning into serious obstacles for a project have been solved 
before they had the opportunity to escalate. The checks have also proven to play a 
significant role in the constant efforts keep projects on track progress-wise and avoid de-
commitment.  
 
In line the Commission regulation, one main focus of the visits is the arrangements put in 
place by the project for management and control. In general these systems have proven to 
be in order, but at times the visits have led to adjustments of the administrative procedures  
 
In December 2005 the CDCR approved a set of guidelines providing examples of “good 
practice” for the application of Article 4 of Commission Regulation 438/2001 (2006 01 25 
CDCR-06-0002-00-EN). This set of guidelines will be implemented in the checks carried 
out by the national controllers carrying out Article 10 checks. The recommendations given 
in this set of guidelines are in all key respects fully in line with the existing procedures for 
Article 4 visits in the North Sea Programme. 
 
Carrying out the Article 4 Monitoring checks has proven to be both professionally 
challenging and time-consuming for the staff of the secretariat. It is roughly estimated that 
the workload associated with each visit takes approximately 2 working weeks. In the light 
of this, the continued execution of the checks and the resources in terms of person-power 
involved were discussed by the Monitoring Committee and alternative approaches were 
considered. Following these discussions, and taking into account the CDCR guidelines, 
the Monitoring Committee decided to continue the Article 4 Monitoring checks in their 
present form. 
 
The Article 4 visits supplement the Article 10 checks (5% control) and play an important 
role in the overall monitoring of the correct use of the ERDF. In order to achieve this, a 
good co-operation between the joint technical secretariat and the national controllers has 
proved very important. The secretariat is in close contact with the national controllers and 
copies of the Article 4 reports are sent to the Financial Controller Group. 
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The Financial Controller Group 
In line with the recommendations of Appendix 4 of The “Management and Control Systems 
Audit Manual for the Structural Funds” the National Controllers of all the participating 
Member States and Norway have formed a Financial Controller Group. Each of the 
countries has 1 or 2 seats in the controller group.  
 
The group meets at least once a year and jointly co-ordinate the implementation of the 5% 
control of Article 10 in Commission Regulation (EC) No 438/2001.  
 
Both National and Commission requirements for financial control in the Interreg 
programmes have intensified over the years and the importance of co-operation and co-
ordination of the work carried out by the National Controllers has increased 
correspondingly.  
 
The Danish Enterprise and Construction Authority (EU Controller Unit) is responsible for 
the co-ordination of the Article 10 work. The secretariat assists the FCG in the execution of 
this task. The assistance covers primarily preparation of agenda points, minutes of the 
meetings and the provision of data for the risk analysis. It must be emphasised that this 
assistance does not include the selection of projects for 5% control. 
 
The controller group was formed in 2003 and undertook as its first task to develop and 
agree on an audit strategy and a risk analysis for the North Sea Programme. The first 
version of the risk analysis was completed in 2003 and will be continuously amended as 
new projects are approved and the work of already approved projects progress. Based on 
the continued updated risk analysis, the FCG selects projects for control.  
 
7 projects have now been selected an Article 10 check of which 3 reports from the 
controllers are now completed so that  the Managing Authority and the Joint Technical 
Secretariat can follow up on the findings and conclusions made. In addition to the projects 
selected for an Article 10 control, the FCG discussed 2 projects where potential 
infringement problems were identified.  
 
The group also co-ordinates the annual Article 13 statements that each Member State 
must submit to the Commission on the implementation of Articles 10 – 12. 
In the North Sea Region the reporting of this takes place as follows: 
 
 

• The national controllers agree on a risk analysis of the projects approved under the 
North Sea Programme and agree on the projects that will be chosen for “on-the-
spot” control. 

 
• The projects chosen for control will be visited in all countries in which there is a 

project partner. The timing and co-ordination of the checks will be decided by the 
national controllers. 

 
• All findings as a result of the checks will be reported to the European Commission 

in a separate Article 13 report submitted by the national controllers in each of the 
Member States. 
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The Danish national controller, who co-ordinates the 5% control on behalf of all the 
national controllers, submits an overall Article 13 report to the European Commission 
covering all significant findings in all the participating Member States as a result of the 5% 
control. This procedure has remained unchanged since the formation of the Financial 
Controller Group. 
 
 
Status of the Article 10  
Previously, there have been some delays in the Article 10 work but this is no longer the 
case. At this stage, the requirement to check at least 5% of the eligible costs reported 
under the programme, as emphasised in Commission Regulation No 438/2001, is now met 
by the national controllers. The conclusions made so far indicate that the programme is 
being delivered in compliance with the rules and the requirements as the current error rate 
is approximately 2 %. In addition, there is no indication of systemic errors. 
 
 
B.10 Significant problems encountered in managing the programme 
There were no significant problems encountered in managing the programme in 2007.  
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Section C – Programme Implementation 
 
C.1.0 Programme Implementation - General comments 
The North Sea Programme has been delivered effectively in 2007. The focus of 
programme implementation was essentially placed on the allocation of the remaining 
programme resources and on intensifying the communication of programme achievements 
identified, with an acceleration of meeting programme targets to be observed. 21 out of the 
70 projects approved under the programme were still active by the end of 2007.  35 
projects completed their work all in all, with 21 of these projects closing in 2007. All 
projects under the Mini-Call for Publicity, launched in early 2007, will be finished in June 
2008, after which the results and outcomes will be collected and assessed. A number of 
different measures have been undertaken, e.g. video projects and infomercials about 
projects for web-portals. 11 projects have been participating in the Mini-Call. The projects 
approved will deliver outputs that will meet or exceed the programme targets.  
 
The first stage of the strategic video project finished in late 2007. 8 videos depicting the 
results and outcomes of the projects and added value of the Programme and are now 
available through the website and as hard copies by mail order. The videos have been 
sent to key stakeholders at the highest level in the Commission and other relevant bodies, 
organisations and the private sector. Several Commission Cabinets have made positive 
remarks in letters addressed to the Secretariat. Their purpose is to promote the benefits of 
transnational co-operation in the North Sea Region on the basis of the achievements of 
the projects. In addition to promoting the Interreg IIIB programme, the videos also play an 
important role in the initial stages of the publicity strategy for the Interreg IVB programme.   
 
The programme has consistently met the deadlines set for the application procedure and 
has continued to reduce the time taken to issue Grant Offer Letters. Accordingly, there has 
been no de-commitment in 2007. Every effort is made to work together with project 
partners to resolve problems regarding documentation etc. during the implementation 
process.  
 
In addition, good progress has been made during 2007 with projects continuing to 
demonstrate concrete impacts (e.g. relating to their innovative character, territorial impact, 
integrated approach, or showcase character of investment). By the end of 2007, the 35 
closed projects produced visible results that illustrate the progress made to date towards 
the programme targets. It can be expected that, if all of the remaining on-going projects 
deliver as planned, the programme targets will be exceeded by the time the programme 
closes. 
 
 
C.2.0 Financial Implementation  
The Monitoring Committee closely monitors the financial implementation of the 
programme. At each meeting in the Monitoring Committee a fact sheet on the programme 
implementation is presented. The fact sheet provides an update on the general progress of 
the programme and on the current financial status. 
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By the end of 2006 the programme was fully allocated and no additional funding has been 
allocated to the North Sea Programme during 2007.  
 
 
C.3.0. Use of the interest money 
Advance payments from the European Commission enter the programme bank account as 
described in section 7.3.2 of the CIP. The programme bank account is an interest bearing 
account and by the end of 2007 the accrued interest on the account, originating from 
prepayments from the European Commission and from national funding from the 7 
countries participating in the programme to the programme, was € 1,848,428 - Appendix 6 
A, B and C: Annual Statement of Accounts 2006 – section D. As emphasised in 
Commission Regulation No 1260/1999 under Article 32(2) and in Guidelines on closure of 
assistance (2000-2006) from the Structural Funds” the accrued interest will be allocated 
for the same purpose as the advance payment it self”. 
 
MC10 decided to allocate funding for 10 web-videos from the interest money. Each web-
video takes outset in an individual project, but the overall purpose of the web-videos is to 
promote the transnational achievements of the programme in general. The web-video 
project stretches into 2007 and is not yet complete. A total amount of € 50,000 has been 
set-aside for this purpose. 
 
In addition to this MC10 decided to allocate € 500,000 for a Mini-Call for projects to 
support the publicity and communications activities of the projects under the IIIB 
programme. 12 projects were approved under the Mini-Call and will complete in June 
2008. 
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Section D – Progress on implementation of the priorities and 
measures 
 
2007 saw the continuation of excellent progress in delivering the Interreg IIIB North Sea 
Programme and meeting its targets. So far the secretariat has received 35 final reports of 
which 14 final claims have been paid.  
 
2007 was the sixth year of operations for the programme and 21 projects were active by 
the end of the year.  

• 31 projects submitted two periodic activity and financial reports during this period  
(June 07 and December 07). 

• 35 projects completed their work altogether, 21 of which were finalised in 2007. 
• By the end of 2007 the programme had spent and claimed (ERDF) €104,6 millions 

thus exceeding the spending target by €4,1 millions. In other words, the programme 
avoided de-commitment in 2007 as in all previous years.   

 
Every final report comprises a summary, which outlines the project's main achievements, 
recommendations and conclusions. The outcomes and results of the projects are closely 
monitored and updated information is regularly put into the programme database and 
subsequently made available on the website (Information on the outputs of the projects 
can be found in Appendix 8).   
 
All project applications received are assessed in terms of their contribution to the aim and 
objectives of the programme and its measures and priorities. The project descriptions in 
Appendix 5 show which measure each project is funded under and the themes that will be 
worked on.  
 
By the end of 2007, the 35 closed projects produced visible results that illustrate the 
progress made to date towards the programme targets. It can be expected that, if all of the 
remaining on-going projects deliver as planned, the programme targets will be exceeded 
by the time the programme closes. All the 35 finalised projects confirm that not only will 
high-quality projects have made use of virtually all programme funds available, but also 
that no significant gaps will have been left in terms of the thematic scope of the 
programme. 
 
The concrete impact demonstrated by projects, e.g. on account of their innovative nature, 
territorial impact, integrated approach, or showcase character of investment, is evident in 
the numerous project examples across the programme priorities (cf. Qualitative 
Information, section D.2.0). 
 
The next section outlines the contribution of the finalised projects towards achieving the 
programme priority targets. Based on the final results delivered by the finalised 35 
projects, it can be concluded that if the remaining on-going projects achieve what they 
promised in the application, the programme targets will be fully met and some even 
exceeded. The project portfolio leaves no significant gaps in terms of coverage of the 
themes addressed by the programme. 
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D.1.0 Indicative Quantified Priority Targets 
The following tables give an indication of the extent to which the quantified priority targets 
in the Community Initiative Programme have been achieved so far. The information is 
based on data from finalised and closed projects. The objective is to show how the 
quantified priority targets have been achieved by the programme measure level indicators. 
The indicators on programme level are aggregates from the project data. In order to 
monitor the successful implementation of each individual measure, it is necessary to 
collect consistent and specific information about all projects under each measure. The 
measure level indicators describe the ambitions of the programme at the level of the main 
interventions. These indicative quantified priority targets will be monitored throughout the 
execution of the programme.  
 
The increased size of the average project is a result of the focus on implementation and 
small-scale investment rather than preparatory activities such as planning and networking. 
The North Sea programme also encourages ‘flagship’ projects that implement national 
policies on the regional level. Both elements are being encouraged to increase the visible 
effects that the programme will have in the North Sea Region. The projects so far finalised 
have all made significant contributions to the programme level targets (North Sea 
Community Initiative Programme page 44). 
 
 
Table 1: Priority 1 Transnational spatial development strategies and actions for 
urban, rural and maritime systems in the North Sea Region 
 
The main targets for the programme level are listed down below. The main targets on 
priority level are included in the respective paragraphs describing the priorities.  
 
 Priority 1 

i) Strengthening the relationship between rural areas and between urban and rural 
areas. 
ii) The preservation of an adequate level of basic services in rural areas. 
iii) Improvement of social conditions, including equal opportunities. 
iv) Improvement of economic conditions in economically weak areas. 
v) Improvement of the physical environment. 
vi) Improvement of transnational co-operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Measure level indicators* 
 
Description Total Number of projects

Number of initiatives on spatial development (e.g. innovative 
housing, investments) 91 6 
Number of town networks operating 16 4 

Number of towns participating in town networks 107 4 
% increase in satisfaction of users of quality of urban 
environment 39 3 

Number of businesses established in regeneration areas 48 3 
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Number of new services in urban spaces 59 4 
Number of people moving into the region 4764,05 2 
Number of improved public spaces 68 4 

Number of new networks within the regions 48 6 

Number of regenerated & redeveloped sites 61 4 

Number of regions involved in networking 38 4 
Number of people using new services 5390 3 

Number of regions reporting reduced outmigration 6 1 
Nr of new or safeguarded jobs 50 1 
Number of new services established (social, economic, 
transport) 42 2 
Number of new tourism offers 65 4 

Number of rural or urban-rural networks operating 52 3 
Number of sites and areas affected 151 4 
% increase in satisfaction on quality of life (in the regions 
concerning) 44 4 
Number of tourists 500034,05 3 
Number of water sites (river beds/soils, plants) improved / m 
of water sites 57002 5 
Number of initiatives to improve tourism, water quality or the 
quality of life 389 5 

Number of shared innovative research studies 34 7 
Number of sites and areas affected 11 2 
 
* The updated information has taken into account of the result of the 35 projects that have completed their 
work during 2007. 
 
In general, progress has been made in all areas. The latest available figures (in the 
programme indicators table) show that in addition to more than 7.700 organisations 
participating from the start of the projects, the number of people involved is now over 
40.000. Involvement in the projects will of course lead to transnational co-operation 
between these organisations and it is hoped that future co-operation on different issues 
will be encouraged. Transnational co-operation has increased the indicative quantified 
priority target ‘improvement of the physical environment’.  
 
In addition, the indicative quantified priority target ‘improvement of the physical 
environment’ has progressed considerably in 2007. TownNet (1.1), URBAL (1.3) 
SmartLIFE – International (1.1), TARGET 2 (2.1), Liveable City (1.2) and WSF (3.4) have 
all demonstrated 91 initiatives on spatial development in their final report.  
 
The indicative quantified priority target ‘improvement of educational and capacity building 
opportunities’ has significantly improved in 2007. 34 number of shared innovative research 
studies have been developed by seven projects from three different priorities (Smart LIFE 
– International (1.1), BurVal (4.1), NORIS (4.2), SUTRANET (2.3), NMC-NSR (2.3), WSF 
(3.4) and GREEN – NSD (1.5). 
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389 initiatives to improve tourism, in particular within the indicative quantified priority target 
‘improvement of economic conditions in economically weak areas’ has improved 
considerably in 2007. FLOWS (1.4), NOLIMP (4.2), WCI – II (4.1) and PURE North Sea 
(4.1).  
 

 

Table 2: Priority 2 Efficient and sustainable transport and communications and 
improved access to the information society 
 
The main targets for the programme level are listed down below. The main targets on 
priority level are included in the respective paragraphs describing the priorities.  
 
 

 
Priority 2 
i) Improve the effectiveness of transport systems. 
ii) Increase the share of sustainable means of transport in total transport. 
iii) Enhanced effectiveness and use of intermodal transport systems. 
iv) Improvement of the accessibility of peripheral and rural areas.  
v) Improvement of access to transport, information and communication technologies and 
networks. 
vi) Improvement of business development and education opportunities, especially in rural areas. 
vii) Establishment of regional maritime clusters.  
viii) Improved application of ICT for sustainable development purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Measure level indicators* 
 
Description Total Number of projects

Number of regions reporting measurable increase in use of 
sustainable transport 89 4 
Number of jobs created 1 1 

Number of new sustainable transport standards 23 2 

Number of sustainable transport infrastructure 210 3 

Number of sustainable transport services 23 4 

Number of identified viable transport routes implemented 4 3 
Number of viable transport routes identified (solutions) 104 3 
Decreasing number and severity of shipping accident 0 1 
Number of organisations shifting cargo from road to water & 
rail 29 3 
Number of activities increasing maritime safety / reducing 
risk 2 3 

Number of improved logistic services for water & rail 20 4 
Number of queries about intermodal solutions 11278 5 
Number of responsible national authorities involved in these 
maritime activities 16 4 
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Number of jobs created 51 2 
Number of organisations using new ICT opportunities 
(mainly SMEs, also new start ups) 252 2 
Number of new ICT services established (having website, 
direct sales online, bus to bus online, establishing 
partnerships, software, hardware, forums) 16 4 
Number organisations better prepared for using ICT 
opportunities 342 3 
Number of organisations using new ICT services 98 4 
Number of regions with improved access to public 
information through ICT 18 3 
Number of ICT systems created for improved access to 
public information 29 4 
Number of new organisational structures for improved 
access to public information established 14 3 
 
* The updated information has taken into account of the result of the 35 projects that have completed their 
work during 2007. 
 
 
Considerable progress had already been made on achieving the targets for priority 2 and 
the Monitoring Committee already decided in February 2004 to close measure 2.1 for 
future calls. The indicative quantified priority target ‘improved application of ICT for 
sustainable development purposes’ has progressed considerably in 2007. Four projects 
within priority 2 NCM-NSR (2.3), Geo-Share (2.5), REMARC II (2.3) and ICT for SME:s 
(2.4) have demonstrated 98 different organisations using new ICT services in their Final 
Report.  
 
Good and sustainable accessibility is a vital precondition to support a successful economy. 
The indicative quantified priority target ‘increase the share of sustainable means of 
transport in total transport’ has now began to deliver in 2007. Three projects within two 
different priorities Town Net (1.1), NMC – NSR (2.3) and TARGET 2 (2.1) have delivered 
23 sustainable transport services.  
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Table 3: Priority 3: Sustainable management and development of the environment, 
natural resources and cultural heritage 
 
The main targets for the programme level are listed down below. The main targets on 
priority level are included in the respective paragraphs describing the priorities.  
 

 
Priority 3 
i) Increased use of renewable energies in percentages of total use. 
ii) Decrease in unsustainable energy consumption. 
iii) Establishment and improvement of protected natural, cultural and historical landscapes and 
sites. 
iv) Increased awareness and knowledge of the cultural heritage of the North Sea Region.  
v) Improve conditions for sustainable cultural tourism. 
vi) More jobs connected to cultural tourism. 
vii) Better integration of cultural heritage in spatial development.  
viii) Development of methods of coastal management. 
ix) Establishment of transnational nature reserves. 
x) Preservation of the vitality of coastal communities and local and regional identity. 
xi) Contribution to a less polluted North Sea. 
xii) Reduction in waste production. 
xiii) Better use of the economic potential of natural resources. 
xiv) Improved conditions for marine life. 
xv) Improved quality of the environment. 
xvi) Transnational marine management strategies and structures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Measure level indicators* 
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Description Total Number of projects

Number of sites where preserved landscapes or cultural 
heritage provide new economic and social opportunities 26 7 
Number of ha of improved townscapes 13660000971 5 

Number km river improved 57332,5500001907 5 

Number of sites with improved natural landscapes 60 10 
Number of sites with sustainable protection of cultural and 
historical heritage 32 8 

Number of visitors using new tourism offers 4555,60000610352 6 
Number of new tourism offers 217 6 
Number of sites with new tourism offers 77 6 
Number of sites with new renewable energy infrastructure 
implemented 28 1 

Number of initiatives for recycling or reducing waste applied 5 2 
Number of initiatives implemented for sustainable 
management of the north sea (waste, fish stock) 4 2 
Number of jobs created 64 3 
Number of sites prepared for sustainable energy 
infrastructure (locate sites, small scale plants, helping 
regions to plan for offshore windfarms) 15 1 
Number of initiatives for sustainable economic development 
in the coastal zones 6 2 

Number of initiatives on management of marine resources 8 2 
Number of initiatives to protect environment of the coastal 
zones 9 2 
Number of regions participating in networks using integrated 
coastal zone management 11 2 

* The updated information has taken into account of the result of the 35 projects that have completed their 
work during 2007. 

 
Good progress has been made on all targets. Preservation of the vitality of coastal 
communities and local and regional identity has had considerably progress in 2007. Five 
projects WCI-II (1.4), Liveable City (1.2), NOLIMP (4.2), NorthSEAfaring (3.1) and TEN3 
(3.1) from three priorities have all contributed to 13660000971 ha of improved townscapes 
throughout the North Sea Region. Establishment and improvement of protected natural, 
cultural and historical landscapes and sites progressed since 2005. Seven different 
projects from all four different priorities WSF (3.4), NorthSEAfaring (3.1), NOLIMP (4.2), 
FLOWS (4.1), Liveable City (1.2), Ten 3 (3.1) and Target 2 (2.1) have all contributed to 26 
different sites throughout the North Sea Region where preserved landscape or cultural 
heritage has provided new economic and social opportunities.  
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Table 4: Priority 4: Water management 
 
The main targets for the programme level are listed down below. The main targets on 
priority level are included in the respective paragraphs describing the priorities.  
 

 
Priority 4 
i) Establishment of new retention areas and the improvement of existing ones. 
ii) Establishment of new coastal defence infrastructure and the improvement of existing coastal 
defence. 
iii) Establishment of new water management infrastructures (sewage plants, relocated or new 
dykes, changes in river flows). 
iv) Cleaned river beds. .  
v) Transnational river management strategies and structures. 
vii) Better co-operation of coastal and sea-management authorities. 
viii) Improved water quality. 
ix) Methods to combat the rise of the sea level. 
x) Less people at risk of flooding. 
xi) Less economic risks of flooding. 
xii) Improved methods of dealing with risks of flooding and flooding effects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Measure level indicators* 

 

Description Total Number of projects

ha of retention sites established and improved 72 2 
km river improved 6,55 1 

Number of people at less danger from flooding  1 

Number of river basins with sustainable management plans 10 3 

Number of water systems improved 16 4 

Number of effective initiatives for improving water quality 14 4 
Number of effective initiatives for preventing flooding 7 3 
Number of effective initiatives for securing water supply 3 2 

Number of tourism sites created 25 2 

ha positively affected by measures improving water quality  313540 4 

km of river improved 454 4 
Number of jobs created 64 3 

Number of implemented initiatives improving water quality 66 5 
Number of sites established improving water quality 46 6 

Number of people at less danger from flooding 300125 3 
Number of coastal defence & flood prevention infrastructure 
sites implemented 11 3 

Number of risk management initiatives implemented 51 4 
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* The updated information has taken into account of the result of the 35 projects that have completed their 
work during 2007. 
 
Good progress has been made on all targets. The project NoLimp, which aims to look at 
practical ways of implementing the Water Framework Directive (WFD) both locally and 
regionally through pilot projects in five countries has reported that 310 000 ha have been 
positively affected by measures improving water quality. The total reported value for this 
indicator is 313.540 ha and still growing. The projects FLOWS (4.1), COMRISK (4.3), 
ESCAPE (4.3) and NMC – NSR (2.3) have all together reported that 51 initiatives of risk 
management initiatives has been implemented and thus improved methods of dealing with 
risks of flooding and flooding effects.   
 
Based on the conclusions from 35 final projects reports, the information listed in the 
Update of the Mid-term Evaluation of the Interreg III B North Sea Region (October 2005) 
and the Annual Report 2006, there is a strong indication that the projects implemented 
under the North Sea Programme will in aggregate cover all main topics and involve and 
respectively cover more regions, areas, sites, ports or organisations than originally 
anticipated. 
 
 
D.2.0 Contribution of the approved projects to overall programme objectives  
The aim of the Interreg IIIB programmes is to strengthen economic and social cohesion by 
fostering balanced development, with special emphasis on integrating remote regions. The 
programme has continued to contribute to this aim in its sixth year, with only five of the 
eligible regions in the programme area not involved in at least one project by the end of 
2007.  
 
The mid-term evaluation made clear a number of key objectives under the overall 
programme objective of economic and social cohesion. These are: 
• Reducing levels of depopulation in peripheral areas 
• Supporting regional development and competitiveness 
• Improving economic conditions in economically weak areas 
• Preventing and remedying social exclusion 
• Improving the quality of life in the North Sea Region 
• Improving the physical environment of the North Sea Region 
 
All of the finalised or remaining running projects are contributing to at least one of these 
key programme objectives. The reported indicator information in relation to the quantified 
priority targets (see above) illustrates at the current stage of programme implementation 
what the projects have actually been achieving to meeting the programme objectives. 
Progress made with respect to achieving the programme targets is reported below. 
 
 
Quantitative information 
Following the recommendations of the mid-term evaluators, the Programme Complement 
was revised in 2004. This involved changes to the financial tables down to measure level 
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and to the programme indicators. The following information regarding the programme 
results to the end of 2007 is based on the new indicator system. 
 
A variety of quantitative information is available but as the projects cover a broad spectrum 
of topics the information is widely spread. The approved projects report once a year on 
progress related to their indicators and this is compiled into standard reports. The figures 
received from the projects so far show that they are progressing towards achieving the 
expected outputs and products. Nevertheless, the available data shows that by the end of 
2007 already more than 40.000 people were directly involved in the projects, representing 
about 7.744 organisations. It is also interesting to learn that in total 805 training courses 
were delivered, with 8.165 participants. Projects have also continued to deliver tangible 
products, such as 2.525 new tourism offers, 293 new social services and 193 new 
transport services. 
 
It can be noted that the pace of delivering outputs and results has significantly increased 
towards meeting the programme targets, which is a result of the increasing number of 
projects having advanced to their final stages of project implementation. 
 
 
Programme Output Indicators 
 
Description Projects Current* Target** 
Best practices implemented 11 78 103 
Pilot activities 32 416 386 
(Closing) conferences 7 22 13 
Exhibitions 6 27 18 
TV & radio productions & videos 10 339 144 
Organisations involved 69 7.744 4.174 
Nr of exchanges between civil servants 13 131 138 
People involved 69 40.356 20.192 
Participants at trainings 8 8.165 5.430 
Action plans (including 
recommendations and agreements) 30 382 234 

Best practice manuals & guidelines 31 1.683 175 
Policy & strategy papers 36 222 331 
Research and innovation papers 30 253 354 
Tools, models and solutions (including 
database) 26 187 239 

Brochures & leaflets 25 1.465 1.231 
Newsletters 31 283 374 
Press releases 53 3.934 2.879 
Training courses 14 805 457 
Website hits incl internet platforms 35 2.615.682 1.803.750 
Website links 7 563 3.457 
Websites 47 146 129 

* As of June 2007 for 29 projects and in December 2007 for 19 projects.  
** For 70 projects. 
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Programme Result and Impact Indicators 
 
Description Projects Current* Target** 
Nr of initiatives 13 128 183 
Jobs safeguarded or created 32 504 318 
Networks operating (including 
partnerships & co-operation) 6 728 671 

Organisations that are prepared 8 582.358 70.425 
Organisations that are using the 
concepts/results 2 965 7.000 

Users of services established 10 158 140 
People moving into the region 3 1.338 331 
Environmental sites improved 13 5.681 4.596 
Tourism sites improved 8 1.114 331 
Urban sites improved 11 423 920 
Hectare positively affected 9 161 550 
km river bed and banks improved 6 7 18 
New tourism offers 21 2.525 2.073 
Nr of queries, people addressed 6 44 40 
Economic services established 8 103.533 15.957 
Social services established 4 293 920 
Logistic/transport services established 8 193 707 
* As of June 2007 for 29 projects and in December 2007 for 19 projects.  
** For 70 projects. 
 
 
 
Qualitative information 
Both activity reports and indicators give a reasonably good picture on the progress of 
projects towards achieving their objectives. It should be kept in mind, however, that the 
quantitative overview has to stay on aggregated level and therefore risks losing important 
qualitative information on the results from individual projects. These results can be found 
on the programme website and are updated after every reporting round.  
 
Efforts have been made throughout the implementation of the programme to analyse the 
thematic coverage of the projects against the programme objectives (gaps analyses) and 
to focus on filling the gaps and on preparing for the next programming period. 
 
By the fact that there are no major gaps remaining in the thematic coverage of the Interreg 
IIIB North Sea Programme, the programme has proven its ability to effectively steer project 
generation and implementation. An important task for the coming operational management 
period of the programme until the end of 2008 will be to collate and publicise the results 
and impacts concerning progress and effectiveness. 
 
 
Some examples can illustrate the spectrum of interesting results that the projects are 
achieving with regard to different types of impact:  
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Shaping the political agenda and influencing policy-making 
Programme funds have also contributed to support decision-making and influence policy at 
higher political level. The SEAPLANE project aimed to strengthen regional airports and 
thus improve the accessibility of peripheral regions has been involved in shaping the 
political agenda and influencing policy-making. A resolution of the SEAPLANE project  
was presented to the public, including representatives of EC DG TREN and DG REGIO in 
Brussels in November 2004. The resolution was directed at EU DG TREN decision 
makers. It has already been endorsed by the North Sea Commission and is supported by 
several Members of the European Parliament (MEP) and members of national 
parliaments. 
 
The SUTRANET project aimed to improve the knowledge base for decision-making 
regarding transport networks and inter-modal transport around the North Sea. The 
SUTRANET user group managed to spark a debate on 14 June 2007 in the Scottish 
Parliament about the implementation of practical motorways of the sea schemes. As a 
consequence, negotiations are still on-going between industry groups in Norway and 
Scotland on establishing a new RoRo or RoPax route between mid-Norway and Scotland. 
 
The overarching aim of the WaterCost project was to provide relevant authorities with a 
framework for assessing the cost effectiveness and sustainability of measures for the 
management of groundwater quality in the context of river basin management plans. In 
this project, which also had direct links to the implementation of Water Framework and 
Groundwater Directives, groundwater protection measures (identified under the Water4all 
project) were combined with cost-effectiveness calculations in order to come up with a 
common assessment methodology. 
 
 
Delivering structural change in policy and management practices 
The STORMRISK project dealt with natural landscape conservation and issues of storm 
resilience in response to wind damage to the forests causing multiple negative effects for 
people and nature. Changing practices in forest and landscape management have 
potentially added to the vulnerability of these regions. The project devised measures for 
implementing improved planning, restoration and management of forest landscapes in 
wind-exposed areas in the North Sea Region, creating both economic, social and 
environmental benefits. 
 
The SUTRANET project partnership consisted of universities and research institutions and 
target groups were ports and other infrastructure providers, transport operators and public 
authorities. Policy-makers and administrations have followed project activities through a 
User Group, and they are now following-up and implementing these innovative solutions in 
their daily work.  
 
 
Strengthening transnational cooperation and cluster-building 
The POWER project was designed to boost the development of off-shore wind energy in 
the participating coastal regions. It focused on improved planning, participation and 
decision-making processes regarding offshore wind farms; supports the establishment of 
off-shore wind energy industries in order to position the North Sea Region as a global hot 
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spot for off-shore wind energy. It provided education and training courses to fulfil the need 
of the off-shore wind energy sector for specialist knowledge and a skilled workforce. 
 
 
Capacity building 
The SUTRANET project managed to put research into practice by developing innovative 
solutions, an environmental impact model and a curriculum for training modules relating to 
inter-modal transport.  
 
 
Raising public awareness 
Several projects were very successful in raising public awareness for key programme 
issues and have received wide recognition and considerable media attention throughout 
2007. The LoG-IN project was selected amongst the 52 best European eGovernment 
projects and was invited to present the project at the Fourth Ministerial eGovernment 
Conference held in Lisbon in September 2007.  
 
An initiative that received national attention in 2007 is the SMARTLife–International 
project, which was nominated for the Local Government Chronicle and Health Service 
Journal Sustainable Community Awards 2007. It achieved significant results in good 
practice in the building and housing sector regarding affordability, sustainability and energy 
efficiency, associated with the UK Growth Agenda.  
 
The CREST project initiated a process on defining and developing sustainable tourism 
destinations and helped regions overcome current social, economic and environmental 
constraints through the exploration and adoption of relevant policies and good practice. 
For this purpose the partners carried out research into interpreting the concept of 
Sustainable Tourism Destination in their relevant contexts, compiled information on issues 
to face in the process of becoming a sustainable tourism destination, undertook surveys 
and identified good practices that were applicable on a partner level. Recommendations to 
various levels of authorities have been devised and the project managed to get an 
ambitious media campaign running, which drew attention to the issues accompanying the 
process. 
 
 
Mobilising additional resources 
The opportunities offered by EU co-funding for capital projects have prompted partner 
local authorities to commit substantial additional matched funds to schemes which would 
not have happened without the project. For instance, the Liveable City project has had 
major examples including a spatial improvement project in Norwich where a contribution 
from the project has levered in €1.5M from the local authority and in Lincoln where an 
additional €5.7M of leverage has been achieved. Similar capital improvement schemes 
have created major public sector leverage in Trondheim and Gent. Feasibility or pilot work 
provided by the project has prompted private sector matched funding – a project 
contribution of €30K for a signage strategy in Norwich prompted matching of a slightly 
larger sum from a private developer and ultimately a commitment to €150K of new signage 
investment funded from a combination of public and private sources. 
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Each of the project actions described above can be expected to have an impact on one or 
more key objective. This is true for all of the projects and was a guiding principle in the 
selection process. 
 
However, by undertaking efforts in gathering information complementing the indicator data 
from projects (cf. D.3.0), and structuring better the results of projects (such as impact 
categories) the Programme made progress in identifying the projects’ contributions to the 
overarching Programme aim and objectives. However, the scope for generalisations of 
these effects remains limited in light of the great variety of actions supported by the North 
Sea Programme. 
 
 
D.3.0. Evaluation activities 
The findings of the update of the mid-term evaluation, which was carried out and 
completed in 2005, remain valid and have been continuously taken into account in 
improving the data gathered and subsequently demonstrating progress made and 
effectiveness in delivering results towards the programme targets. Recommendations 
have also been fed into the new programme, Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme. 
A survey amongst all 70 projects funded by the Programme was undertaken by the 
Programme secretariat in 2007. The information that was gathered through a 
questionnaire is complementary to the data collected through the Programme indicators in 
order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the Programme achievements and 
create a bank of interpretable background information. The four key areas addressed in 
the survey were raised awareness, built capacity and transferred knowledge, strengthened 
transnational co-operation, and long-term effects. The information will continuously serve 
as a basis for more comprehensive evaluation and publicising of Programme effects. 
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Section E – Financial implementation 
The Interreg III B North Sea Programme was still in its main operational phase in 2007. 
This was, however, the last year of operation before initiating the closing phase of the 
programme.  
  
Avoidance of de-commitment was in 2007, as in the previous years a key priority. Due to 
the spending and activity profile of the projects, the pressure was less intense pressure 
than some of the previous years.  
 
The accumulated spending target for 2007 was € 100.5 millions or additional € 23,75 
millions compared to 2006. According to the projects’ own spending profiles, they should 
have been able to claim an accumulated amount of € 122,8 millions. Past experience has 
shown that projects often lag behind and suffer from significant delays. Close monitoring in 
order to mitigate these problems is of significant importance. A few large projects falling 
behind in terms of activities and annual spending targets is all it takes to jeopardise the 
situation. In recognition of this, the programme and the projects’ spending were 
continuously monitored throughout 2007. The cautious approach proved successful and by 
the end of 2007 the programme had managed to spend and claim € 104.6 millions and 
avoid de-commitment, exceeding the de-commitment threshold by € 4.1 millions. 
 
The spending situation was reported on at Monitoring Committee meeting No 11.  
 
 
Projects reporting 
At MC 1 the committee approved the administrative and financial reporting procedures for 
approved projects. The projects are contacted by the secretariat in December and June 
each year. They are provided with the financial tables and activity reports from the 
programme database. They are then asked to report on the previous six months of activity 
both in terms of finance and outputs. 
 
Upon receipt of the reports by the secretariat, the finance unit and the project development 
unit check each one against the original application approved by the Steering Committee 
and the special conditions stated in the Grant Offer Letter. 
 
At the application stage, each project provides an annual financial breakdown of 
expenditure allowing the secretariat to calculate a cumulative total from all the projects, 
which can then be linked to the programme spending targets referred to above. 
 
Each project also provides a budget broken down on partner level (the applicant is 
expected to base this on a detailed-costed work plan). The budget and annual spending 
targets are included in the Grant Offer Letter, which is signed by the Lead Partner 
organisation and the secretariat (on behalf of the national authorities). This constitutes a 
binding contract between the project and the programme. It enables the secretariat to 
monitor each individual project’s progress towards the achievement of its own spending 
targets. 
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The staff of the joint technical secretariat remains in close contact with all the project lead 
partners. After each round of payment claims the joint technical secretariat carries out an 
analysis of the response from the projects both in terms of the achievement of targets 
relating to outputs and expenditure. This analysis then triggers a variety of responses, 
which may take the form of phone calls and e-mails, formal letters to the project leader and 
the responsible national authority or an Article 4 check. 
 
 
The end of December reporting round 
By the end of December 2006, 40 projects were still running. In December 2006 all 
projects were asked to submit a progress report for the December reporting round. In 
comparison with the previous round the projects managed to speed up and together with 
closed projects claim extra € 10,45 millions, which, together with the TA, added up to 
accumulated € 100.3 millions on programme level. At this stage the programme had only 
to claim extra €0,2 million for the rest of 2007 to avoid de-commitment.  
 
 
The end of June reporting round 
By June 2007, 27 projects were still running. They were all asked to submit a progress 
report for the June reporting round.. According to the spending forecasts at that stage, the 
projects together with closed projects should have been able to claim ERDF amounting to 
€ 122.8 millions. In practise, the amount was € 100,1 millions, which in combination with 
ERDF on expenditure for TA was more than sufficient to avoid de-commitment. 
 

Reasons for project under-spend  
Projects can suffer from delays and subsequent under-spending for a wide variety of 
reasons e.g. difficulties in obtaining permissions, unforeseen problems in the tendering 
procedures of awarding of public contracts and establishing financial and administrative 
procedures had in many instances taken more time than anticipated. Most projects mange 
to overcome these problems and get back on track often with help of the secretariat.  
 

Closing projects 
According to the procedures approved by the Monitoring Committee, projects, which 
passed the eligibility period, have 3 three months to submit their final report.  
 
The first two projects closed in 2004 and consequently submitted their final reports in the 
beginning of 2005. By the end of 2006 additional 28 projects closed, followed by 21 closed 
projects in 2007. By the end of 2007, the number of closed projects reached 51.  
 
By the end of 2007 the secretariat had received 35 final reports, while 47, in accordance 
with 3 months deadline, were due. The delays were due to the Article 4 and Article 10 
checks and follow ups, the need of clarifying all outstanding issues and extra requirements 
of national authorities for final payments. This refers both to submission of final reports and 
payments of final claims.  
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The 2% flexibility rule 
At Monitoring Committee meeting no 9 in March 2006 the committee decided to introduce 
a 2% flexibility rule in the ERDF split between countries within each project. The 2% 
flexibility rule allows projects to change partner budget totals within each country with an 
amount not exceeding 2% of the accumulated budget for all project partners within that 
country. It must be emphasised that the 2% flexibility rule only applies to changes between 
partners and partner countries and does not allow changes in the total ERDF grant to a 
project. Proposals for changes of budget in accordance with the 2% flexibility rule must be 
approved by the programme secretariat before submission of the final report. Many 
projects have used this option.  
 
In financial terms, closed projects represent an amount of € 102.1 millions of ERDF. 
By the end of 2007, 14 reports have been approved and final claims have been paid. 
The approved budget for the 14 projects accumulated to 20.6 millions ERDF. Of this 
amount 0.62 million ERDF was not claimed. Of this unclaimed amount € 76,000 was 
re-allocated at SC7 in March 2006. The above would suggest an average absorption 
rate of 97%.  
 
The 2% flexibility rules allows for some reduction of project level underspending but 
due to the scale of the movements allowed there will still be underspendings.  
 
Tables E1.0, E 2.0 and E 3.0 all reflect that the programme is in its main operational 
phase. The Programme has reported a considerable amount of spending under all 
priorities. The variations in take up of funds on measure level primarily reflect that projects 
have reached different stages of their lifecycle. The differences do not reflect differences in 
long-term performance of the projects.  
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Table E.1.0  
Grants to projects and Technical Assistance payments made in 2006 and in total: 
Member States and Norway 

Table E.1.0Grants to projects and Technical Assistance payments made in 2007 and in total: Member States and Norway
Available budget 
(ERDF + ERDF 
e

 

quivalent)*

Grants to projects 
approved by Steering 
Committee  

Total payments 
made ERDF + 
ERDF equivalent  

2001-2007 (% of budget) 2001 – 2007
1. Urban & Rural 37.225.473,00 100% 4.008.558,66 30.316.768,70 81%
2. Transport & 
Communication 27.782.995,00

100%
3.046.219,54 22.638.174,69

81%

3. Natural resources 
& Cultural heritage

34.256.939,00 100% 3.106.807,91 24.741.519,52 72%

4. Water 
Management

37.927.965,00 100% 4.947.472,67 29.909.566,64 79%

Total Priority 1 - 4 137.193.372,00 100% 15.109.058,77 107.606.029,55 78%
5. Technical 
Assistance

6.961.091,00 0% 558.220,71 4.863.976,75 70%

Total 144.154.463,00 95% 15.667.279,48 112.470.006,30 82%

(All figures in €) Payments made 
2007 ERDF + 
ERDF equivalent 

Percentage paid 
of approved grant

 * Including indexation and the split of priorities approved by the Commission in 2006 
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Table E.2.0  
Approved grants and payments made to projects by priority and measure: 
Member States 
Table E.2.0 Approved grants and payments made to projects by priority and measure: Member States

Available budget 
(ERDF)*

Grants to projects 
approved by Steering 
Committee  

Total ERDF 
payments made 

2001-2007 (% of budget) 2001 – 2007
By measure, 
Member States
1. Urban & Rural 35.177.147,00 100% 3.817.086,97 28.497.721,27 81%
1.1 Polycentric 
Development 6.690.679,00 100% 438.679,90 5.757.038,10 86%
1.2 Urban Networks 13.074.255,00 100% 2.243.309,32 10.223.705,04 78%
1.3 Urban-Rural 9.338.453,00 100% 1.068.490,07 7.541.860,68 81%
1.4 Water/ in Spatial 
Design 5.459.710,00 100% 0,00 4.573.230,27 84%
1.5 Research & 
Development 614.050,00 100% 66.607,68 401.887,18 65%
2. Transport & 
Communication 24.768.336,00 100% 2.961.925,90 20.239.568,78 82%
2.1 Sustainable 
Trans. 8.012.193,00 100% 555.754,43 7.503.649,21 94%
2.2 Integration & 
Transport 3.884.270,00 100% 657.538,80 3.162.206,07 81%
2.3 Development of 
Transport Networks 5.883.770,00 100% 530.056,94 4.262.956,53 72%
2.4 SME & ICT 2.242.828,00 100% 364.865,59 1.582.037,19 71%
2.5 ICT & Pub. 
Sector 4.745.275,00 100% 853.710,14 3.728.719,78 79%
3. Natural resources 
& Cultural heritage

31.888.746,00 100% 2.989.688,76 22.808.463,52 72%

3.1 Rehabilitation of 
Landscapes/Towns 10.109.482,00 100% 1.334.173,47 7.166.161,05 71%
3.2 Nature, Heritage 9.034.358,00 100% 381.869,92 6.489.632,74 72%
3.3 Natural Resource 
& Energy 9.641.657,00 100% 906.890,41 6.863.390,48 71%
3.4 Coastal Zone 
Management 3.103.249,00 100% 366.754,96 2.289.279,25 74%
4. Water 
Management

36.359.143,00 100% 4.947.472,67 28.519.584,67 78%

4.1 Strategies & 
Action Plans 14.440.714,00 100% 1.763.499,63 12.191.330,67 84%
4.2 Int. Fresh Water 
Management 12.374.421,00 100% 2.477.667,08 9.293.853,54 75%
4.3 Risk 
Management 9.544.008,00 100% 706.305,96 7.034.400,46 74%
Total Priority 1 - 4 128.193.372,00 100% 14.716.174,30 100.065.338,24 78%
5. Technical 
Assistance

6.461.091,00 0% 518.124,93 4.514.607,90 70%

5.1 Programme 
Administration 4.881.289,00 0% 481.330,57 3.557.066,10 73%
5.2 IT & Evaluation 1.579.802,00 0% 36.794,36 957.541,80 61%
Total 134.654.463,00 95% 15.234.299,23 104.579.946,14 82%

(All figures in €) ERDF payments 
made 2007

Percentage paid 
of approved grant

 

* Including indexation and the split of priorities approved by the Commission in 2006 
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Table E.3.0 Approved grants to projects by priority and measure – Norway 
 
Table E.3.0 Approved grants and payments made to projects by priority and measure: Norway

Available budget 
(ERDF equivalent)*

Grants to projects 
approved by Steering 
Committee  

Total ERDF 
equivalent 
payments made 

2001-2007 (% of budget) 2001 – 2007
By measure, 
Member States
1. Urban & Rural 2.048.326,00 100% 191.471,69 1.819.047,43 89%
1.1 Polycentric 
Development 203.092,00 100% 0,00 203.092,00 100%
1.2 Urban Networks 698.495,00 100% 104.942,05 636.708,80 91%
1.3 Urban-Rural 996.739,00 100% 86.529,65 830.305,13 83%
1.4 Water/ in Spatial 
Design 75.000,00 100% 0,00 75.000,00 100%
1.5 Research & 
Development 75.000,00 100% 0,00 73.941,50 99%
2. Transport & 
Communication 3.014.659,00 100% 84.293,64 2.398.605,91 80%
2.1 Sustainable 
Trans. 300.150,00 100% 0,00 300.150,00 100%
2.2 Integration & 
Transport 275.766,00 100% 0,00 255.621,55 93%
2.3 Development of 
Transport Networks 1.697.998,00 100% 60.263,69 1.195.893,30 70%
2.4 SME & ICT 234.795,00 100% 24.029,96 205.095,20 87%
2.5 ICT & Pub. 
Sector 505.950,00 100% -0,01 441.845,86 87%
3. Natural resources 
& Cultural heritage

2.368.193,00 100% 117.119,15 1.933.056,00 82%

3.1 Rehabilitation of 
Landscapes/Towns 137.000,00 100% 14.362,89 123.047,12 90%
3.2 Nature, Heritage 1.533.080,00 100% 39.062,26 1.214.944,29 79%
3.3 Natural Resource 
& Energy 281.446,00 100% 0,01 260.030,59 92%
3.4 Coastal Zone 
Management 416.667,00 100% 63.694,00 335.034,00 80%
4. Water 
Management

1.568.822,00 97% 0,00 1.389.981,97 91%

4.1 Strategies & 
Action Plans 774.750,00 100% 0,00 639.981,97 83%
4.2 Int. Fresh Water 
Management 750.000,00 100% 0,00 750.000,00 100%
4.3 Risk 
Management 44.072,00 0% 0,00 0,00 0%
Total Priority 1 - 4 9.000.000,00 100% 392.884,47 7.540.691,31 84%
5. Technical 
Assistance 500.000,00 0% 40.095,78 349.368,85 70%
5.1 Programme 
Administration 377.745,00 - 37.248,40 275.268,22 73%
5.2 IT & Evaluation 122.255,00 - 2.847,38 74.100,63 61%
Total 9.500.000,00 94% 432.980,25 7.890.060,16 88%

Percentage paid 
of approved grant

(All figures in €) ERDF equivalent 
payments made 
2007
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E.1.0 Use made of the Technical Assistance budget in 2007 
2007 was the programme’s sixth year of operations and one of continued intense activity 
at all levels. The work covered by the technical assistance budget was carried out 
according to the Business and Implementation plan approved by the Monitoring 
Committee and updated annually. The technical assistance (TA) budget (€13,922,182) 
was approved as part of the Community Initiative Programme and confirmed in detail in 
the Business and Implementation plan. Originally the TA budget was 5 % of the total 
budget.  However, following the inclusion of the indexation money in the revised financial 
tables, the TA budget is now 4,8 % of the total budget for the programme. 
 
The audited statement of accounts for 2007 are attached as Appendix 6 A. Here, a 
breakdown of the costs for the technical assistance for 2007 is shown (Appendix 6 C), 
together with a status on the ERDF payments made to each project and a balance 
showing the status by the end of 2007. 
 
 
The administration of the programme 
The North Sea Programme is delivered by a single joint international secretariat. The 
programme secretariat is led by the Head of Secretariat and consists of 2 units. The 
current level of staffing approved by the MC is 13 staff plus 2 students. 
 
The project development and communication unit (PDU) is responsible for the pre-
assessment of project ideas, the assessment of project applications and prepares the 
applications for decision in the Steering Committee. After approval, the PDU monitors 
project implementation. It also monitors the results at programme level according to the 
targets set a priori. As the funds available for projects were fully allocated in 2006, the 
PDU has invested significant resources in promoting the positive outcomes of the projects 
and the programme overall. The unit also works on the programme publicity strategy, 
producing press releases, articles and publications, and arranging events such as thematic 
seminars and the annual conference 
 
The finance unit (FU) is responsible for preparing ERDF claims to the European 
Commission, preparing Grant Offer Letters for the project applications approved, drawing 
up the annual statement of accounts, checking the eligibility of the financial plans of project 
applications, monitoring the financial performance of the approved projects and processing 
claims for payment. Developing the database and ensuring correspondence between the 
database and the accounting system is another key task. The finance unit also liaises with 
the Paying Authority and the auditors of the programme and closely monitors the spending 
targets both on programme and project level. The finance unit is leading the Article 4 
checks of the projects, and, also in 2007, this task was a key task for the unit. Maintaining 
the programme database and the online connection to the European Commission is a task 
carried out by the Finance Unit.   
 
The secretariat also hosts the Interact point “Qualification and Transfer” which is 
separately funded. The latter involves the staff of the secretariat making a limited 
contribution to the work of the Interact point. 
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Activities 
The Business and Implementation plan is reviewed annually and submitted to the 
Monitoring Committee for approval. The Business and Implementation plan directly links 
TA expenditure with the activity necessary to deliver the programme and meet all targets. 
It is adjusted regularly and according to the progress of the programme and the needs 
identified. During 2007 an intense period of activity has continued with many projects in 
the main operational phase and a number of completing their activities. By the end of 2007 
51 projects had completed their activities. Following the completion of a project, a final 
report including a full audit, is submitted to the secretariat.  Processing these reports are 
extensive and time-consuming tasks for both the PDU and the FU. A final payment to a 
project can only be made once the report is approved in by both units taking into account 
both activity- and financial-aspects. Before the final payment can be initiated additional 
information is needed from the project in some cases. As a result of this, the closing 
procedure can be lengthy in some cases.  
 
Simultaneously with running and administering the Interreg III B programme a 
considerable effort has been put into preparing the new programme, Interreg IVB 
programme. Both units have been deeply involved in this work. The intense preparation of 
the new programme led an approval of the Operational Programme 3 October 2007.  
 
From this date and up to the end of 2007 the TA expenses have been split 50 % / 50 % for 
the core activities (salary, general costs such as rent, IT- and Accounting services, 
cleaning etc.) This split has been used for costs for which it is not practically possible to 
allocate the costs to a specific programme in a meaningful way. All TA costs related to a 
specific programme activity such as e.g. ”Travel and Accommodation” and “Audit” have 
been allocated to the relevant programme.  
 
 
Expenditure for Technical Assistance in 2007  
The spending pattern for the TA expenditure in 2007 was generally in line with the budget 
for 2007. The total TA expenditure for 2007 was € 2,042,247. There was, however, a 
general underspend on the budget lines applied in the TA budget. 
 
The most significant headings in the statement of accounts were as follows: 

• 9 % was spent on audit and on the host and the office accommodation, i.e. on costs 
related to the Service Level Agreement  

• 54 % on salaries,  
• 11 % Information and Activity support, i.e. the contact point network 
• 11 % Conferences, Workshops, Seminars 
• 5 % was spent on activities related to preparing the new programme. These costs 

have been funded by the underspend on other budget lines as well as underspend 
from previous years. 

 
There are no costs reported under “Innovative Actions” as MC 10 decided that the 
contribution for 2007 from the North Sea Programme to the Maritime Safety Operation 
should be funded from interest money.  
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There is a significant overspend on conference costs in 2007 compared to the budget. The 
expenses reported here are the expenses for the Pre-launch Event in Oostende, the 
Annual Conference in Brunstad as well as the Maritime Workshop in Stavanger in August 
2007. The last two events were considerably more expensive than previously forecasted. 
 
The details can be found in the statement of accounts for 2007 in appendix 6 A, B and C.
    
It should be noted that the statement of accounts is always based on the accrued 
accounting principle and on generally accepted accounting principles. This means that the 
statement of accounts is not directly comparable with the cash-flow tables in appendix 6 C. 
 
 
ERDF claimed during 2007. 
Two claims were made during 2007, one in August and one in December 2007. The 
amount claimed in August and December were € 11,000,448 and € 4,233,851  
respectively.  
 
 
ERDF transferred from the European Commission in 2007 
In February 2007 an amount of € 833,296 was transferred by the European Commission to 
the programme bank account. This amount related to the ERDF claim from November 
2006 and was followed by an amount of ERDF € 11,000,448 in August based on the 
August claim. The ERDF claim from December 2007 was settled in January 2008. 
  
 
MSUO 
The activities carried out under the umbrella operation were limited in 2007. A statement of 
accounts is under preparation for the audit and will be made available at the website for 
the maritime safety project when it is available. 
 
 
E.2.0 Information and Publicity 
In 2007, the North Sea Programme worked with implementing the Communication Plan 
and subsequent Strategy, using a wide range of communication tools.  
 
The importance of communicating the results and outcomes of the IIIB Programme 
remains a key issues and challenge for the Programme Secretariat. 
 
The focus of the communication efforts is aimed mainly towards stakeholders at senior 
policy and decision making level in the Community and the general public in the 
participating countries and beyond.  
 
Implementation of the communication initiatives launched in recent years continued in 
2007. The initial web based video project was finished and a second stage came into 
planning stage. The work on exploring the feasibility of producing a TV Documentary about 
the North Sea continued.   
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The IIIB website was re-launched using a new service provider, along with the new 
website for the IVB Programme period.  
 
With the IIIB Programme drawing to a close the 70 approved projects provide ample 
amounts of outcomes and results which should be communicated as widely as possible. 
 
Communicating the IIIB Programme is also important in light of establishing and building a 
platform for the IVB Programme to be communicated from.  
 
The overall need to communicate the added value of the Programme remains a key issue 
for the Programme and relevant stakeholders and other potential message carriers 
continue to be informed and encouraged in this matter.  
 

Web Based Video Project 
The first stage of the strategic video project finished in late 2007. 8 videos depicting the 
results and outcomes of the projects and added value of the Programme are now available 
through the website and as hard copies by mail order.  
 
Videos have been sent to key stakeholders at the highest level in the Commission and 
other relevant bodies, organisations and the private sector. More than 50 personalised 
letters with hard copies of the videos went out. Several Commission Cabinets have made 
positive remarks in letters addressed to the Secretariat. 
 
A second stage of the web based video project is currently at planning stage. 
Implementation is expected to start mid 2008. The second stage will draw on the 
experiences made in the first phase and continue to explore the potential of the media in 
relation to the allocated budget of € 100,000.  
 
 
TV Documentary Series 
The exploration of the possibilities to make a TV Documentary Series about the North Sea 
Region continued in 2007. The Production would be done in cooperation with a TV 
Production company. Preparations are underway, but the project as such and the work is 
complex and takes significant time.  
 

Mini-Call on Publicity  
All projects under the Mini-Call for Publicity, launched in early 2007, will be finished in 
June 2008, after which the results and outcomes will be collected and assessed. A number 
of different measures have been undertaken, e.g. video projects and infomercials about 
projects for web-portals.  
 
11 projects have been participating in the Mini-Call on Publicity.  
 

Lead Partner events  
No Lead Partner events under the IIIB Programme took place in 2007.  
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Lead Partner co-operation 
The Lead Partners are encouraged to send in copies of press articles and clippings 
continuously as evidence of their publicity activities and also encouraged to explore 
communications efforts as far as possible.  
 

Publicity Tools, Materials and Events 
The website 
Alongside the complete makeover of the graphical profile and identity of the Programme 
for the IVB Programme 2007-2013 and the subsequent launch of an all new website, 
provided by a new service provider, the IIIB Programme website was also re-launched.  
 
The re-launch was done as a first step to integrate the IIIB website with the IVB website. 
As the IIIB Programme comes to a close, the Programme website will be transformed and 
become a section of the IVB Programme website.  
 
The Project section of the IIIB website is under evaluation and will be revised in order to 
show the results and outcomes of the 70 approved projects in an user-friendly and 
accessible way. 
 

The Annual Conference of the North Sea Programme 2007 
The North Sea Programme and North Sea Commission Annual Conference was held in 
June in Brunstad, Norway. Close to 500 participants attended the event, which took place 
over three days. 40 projects took part in the Project Exhibition 
 
 
Financial Times Special Report  
A Special Report on the North Sea Region was published as a supplement to the Financial 
Times on 5 December 2007. It was titled “Doing Business in the North Sea Region”.  
 
The Secretariat put substantial effort into securing ample and accurate coverage of the IIIB 
and the IVB Programmes in this report. (5 journalists were contacted personally and also 
sent information.) The programme appears in several articles, one especially about the 
Programme. The coverage of the Programme received significant attention from DG 
Regional Policy as well as DG Communication.  
 
 
External Events  
Secretariat staff members attend and speak at a number of events annually, several in 
relation to Final Conferences of IIIB Projects. Representatives of the Communications Unit 
have also been invited to speak at events relating to communications, i.e. the DG Regional 
Policy - Communicating Regional Policy Conference in November in Brussels.  
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The Programme Complement has a number of indicators for measuring the performance 
of the Publicity and Communications Strategy. Details can be found in the table below: 
 
Publicity Indicators 2005 2006 2007 
Number of promotion seminars arranged by the programme secretariat N/A N/A N/A 
Total number of participants at the promotion seminars N/A N/A N/A 
Lead Partner Seminars 2 3 N/A 
Number of copies of Applicants’ Pack distributed* 20 N/A N/A 
Number of copies of Community Initiative Programme distributed* <25 <25 N/A 
Number of copies of Programme Complement distributed * <25 <25 N/A 
Number of copies of Norvision Report <25 <25 <25 
North Sea Programme Project Book distributed* 2300 N/A N/A 
Project Portfolio in English distributed* 200 N/A N/A 
Project Portfolio in German distributed* N/A N/A N/A 
Project Portfolio in Dutch distributed* N/A N/A N/A 
Project Portfolio in Swedish distributed* N/A N/A N/A 
Project Portfolio in Norwegian distributed* N/A N/A N/A 
Number of copies of Working Together N/A N/A N/A 
Number of copies of Advice to Applicants distributed * 20 <10 N/A 
Number of people who have visited the North Sea Region website 27,423 27,423 N/A 
Number of newsletters produced 2 4 1 
Number of people who receive the newsletter 1,400 1,400-

1,500 
1,700 

Number of pre-assessments made 10 ? N/A 
Number of projects that pass the eligibility check 6 ? N/A 
Number of projects approved by the Steering Committee 5 ? N/A 
Total number of applications 6 ? N/A 
* NB. These figures refer only to paper copies sent out. In addition, these documents are available for 
download on the programme website in the download section and a publicity centre, which was launched in 
2005. Most programme documentation is therefore accessed electronically and although it is not possible to 
provide precise statistics on the number of each document downloaded, 9858 visitors have entered the 
download section and 3896 people have visited the publicity centre during 2005.  
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   Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme             _________________________Appendix 1 
 
Membership of the Monitoring Committee in 2007 
 
CHAIR – MEETING 1 
 
Preben Gregersen 
National Agency For Enterprise And 
Construction 
Attention: Preben Gregersen 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: 0045 35 46 64 07 
E-mail: pgr@ebst.dk
 
DENMARK 
 
Anette Prilow 
Member 
 
Danish Regions 
Attention: Anette Prilow 
Dampfærgevej 22 
P.O.Box 2593 
DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35 29 82 71 
Fax: +45 35 29 83 00 
E-mail: apr@regioner.dk
 
Axel R. Kristiansen 
Member 
Ministry of the Environment, Agency of 
Spatial and Environmental Planning, National 
Planning Division 
Attention: Axel R. Kristiansen 
Haraldsgade 53 
DK-2100 København Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 72 54 26 69 
E-mail: axkri@blst.dk
 
Flemming Thornæs  
Substitute 
 
Ministry of the Environment, Agency of 
Spatial and Environmental Planning 
Attention: Flemming Thornæs 
Haraldsgade 53 
DK-2100 København Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 72542467 
Fax: 39 27 98 99 
E-mail: fth@sns.dk
 

Henrik M. Jensen  
PA representative 
 
Central Denmark Region 
Skottenborg 26 
DK-8800 Viborg 
 
Tel.: +45 8728 5096 
Fax: +45 87285900 
E-mail: henrik.jensen@ru.rm.dk 
 
Kaja Korgaard 
Member 
 
Danish Agency for Enterprise and 
Construction 
Vejlsøvej 29 
DK-8600 Silkeborg 
 
Tel.: +45 3546 6431 
Fax: +45 3546 6402 
E-mail: kk@ebst.dk 
 
 
Niels Bjerring Hansen 
Substitute 
 
Danish Enterprise and Construction Authority 
Attention: Niels Bjerring Hansen 
Vejlsøvej 29 
DK-8600 Silkeborg 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35 46 64 38 
Fax: +45 3546 6402 
E-mail: nbh@ebst.dk
 
 
Michael Koch-Larsen 
Substitute 
 
Danish Regions 
Attention: Michael Koch-Larsen 
Dampfærgevej 22 
P.O.Box 2593 
DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35298171 
E-mail: mkl@regioner.dk 
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FLEMISH REGION 
  
David Grzegorzewski 
Substitute 
 
Agency for Economy 
Attention: David Grzegorzewski 
Koning Albert II Laan 35, bus 12 
B-1030 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 2553 3996 
Fax: +32 2502 4702 
E-mail: 
david.grzegorzewski@ewi.vlaanderen.be 
 
Elke Tiebout 
Member 
Agency for Economy 
Koning Albert II Laan 35, bus 12 
B-1030 Brussels 
 
Tel.: +32 25533731 
Fax: +32 25024702 
E-mail: elke.tiebout@ewi.vlaanderen.be
 
Hedwig de Pauw 
Substitute 
 
Province of Oost-Vlaanderen 
Attention: Hedwig de Pauw 
Gouverenementstraat 1 
B-9000 Gent 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 9 267 86 82 
Fax: +32 9 267 86 98 
E-mail: hedwig.de.pauw@oost-vlaanderen.be 
 
Pim Bonne 
Member  
 
Flemish Ministry of Mobility and Public 
Works, Afdeling Haven- en Waterbeleid - 
Team Internationaal 
Attention: Pim Bonne 
Koning Albert II-laan 20, bus 5 
B-1000 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 2553 6251 
Fax: +32 2553 7715 
E-mail: pim.bonne@mow.vlaanderen.be 
 

Regine Vantieghem 
Member 
 
Provincie West-Vlaanderen 
Attention: Regine Vantieghem 
Provinciehuis Boeverbos, Koning Leopold III - 
Laan 41 
B-8200 Brugge 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 50 403 428 
Fax: +32 50 403 106 
E-mail: regine.vantieghem@west-
vlaanderen.be 
 
GERMANY 
 
Antje Hauptvogel 
Member 
 
Ministry for Rural Areas, Food, Agriculture 
and Consumer Protection of Lower Saxony 
Calenberger Str. 2  / Ref. 302 
D-30169 Hannover 
 
Tel.: +49 511 120 5973 
Fax: +49  511 120 5967 
E-mail: 
antje.hauptvogel@ml.niedersachsen.de 
 
Dietrich Seele 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Justice, Employment and 
European Affairs of Land Schleswig-Holstein, 
II 411 
Attention: Dietrich Seele 
Lorenzendamm 35 
D-24103 Kiel 
Germany 
  
Tel.: +49 431988-2120 
Fax: +49 431 988-2103 
E-mail: dietrich.seele@jumi.landsh.de
 
Gregor Schlosser 
Member 
 
Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology 
Attention: Gregor Schlosser 
Scharnhorststr. 34- 37 
D-10115 Berlin 
Germany 
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Tel.: +49 30 18615 6226 
Second Tel.: +49 30 18615 506226 
E-mail: gregor.schlosser@bmwi.bund.de
 
Guido Sempell 
Member  
 
Freie Hansestadt Hamburg, Referat 
Regionalplanung, Behörde für 
Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt Amt für 
Landesplanung 
Alter Steinweg 4 
D-20459 Hamburg 
 
Tel.: +49 40 42840 8094 
Fax: +49 40 42840 8396 
E-mail: guido.sempell@bsu.hamburg.de
 
Ingrid Kürsten  
Member   
 
Ministry for Rural Areas, Food, Agriculture 
and Consumer Protection of Lower Saxony / 
Ministry for Rural Areas of Lower Saxony 
Attention: Ingrid Kürsten 
Calenberger Str. 2  / Ref. 302 
D-30169 Hannover 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 511 120 4771 
Fax: +49 511 120 99 4771 
E-mail: 
Ingrid.Kuersten@ml.niedersachsen.de 
  
Kirsten Scholl 
Member 
 
Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology  
Attention: Kirsten Scholl 
Scharnhorststr. 34- 37 
D-10115 Berlin 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 30 2014 6219 
Fax: +49 30 2014 7087 
E-mail: kirsten.scholl@bmwa.bund.de
 
 
Katrin Eimert 
Substitute 
 
Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr, 
Referat Raumordnung, Stadtentwicklung, 
Flächennutzungsplanung 

Attention: Katrin Eimert 
Ansgaritostrasse 2 
D-28195 Bremen 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 421 361 11952 
Fax: +49 4214961 1952 
E-mail: Katrin.Eimert@bau.bremen.de  
 
Michael Meinert 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Justice, Employment and 
European Affairs of Land Schleswig-Holstein, 
II 411 
Attention: Michael Meinert 
Lorenzendamm 35 
D-24103 Kiel 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 431 988-2108 
Fax: +49 431 988-2103 
E-mail: michael.meinert@jumi.landsh.de
 
Ralph Baumheier 
Substitute 
 
Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr 
Attention: Ralph Baumheier 
Ansgaritostrasse 2 
D-28195 Bremen 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 421 361 6515 
Fax: +49 42 1496 6515 
E-mail: ralph.baumheier@bau.bremen.de 
 
THE NETHERLANDS 
 
Berry C. Eijgendaal 
Member 
 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, ALP: E/113 
Attention: Berry C. Eijgendaal 
 
Postbus 20101 
NL-2500 EC Den Haag 
The Netherlands 
 
Tel.: +31 70 3796807/6687 
Fax: +31 70 3796095 
E-mail: b.c.eijgendaal@minez.nl
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Birgit Dufour 
Substitute 
 
Province of Zeeland 
Attention: Birgit Dufour 
Provinciehuis, Abdij 6 
P.O. Box 6001 
NL-4330 LA Middelburg 
 
Tel.: +31 118 631463 
Fax: +31 118 63 8636 
E-mail: blm.dufour@zeeland.nl
 
Fiona Wieland 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment (VROM) 
Attention: Fiona Wieland 
Rijnstraat 8 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX Den Haag 
The Netherlands 
 
Tel.: +31 70 339 2539 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
E-mail: fiona.wieland@minvrom.nl   
 
Mark Overman  
Member 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment (VROM) 
Rijnstraat 8 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX Den Haag 
 
Tel.: +31 70 339 27 06 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
E-mail: mark.overman@minvrom.nl
 
NORWAY 
 
Axel Rød 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Local Government and Regional 
Development 
Attention: Axel Rød 
Akersgt. 59 
Postboks 8112 Dep 
N-0032 Oslo 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 22 24 70 16 
Fax: +47 22 24 27 38 
E-mail: axel.roed@krd.dep.no

 
Erik Sveistrup 
Member 
 
Ministry of the Environment, Department for 
Regional Planning 
Myntgata 2 
Postboks 8013 Dep 
N-0030 Oslo 
 
Tel.: +47 22 24 58 80 
E-mail: erik.sveistrup@md.dep.no
 
Gunn Marit Helgesen 
Member 
 
Telemarks Fylkeskommune 
Fylkeshuset, Fylkesbakken 6 
N-3706 Skien 
 
Tel.: +47 3558 4200 
E-mail: gma-hel@online.no, 
gunnmarit.helgesen@t-fk.no
 
Kristin Nakken 
Member 
 
Ministry of Local Government and Regional 
Development 
Akersgt. 59 
Postboks 8112 Dep 
N-0032 Oslo 
 
Tel.: +47 22 24 70 30 
Fax: +47 22 24 27 38 
E-mail: kristin.nakken@krd.dep.no 
 
Tom-Christer Nilsen 
Substitute 
 
Hordaland Fylkeskommune, Deputy County 
Mayor 
Attention: Tom-Christer Nilsen 
Veste Stromkai 9 
P.O. Box 7900 
N-5200 Bergen 
Norway 
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SWEDEN 
 
Hans-Åke Persson 
Observer 
 
Västra Götalandsregionen 
Attention: Hans-Åke Persson 
Norra Hamngatan 14 
Box 1091 
S-405 23 Göteborg 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 3163 0985 
Second Tel.: +46 705 28 18 93 
Fax: +46 3163 0970 
E-mail: hans-ake.persson@vgregion.se 
 
Henrik Lindblom 
Substitute 
 
Region Värmland 
Attention: Henrik Lindblom 
Drottninggatan 45 
P.O. Box 1022 
S-651 15 Karlstad 
Sweden  
 
Tel.: +46 54 29 50 00 
 
Olov Schultz 
Member 
 
National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 
Attention: Olov Schultz 
 
Box 534 
S-371 23 Karlskrona 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 455 353 3151 
E-mail: olov.schultz@boverket.se
 
Maud Schön  
Member 
 
Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and 
Communications, Division for Regional 
Growth 
Attention: Maud Schön 
Jakobsgatan 26 
S-103 33 Stockholm 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 8405 3852 
Second Tel.: +46 70 213 6730 

Fax: +46 820 31 27 
E-mail: maud.schon@enterprise.ministry.se
 
Ulf Savbäck 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and 
Communications 
Attention: Ulf Savbäck 
Jakobsgatan 26 
S-103 33 Stockholm 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 84 05 32 23 
E-mail: ulf.savback@enterprise.ministry.se
 
Vivi-Ann Nilsson 
Member  
 
Västra Götalandsregionen, Growth and 
Development 
Attention: Vivi-Ann Nilsson 
Norra Hamngatan 14 
Box 1091 
S-405 23 Göteborg 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 31 61 10 00 
Second Tel.: +46 70453 37 00 
E-mail: vivi@isgr.se
 
Ylva Rönning  
Substitute 
 
National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 
Box 534 
S-371 23 Karlskrona 
 
Tel.: +46 455 35 31 15 
Fax: 0046455353244 
E-mail: ylva.ronning@boverket.se
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UNITED KINGDOM 
 
Jim Millard 
Member 
 
Scottish Government, European Structural 
Funds Division 
Attention: Jim Millard 
Meridian Court, 5 Cadogan Street 
G2 6AT Glasgow 
United Kingdom  
 
Tel.: +44 141 242 5789 
Fax: +44 141 242 5959 
E-mail: jim.millard@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
 
John Saltford 
Member 
 
Department for Communities and Local 
Government, European Co-operation Branch, 
ERDF & State Aid Division 
Attention: John Saltford 
Eland House, 1/A3 Bressenden Place 
SW1E 5DU London 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel.: +44 20 7944 3911 
Fax: +44 20 7944 3809 
E-mail: john.saltford@communities.gsi.gov.uk
 
Roy Boulton  
Member 
 
Northamptonshire County Council, Growth 
Management 
County Hall 
P.O.Box 163 
NN1 1AX Northampton 
 
Tel.: +441604 236 056 
Fax: +44 1604 23 6065 
E-mail: rboulton@northamptonshire.gov.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Samantha Baker 
Substitute 
 
European Structural Funds Division, Scottish 
Government 
Attention: Samantha Baker 
Area 2-G, Victoria Quay 
EH6 6QQ Edinburgh 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel.: +44 131 2440 707 
E-mail: sam.baker@scotland.gsi.gov.uk 
 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
 
Nathalie Verschelde 
EC substitute 
 
European Commission, DG Regional Policy, 
Unit D.1, CSM2 6/37 
Attention: Nathalie Verschelde 
Avenue de Tervuren 41 
B-1049 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 2 299 22 67 
E-mail: nathalie.verschelde@ec.europa.eu
 
Viktoria Varga Lencses  
EC advisor 
 
European Commission, DG Regional Policy, 
Unit D.1, CSM2 6/37, Desk Officer 
Avenue de Tervuren 41 
B-1049 Brussels 
 
Tel.: +32 2 296 47 80 
Fax: +32 2 296 3290 
E-mail: viktoria.varga-lencses@ec.europa.eu
 
 
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER GROUP 
 
Ole Folkmann  
Erhvervs- og Byggestyrelsen 
Dahlerups Pakhus, Langelinie Allé 17 
DK-2100 København Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35 46 63 27 
Fax: +45 35 46 60 15 
E-mail: of@ebst.dk
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CHAIR – MEETING 1 
 
Maud Schön  
 
Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and 
Communications, Division for Regional 
Growth 
Attention: Maud Schön 
Jakobsgatan 26 
S-103 33 Stockholm 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 8405 3852 
Second Tel.: +46 70 213 6730 
Fax: +46 820 31 27 
E-mail: maud.schon@enterprise.ministry.se
  
DENMARK 
 
Anette Prilow 
Member 
 
Danish Regions 
Attention: Anette Prilow 
Dampfærgevej 22 
P.O.Box 2593 
DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35 29 82 71 
Fax: +45 35 29 83 00 
E-mail: apr@regioner.dk
  
Axel R. Kristiansen 
Member 
Ministry of the Environment, Agency of 
Spatial and Environmental Planning, National 
Planning Division 
Attention: Axel R. Kristiansen 
Haraldsgade 53 
DK-2100 København Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 72 54 26 69 
E-mail: axkri@blst.dk
 
Flemming Thornæs  
Substitute 
 
Ministry of the Environment, Agency of 
Spatial and Environmental Planning 
Attention: Flemming Thornæs 
Haraldsgade 53 
DK-2100 København Ø 

Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 72542467 
Fax: 39 27 98 99 
E-mail: fth@sns.dk
  
Henrik M. Jensen  
PA representative 
 
Central Denmark Region 
Skottenborg 26 
DK-8800 Viborg 
 
Tel.: +45 8728 5096 
Fax: +45 87285900 
E-mail: henrik.jensen@ru.rm.dk 
 
Kaja Korgaard 
Member 
 
Danish Agency for Enterprise and 
Construction 
Vejlsøvej 29 
DK-8600 Silkeborg 
  
Tel.: +45 3546 6431 
Fax: +45 3546 6402 
E-mail: kk@ebst.dk 
 
Niels Bjerring Hansen 
Substitute 
 
Danish Enterprise and Construction Authority 
Attention: Niels Bjerring Hansen 
Vejlsøvej 29 
DK-8600 Silkeborg 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35 46 64 38 
Fax: +45 3546 6402 
E-mail: nbh@ebst.dk
 
Michael Koch-Larsen 
Substitute 
 
Danish Regions 
Attention: Michael Koch-Larsen 
Dampfærgevej 22 
P.O.Box 2593 
DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 35298171 
E-mail: mkl@regioner.dk 
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FLEMISH REGION 
 
David Grzegorzewski 
Substitute 
 
Agency for Economy 
Attention: David Grzegorzewski 
Koning Albert II Laan 35, bus 12 
B-1030 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 2553 3996 
Fax: +32 2502 4702 
E-mail: 
david.grzegorzewski@ewi.vlaanderen.be 
 
Elke Tiebout 
Member 
Agency for Economy 
Koning Albert II Laan 35, bus 12 
B-1030 Brussels 
 
Tel.: +32 25533731 
Fax: +32 25024702 
E-mail: elke.tiebout@ewi.vlaanderen.be
 
Liesbet Lefevere 
Member 
 
Provincie West-Vlaanderen 
Attention: Liesbet Lefevere 
Provinciehuis Boeverbos, Koning Leopold III - 
Laan 41 
B-8200 Brugge 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 5040 3436 
Fax: +32 5040 3106 
E-mail: liesbet.lefevere@west-vlaanderen.be 
 
GERMANY 
 
Antje Hauptvogel 
Member 
 
Ministry for Rural Areas, Food, Agriculture 
and Consumer Protection of Lower Saxony 
Calenberger Str. 2  / Ref. 302 
D-30169 Hannover 
 
Tel.: +49 511 120 5973 
Fax: +49  511 120 5967 
E-mail: 
antje.hauptvogel@ml.niedersachsen.de 
 
 

Dietrich Seele 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Justice, Employment and 
European Affairs of Land Schleswig-Holstein, 
II 411 
Attention: Dietrich Seele 
Lorenzendamm 35 
D-24103 Kiel 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 431988-2120 
Fax: +49 431 988-2103 
E-mail: dietrich.seele@jumi.landsh.de
 
Gregor Schlosser 
Member 
 
Federal Ministry of Economics & Technology 
Attention: Gregor Schlosser 
Scharnhorststr. 34- 37 
D-10115 Berlin 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 30 18615 6226 
Second Tel.: +49 30 18615 506226 
E-mail: gregor.schlosser@bmwi.bund.de
  
Guido Sempell 
Member  
 
Freie Hansestadt Hamburg, Referat 
Regionalplanung, Behörde für 
Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt Amt für 
Landesplanung 
Alter Steinweg 4 
D-20459 Hamburg 
 
Tel.: +49 40 42840 8094 
Fax: +49 40 42840 8396 
E-mail: guido.sempell@bsu.hamburg.de
 
Ingrid Kürsten  
Member   
 
Ministry for Rural Areas, Food, Agriculture 
and Consumer Protection of Lower Saxony / 
Ministry for Rural Areas of Lower Saxony 
Attention: Ingrid Kürsten 
Calenberger Str. 2  / Ref. 302 
D-30169 Hannover 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 511 120 4771 
Fax: +49 511 120 99 4771 

mailto:elke.tiebout@ewi.vlaanderen.be
mailto:dietrich.seele@jumi.landsh.de
mailto:gregor.schlosser@bmwi.bund.de
mailto:guido.sempell@bsu.hamburg.de
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E-mail: 
Ingrid.Kuersten@ml.niedersachsen.de 
  
Katrin Eimert 
Substitute 
 
Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr, 
Referat Raumordnung, Stadtentwicklung, 
Flächennutzungsplanung 
Attention: Katrin Eimert 
Ansgaritostrasse 2 
D-28195 Bremen 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 421 361 11952 
Fax: +49 4214961 1952 
E-mail: Katrin.Eimert@bau.bremen.de  
 
Michael Meinert 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Justice, Employment and 
European Affairs of Land Schleswig-Holstein, 
II 411 
Attention: Michael Meinert 
Lorenzendamm 35 
D-24103 Kiel 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 431 988-2108 
Fax: +49 431 988-2103 
E-mail: michael.meinert@jumi.landsh.de
 
Ralph Baumheier 
Substitute 
 
Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr 
Attention: Ralph Baumheier 
Ansgaritostrasse 2 
D-28195 Bremen 
Germany 
 
Tel.: +49 421 361 6515 
Fax: +49 42 1496 6515 
E-mail: ralph.baumheier@bau.bremen.de  
 
Verena Hachmann 
Member 
 
Federal Office for Building and Regional 
Planning (BBR), European Spatial and Urban 
Development 
Attention: Verena Hachmann 
Deichmanns Aue 31-37 
D-53179 Bonn 
Germany 

 
Tel.: +49 228 99 401 1341 
Fax: +49 228 99 401 2260 
E-mail: verena.hachmann@bbr.bund.de 
 
THE NETHERLANDS 
 
Birgit Dufour 
Member 
 
Province of Zeeland 
Attention: Birgit Dufour 
Provinciehuis, Abdij 6 
P.O. Box 6001 
NL-4330 LA Middelburg 
 
Tel.: +31 118 631463 
Fax: +31 118 63 8636 
E-mail: blm.dufour@zeeland.nl 
 
Fiona Wieland 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment (VROM) 
Attention: Fiona Wieland 
Rijnstraat 8 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX Den Haag 
The Netherlands 
 
Tel.: +31 70 339 2539 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
E-mail: fiona.wieland@minvrom.nl   
 
Lidwien Slothouwer - van Schipstal 
Observer 
 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Policy and the 
Environment (VROM) 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX The Hague 
 
Tel: +31 (0)70 339 3592 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
e-mail: Lidwien.Slothouwer-
vanSchipstal@minvrom.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Katrin.Eimert@bau.bremen.de
mailto:michael.meinert@jumi.landsh.de
mailto:ralph.baumheier@bau.bremen.de
mailto:fiona.wieland@minvrom.nl
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Mark Overman  
Member 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment (VROM) 
Rijnstraat 8 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX Den Haag 
 
Tel.: +31 70 339 27 06 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
E-mail: mark.overman@minvrom.nl
 
Khoji Wesselius 
Observer 
North of the Netherlands Assembly 
Tweebaksmarkt 52 
P.O. Box 20120 
NL-8900 HM Leeuwarden 
 
Tel.: +31 5 829 252 65 
Second Tel.: +31 6 113 879 76 
E-mail: kh.wesselius@snn.eu 
 
NORWAY 
 
Ann Irene Saeternes 
Substitute 
 
Eastern Norway County Network c/o Oppland 
County Municipality 
Attention: Ann Irene Saeternes 
c/o Oppland Fylkeskommune, serviceboks 
N-2626 Lillehammer 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 612 893 53 
E-mail: ann-irene.saeternes@oppland.org 
 
Axel Rød 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Local Government and Regional 
Development 
Attention: Axel Rød 
Akersgt. 59 
Postboks 8112 Dep 
N-0032 Oslo 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 22 24 70 16 
Fax: +47 22 24 27 38 
E-mail: axel.roed@krd.dep.no
 
 
 
 

Bjørn Reisz 
Member 
 
Telemarks Fylkeskommune 
Attention: Bjørn Reisz 
Fylkeshuset, Fylkesbakken 6 
N-3706 Skien 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 3558 4451 
Fax: +47 3552 9044 
E-mail: bjorn.reisz@t-fk.no
 
 
Geir Sør-Reime 
Substitute 
 
Rogaland County Council 
Attention: Geir Sør-Reime 
Arkitekt Eckhoffsgate 1 
P.O. Box 130 
N-4001 Stavanger 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 5151 68 55 
E-mail: gsr@rogfk.no  
 
Kate Clarke 
Member 
 
Hordaland County Council, European Office 
Attention: Kate Clarke 
Agnes Mowinkels Gt. 5 
P.O. Box 7900 
N-5020 Bergen 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 5523 9532 
Second Tel.: +47 9346 7645 
Fax: +47 5523 9319 
E-mail: kate.clarke@post.hfk.no
 
SWEDEN 
 
Hans-Åke Persson 
Observer 
 
Västra Götalandsregionen 
Attention: Hans-Åke Persson 
Norra Hamngatan 14 
Box 1091 
S-405 23 Göteborg 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 3163 0985 
Second Tel.: +46 705 28 18 93 

mailto:mark.overman@minvrom.nl
mailto:axel.roed@krd.dep.no
mailto:bjorn.reisz@t-fk.no
mailto:gsr@rogfk.no
mailto:kate.clarke@post.hfk.no
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Fax: +46 3163 0970 
E-mail: hans-ake.persson@vgregion.se 
 
Henrik Lindblom 
Substitute 
 
Region Värmland 
Attention: Henrik Lindblom 
Drottninggatan 45 
P.O. Box 1022 
S-651 15 Karlstad 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 54 29 50 00 
 
Olov Schultz 
Member 
 
National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 
Attention: Olov Schultz 
 
Box 534 
S-371 23 Karlskrona 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 455 353 3151 
E-mail: olov.schultz@boverket.se
  
Ulf Savbäck 
Substitute 
 
Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and 
Communications 
Attention: Ulf Savbäck 
Jakobsgatan 26 
S-103 33 Stockholm 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 84 05 32 23 
E-mail: ulf.savback@enterprise.ministry.se
 
Vivi-Ann Nilsson 
Member 
 
Västra Götalandsregionen, Growth and 
Development 
Attention: Vivi-Ann Nilsson 
Norra Hamngatan 14 
Box 1091 
S-405 23 Göteborg 
Sweden 
 
Tel.: +46 31 61 10 00 
Second Tel.: +46 70453 37 00 
E-mail: vivi@isgr.se

 
Ylva Rönning  
Substitute 
 
National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 
Box 534 
S-371 23 Karlskrona 
 
Tel.: +46 455 35 31 15 
Fax: +46455353244 
E-mail: ylva.ronning@boverket.se
 
 
 
UNITED KINGDOM 
 
Emma Harvey 
Member 
 
One Northeast, International Policy Team 
Attention: Emma Harvey 
Stella House, Goldcrest Way, Newburn 
Riverside 
NE15 8NY Newcastle Upon Tyne 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel.: +44 191 229 6455 
E-mail: emma.harvey@onenortheast.co.uk
 
Elisabeth Drew 
Member 
 
Dunfermline Business Centre, Funding 
Development 
Unit 19 
Attention: Elisabeth Drew 
Izatt Avenue 
KY11 3BZ Dunfermline 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel.: +44 1383 602 389 
Second Tel.: internal line 492 176 
Fax: +44 7904662265 
E-mail: lis.drew@fife.gov.uk 
  
Jim Millard 
Member 
 
Scottish Government, European Structural 
Funds Division 
Attention: Jim Millard 
Meridian Court, 5 Cadogan Street 
G2 6AT Glasgow 
United Kingdom  
 

mailto:olov.schultz@boverket.se
mailto:ulf.savback@enterprise.ministry.se
mailto:vivi@isgr.se
mailto:ylva.ronning@boverket.se
mailto:emma.harvey@onenortheast.co.uk
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Tel.: +44 141 242 5789 
Fax: +44 141 242 5959 
E-mail: jim.millard@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
 
John Saltford 
Observer 
 
Department for Communities and Local 
Government, European Co-operation Branch, 
ERDF & State Aid Division 
Attention: John Saltford 
Eland House, 1/A3 Bressenden Place 
SW1E 5DU London 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel.: +44 20 7944 3911 
Fax: +44 20 7944 3809 
E-mail: john.saltford@communities.gsi.gov.uk
 
 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
 
Viktoria Varga Lencses  
EC advisor 
 
European Commission, DG Regional Policy, 
Unit D.1, CSM2 6/37, Desk Officer 
Avenue de Tervuren 41 
B-1049 Brussels 
 
Tel.: +32 2 296 47 80 
Fax: +32 2 296 3290 
E-mail: viktoria.varga-lencses@ec.europa.eu
 
Nathalie Verschelde 
EC substitute 
 
European Commission, DG Regional Policy, 
Unit D.1, CSM2 6/37 
Attention: Nathalie Verschelde 
Avenue de Tervuren 41 
B-1049 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 2 299 22 67 
E-mail: nathalie.verschelde@ec.europa.eu 
 
 

mailto:jim.millard@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:john.saltford@communities.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:viktoria.varga-lencses@ec.europa.eu
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DENMARK 
 
Axel R. Kristiansen 
Ministry of the Environment, Agency of 
Spatial and Environmental Planning, National 
Planning Division 
Attention: Axel R. Kristiansen 
Haraldsgade 53 
DK-2100 København Ø 
Denmark 
 
Tel.: +45 72 54 26 69 
E-mail: axkri@blst.dk 
 
 
FLEMISH REGION 
 
Elke Tiebout 
Agency for Economy 
Attention: Elke Tiebout 
Koning Albert II Laan 35, bus 12 
B-1030 Brussels 
Belgium 
 
Tel.: +32 25533731 
Fax: +32 25024702 
E-mail: elke.tiebout@ewi.vlaanderen.be 
 
GERMANY 
 
Claudia Eggert 
Freie Hansestadt Hamburg, Referat 
Regionalplanung 
Alter Steinweg 4 
D-20459 Hamburg 
 
Tel.: +49 40 42840 80 13 
Fax: +49 40 42840 83 96 
e-mail: Claudia.Eggert@bsu.hamburg.de 
 
 
 
 

THE NETHERLANDS 
 
Lidwien Slothouwer - van Schipstal 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Policy and the 
Environment (VROM) 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX The Hague 
 
Tel: +31 (0)70 339 3592 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
e-mail: Lidwien.Slothouwer-
vanSchipstal@minvrom.nl 
(On leave May – September) 
 
Erik van den Eijnden 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Policy and the 
Environment (VROM) 
P.O. Box 30940 
NL-2500 GX The Hague 
 
Tel: +31 (0)70 339 3592 
Fax: + 31 70 339 1200 
(Replacing Ms Slothouwer – van Schipstal 
May – September) 
 
NORWAY 
 
Kate Clarke 
Hordaland County Council, European Office 
Attention: Kate Clarke 
Agnes Mowinkels Gt. 5 
P.O. Box 7900 
N-5020 Bergen 
Norway 
 
Tel.: +47 5523 9532 
Second Tel.: +47 9346 7645 
Fax: +47 5523 9319 
E-mail: kate.clarke@post.hfk.no 
 
 
SWEDEN 
 
Hans-Åke Persson 
Västra Götalandsregionen 
Box 1091 
S-405 23 Göteborg 
 
Tel: +46 3163 0985 
Fax: +46 3163 0970 
e-mail: hans-ake.persson@vgregion.se  
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UNITED KINGDOM 
 
Jon Jordan 
Department for Communities and Local 
Government 
Eland House, 1/A3 Bressenden Place 
SW1E 5DU London 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Tel.: +44 1259 781404 
Fax: +44 1259 781411 
e-mail: jonjordan@btinternet.com 
 



 
 

Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme 
2007 Annual Employer statement – by the Central Denmark Region 
 
In accordance with the programme CIP, approved by the European Com-
mission on the 13th December 2001, Viborg County was designated by 
the responsible authorities to be the hosting body for the joint technical 
secretariat (JTS) and as such the legal employer for the JTS staff.  
 
Following the structural reforms in Denmark the Central Denmark      
Region has from the 1st of January 2007 taken over the full legal respon-
sibility as hosting body and legal employer for the JTS secretariat. 
 
The tasks and responsibilities of Viborg County / the Central Denmark 
Region are regulated between the Region and the responsible national   
authorities in individual agreements signed by the partners during 2002. 
 
The detailed services to be delivered by the Central Denmark Region un-
der the Interreg IIIB programme are stated in the Service Level Agree-
ment approved at the Programme Monitoring Committee (PMC) 3 in 
Harlem in May 2003, with a renegotiated agreement approved at PMC 7 
in March 2005 in Deventer. Further details concerning staff and salary is-
sues are written in the Employer Functions paper approved by PMC on 
PMC 4. 
 
The Programme Secretariat is situated in Viborg City Centre at the ad-
dress Jernbanegade 22. 3 floors – 589 m2 - have been rented on a long-
term contract, and equipped with 15 up to date workstations, in accor-
dance with the Service Level Agreement. In these premises where also in 
2007 6 staff members of the Interact Point for Qualification and Transfer 
situated, but the Interact Programme here finances all services. In the pre-
mises where are also two staff members from the Maritime Safety Um-
brella Operation – financed by the four Interreg programmes standing 
behind the MSOU operation. Only staff at the Interreg North Sea Pro-
gramme Secretariat is included in the figures below. 
 
Staff changes during 2007: 
During the year 2007 Central Denmark Region held contracts with 20 
employees at the Interreg North Sea Programme Secretariat. At the start 

Dato 26.05.2008

Contactperson: Henrik M. Jensen

Tel. +45 87285096

Henrik.Jensen@ru.rm.dk
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Side 2/2

of the year, 14 employees had a contract and at the end of the year 16 
employees had a contract. 
 
10 fulltime contracts (37 hours per week) where running unchanged 
through the year. This included Lorraine George that resigned as Head of 
Secretariat at the end of September, but was hired in as a consultant for 
the rest of the year. 
 
During the year 4 students where employed on short term contracts. 
 
During the year two staff members under administration and support left 
the secretariat (July and September) and two new where employed 
(March and October). 
 
1st of March a new head of the Project Development Unit was employed 
and 1st of May a new officer in the same unit was employed. 
 
For the year 2007 the sum of 1,055,518 € was paid out by the Interreg 
North Sea IIIB programme for staff salaries (Umbrella Project not in-
cluded), including pension and holiday allowances. In 2006 the sum was 
989,843 €. It should be noted, that in the 4th quarter of 2007 50% of the 
staff was dedicated to the IVB North Sea Programme and salaries split 
between the two programmes in accordance with this. 
 
All changes in staff and salary levels have been approved by the PMC or 
by the acting chair of the PMC. In 2007 Ms. Kaja Korgaard,  Danish En-
terprise and Construction Authority in Denmark was chair of the PMC. 
 
In agreement with the approved Service Level Agreement and the Em-
ployer Function paper Central Denmark Region as legal employer does 
not take part in decisions concerning staff salaries, number of staff or 
changes in contracts. Central Denmark Region acts as advisor to the Pro-
gramme Monitoring Committee / the chair of the Committee and takes 
full responsibility for the staff contracts being in compliance with Danish 
Law and Labour Marked regulations. 
 
The Service Level Agreement approved by PMC stipulate the limits for 
the services delivered by Central Denmark Region. According to this 
agreement 13 fulltime staff members and two students are the maximum 
number of staff approved by the PMC, and by this the maximum number 
of staff that Central Denmark Region must deliver the agreed services to. 
 
Central Denmark Region 
25. May 2008  
 
Henrik M. Jensen 
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Overview of projects approved 
 
 

BESST 
Lead Partner: Peak District National Park Authority, United Kingdom  

Hylte Municipality, Sweden University of Derby, United Kingdom Other partners:  
  Fyresdal Municipality, Norway   
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
    1  1 2 
Measure: 1.3 
Theme:  

Improving the local economy cannot only be achieved through the 
establishment of new infrastructure but also through building up confidence 
and co-operation between different stakeholders. BESST has established 
such a network of local entrepreneurs and stakeholders. Through co-
operation, at least 30 new tourist activities in the participating regions have 
been developed for implementation in 2006 and onwards. 
 
The project is now concluding practical work and a final conference was 
held 10 - 13 March 2008.  
 
In the Peak District the main activity has focused on the completion o the 
Trails Triangle project. This involves the creation of a new 18 km cycle 
route to connect the existing Tissington and High Peak Trails to each other 
and to the existing cycle route around Carsington Water. This will create a 
completely new 45 km circuit (or 'Triangle') and the cycle route was 
completed in 2007. The project has also managed to attain national interest 
as the U K Government Minister for National Parks (Jonathan Straw) came 
and visited in September 2007.The project has also received attraction 
outside the geographical borders of its project, as the BESST project 
management team has been invited to the Loch Lomond National Park 
Authority in March 2008 to give a presentation. 
 
In Fyresdal the main effort has been to consolidate the newly formed 
BESST business group and to work with them to generate additional 
customers.  
 
In Hylte a major achievement has been the production of the publication 'In 
the Wake of Ebbe Skammelson'. Ebbe is a legendary Viking warrior 
featuring in a folk tale of love, betrayal and remorse whose story is set 
around Lakes Bolmen and Unnen. The new publication is a folder of 15 
different leaflets featuring sites of wildlife or historic interest around the 
lakes. 24,000 copies have been produced in Swedish, German and 
English.  
 
In addition, the effect on businesses has been far greater than the Lead 
Partner could have anticipated. Businesses are now far more self-confident 
and are taking on new ideas, particularly as a result of BESST's Business 
Exchange Programme. As a result of the BESST project there are now 37 
new offers available from businesses from the three partner areas. Another 
effect of the BESST project has been the actual value of all the BESST 
Development Fund projects is far greater than the BESST budget 
allocations. Finally, there are a number of projects inspired by BESST but 
not funded by BESST at all. This is most pronounced in Fyresdal where the 
new dairy, new abattoir/butchery and participation in the Authentic Norway 
Initiative have all generated as a direct result of the project. BESST has 
thus attracted national interest as a potential model for rural development 
applying sustainable development principles in Norway. 
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A press release on the project as a whole was issued in July 2006 aimed at 
the international tourism journalists. This resulted in strong interests from 
'the Times' in England, which featured several BESST offers in an article on 
12th of May 2007. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €1050000  Status: Approved 
 
 

BIRD 
Lead Partner: Landkreis Osterholz, Germany 

Intercommunale Leiedal, Belgium 

Nørre Djurs Computer-Bøvl Milieu, 
Djursland International Institute of 
Rural Wireless Broadband, 
Denmark 

Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Erhvervsudvikling Vest - TIC (EU 
Vest), Denmark 

East of England Development 
Agency, United Kingdom 

Noorderpoort College, The 
Netherlands 

Campus Varberg, Sweden 
Stavanger University College, 
Norway 

Other partners:  
  

Länsstyrelsen Värmland, Sweden  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Measure: 2.4 
Theme: All partners participated in the "Broadband Days" in Osterholz 21-23 May 

2006. The kick-off meeting of the project took place one day after this 
event. During transnational meetings in Groningen Steering Committee and 
Think Tank (to assist for recommendations concerning broadband policies 
and broadband strategies on the rural level) were set up.  
 
Norfolk County Council is leading a project to develop a Digital Content 
Marketplace (DCM) for the East of England. This will provide a broadband 
streaming content service where the public, private sectors, community 
groups and individuals will be able to buy and sell rich digital content. 
 
Leiedal is investigating how a public broadband infrastructure can be 
implemented on new industrial sites to attract new technology companies 
to the region. 
 
County of Osterholz set-up website "broadband-now" in co-operation with 
Chamber of Commerce and business development agency of Stade. 
 
"EU Vest" participated in a Broadband Study in order to benchmark the 
various regions in relation to broadband access and content. The study that 
was published online provides baseline knowledge from the participating 
partner countries.  
 
Intercommunale Leiedal made an inventory of broadband needs for (sem-) 
public sector, identified best practice under the field of interactive TV 
(TVLink). 
 
Three best practice examples from each region were chosen to contribute 
to the comparative study. Furthermore, the project partner meetings 
resulted in exchange of experience and planning for joint future activities. 
For example, the partnership decided to create a transnational BIRD office 
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as a lasting working structure to be maintained by the NL partner beyond 
the project lifetime. 
 
National and local activities include; German project partners launched a 
large participation process for regional strategies and investment planning; 
the northern Netherlands developed further the "European Media and 
Broadband Centre", from which the whole partnership will draw common 
recommendations for future collaboration; the Dutch Noorderport College 
plans to establish a broadband supported training programme to tackle 
labour market issues in cooperation with te job agency; Intercommunale 
Leiedal defined a draft strategic plan for the Kortrijk region, incorporating 
strategies based on the BIRD results. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €325000 Status: Approved 
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B-SURE 

Lead Partner: Port of Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
Municipality of Vlaardingen, The 
Netherlands 

Freie und Hanse Stadt Hamburg, 
Germany 

Colchester Borough  Council, United 
Kingdom City of Aalborg Council, Denmark 

Spiellandschaft Stadt e.V., Germany 

Stuurgroep Experimenten 
Volkshuisvesting (SEV), The 
Netherlands 

Other partners:  

City of Emden, Germany  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  3  3  1 
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: The project aims at developing pin-point initiatives as an effective and low 

cost means of improving the quality of the townscape along rivers and 
canals. The project will involve local stakeholders in order to adapt planned 
activities to local needs. National think tanks are participating to increase 
relevance on the national level and to disseminate results to a wider 
audience by means of strategy and policy papers. Outputs will include 
among others a river park, restored quay areas and an interactive design 
tool. 

Outcomes: The B-sure project was set up to come to co-operate on international effort 
aimed at improvement of the quality of life in the town-harbour zones. The 
aim of the B-SURE project is to find out in what way small investments (so 
called "Pin Point Initiatives (PPI)") can be used optimally to improve the 
quality of public spaces in neighbourhoods along rivers and canals. Spatial 
elements such as water and cultural heritage play an important role in the 
development and identity of these places. The B-SURE partnership have 
thus rediscovered the urban heritage of townscapes along rivers, harbours 
and canals as a spatial element that have had a large impact on the quality 
of the neighbourhood.  
 
The B-SURE project have carried out different activities in order to make an 
impact based on integration of (1) exchange of ideas and innovations at the 
grass-roots level in PPI projects and through co-operation between the 
partners; (2) spatial research and (3) interaction with policy makers in order 
to impact on future policy-making.  
 
By the end of the project, B-SURE will incorporate the vision of small-scale 
Pinpoint Initiatives into local, national and if possible also international 
planning policy.  
 
Knowledge transfer between comparable challenges in the cities have also 
added an extra value to the PPI-projects. The purpose of the SWAPS was 
to increase the exchange of knowledge between the participating partners.  
 
On completion of the project, B-SURE will release an Everything You 
Always Wanted to Know manual, detailing final strategies and findings. In 
addition, a B-SURE film will be released during Spring 2007. 
 
Most of the activities have now been carried out as planned in the 
application. Activities that are still standing out to some extension are 
further dissemination of the results, final conference and presentation of the 
final report and project results. 

Amount granted: €3068789 Status: Approved 
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BurVal 

Lead Partner: Leibniz Institute for Applied Geosciences, GGA-Institute, Germany 

Vejle County, Denmark 

TNO-NITG, National 
Geographical Survey, The 
Netherlands 

Ringkjøbing County Council, 
Denmark 

LANU, Landesamt für Natur und 
Umwelt Schleswig-Holstein, 
Germany 

Sønderjylland Municipality, 
Denmark 

BGR, Bundesanstalt für 
Geowissenschaften und 
Rohstoffe, Germany 

Other partners:  

Ministry of the Environment, 
Denmark 

Umweltbehörde Hamburg, BUG, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 4  4  1   
Measure: Approved.1 
Theme: The aim of BurVal is to deliver knowledge and understanding of the 

structural and hydrological properties of deeper groundwater resources 
found in buried valleys. This should lead to the development of spatial 
planning strategies that take these ancient groundwater reservoirs into 
account. 
6 pilot projects will be carried out in the participating areas where 
groundwater quality and quantity will be evaluated. The results will be 
used as input for the development of geophysical methods and a model 
for exploration and examination of groundwater resources. These 
should become useful for instance when evaluating different spatial 
development scenarios. 
On the basis of the improved understanding gained through the project, 
will action plans and recommendations be developed. A 'technical 
handbook' as well as a 'planning handbook' will be direct project 
outputs targeting experts on the one hand and decision makers, spatial 
planners, waterworks and public authorities on the other. 

Outcomes: The aim of BurVal is to deliver knowledge and understanding of the 
structural and hydrological properties of deeper groundwater resources 
found in buried valleys. This should lead to the development of spatial 
planning strategies that take these ancient groundwater reservoirs into 
account.6 pilot projects will be carried out in the participating areas 
where groundwater quality and quantity will be evaluated. The results 
will be used as input for the development of geophysical methods and 
a model for exploration and examination of groundwater resources. 
These should become useful for instance when evaluating different 
spatial development scenarios. On the basis of the improved 
understanding gained through the project, will action plans and 
recommendations be developed. A technical handbook as well as a 
planning handbook will be direct project outputs targeting experts on 
the one hand and decision makers, spatial planners, waterworks and 
public authorities on the other. 
 
As the project progresses, more than 300 water samples have been 
collected from around 50 different wells in the region and a total of 
about 5km of geophysical well logs have been run in 5 project areas. It 
is expected by the project end around 400 groundwater samples will be 
sampled from around 60 wells at depths between 10 and 300 meters 
and will have logged about 6km of well log runs. Later the interpretation 
and dissemination of the results in the planned handbooks and 
scientific journals will also be made transnationally. 
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Pilot projects and work on data collection have started in all the project 
areas. Among several surveys, the helicopter-borne ones have been 
conducted in two of the pilot areas and used as a sample for 
electromagnetic, magnetic and gamma ray data over the buried valley. 
The SkyTEM survey has been made in the northern part of the eligible 
project area, which has brought a lot of interest in the media like 
newspapers, radio and TV. 
 
Co-operation has been established with colleagues from Switzerland, 
USA and Canada regarding groundwater age dating and geological 
and hydrological modelling - this co-operation assures application of 
some new state-of-the-art techniques in the project, which are not 
currently available in Europe. 

Amount granted: €1354026,5 Status: Passed 
eligibility date 
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Canal Link 

Lead Partner: British Waterways, United Kingdom 

Telemarks Fylkeskommune, Norway 
Province of Noord-Holland, The 
Netherlands 

Länsstyrelsen Värmland, Sweden 
Provincie West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Stichting Recretietoervaart 
Nederland, The Netherlands 

Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, 
Germany 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Langedijk, The 
Netherlands  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1 1 3 1 1 
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: The project seeks to investigate how the waterway network in the North 

Sea region can be developed and promoted further. Activities include 
promoting tourism linkages, developing the inland waterway network and 
developing the relationship between the waterways and their surroundings 
(local communities and businesses, natural and cultural heritage). The 
project should lead to improvements in the viability and use of the 
waterways and in tourism and economic development along the 
waterways. 

Outcomes: The first project period saw the initiation of many of the project activities. 
Some of the pilot projects were initiated, and there have already been 
some results related to that. On lake Vänern in Sweden, the 60 meter long, 
3 meters deep channel were strongly in process. Completion of the works 
and the official opening of the channel have taken place in June 2005. 
Moreover, the trailer system for the "Varma" route has been set up, and 
investments were made into landing stages, outdoor dry closets, mooring 
equipment, etc. 
 
In Falkirk, Scotland the construction of the boating facilities has been 
completed, which should at a later stage be the basis for the development 
of tourism packages. 
 
In Telemark actions have targeted the revitalisation of former industrial 
sites along the Telemark Canal, and a strategy document has been 
completed for property development alongside the waterway. The 
involvement of local people, volunteer organisations, schools and 
businesses had been sought. 
 
From the second half of 2004 some further results have been taking shape. 
For example a boaters' guide to the Lowland Canals has been produced 
giving information about what to see and do while traversing the canals. In 
Telemark, Norway planning has been completed for works at the four 
entrance harbours to the Telemark Canal. It is aimed to achieve common 
standards, management and promotion. A map depicting the recreational 
waterway network in the North Sea Region has been developed and a 
feasibility study has indicated that it is pliable to restore the Bradford Canal 
in West Yorkshire. 
 
In the Netherlands, a bridge spins over the Langedijk Canal and a study for 
navigation in Langedijk is being completed. In the Bremen-Teufelsmoor 
area work is in progress for the development of harbours and moorings. 
Also an innovative activity is focusing on investigating into a design of a 
peat boat concept.  
 
As one of the main project themes is linked to stimulating entrepreneurship 
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and community development, some activities have been targeting 
awareness raising and involvement of the business community in the 
project. An interesting example is the meeting between British Waterways 
and Asian business met in West Yorkshire in order to discuss and promote 
opportunities for the Asian business community along the canals in the 
Leeds/Bradford area. 
 
At the beginning of 2005 Canal Link website has been also completed and 
lunched under www.canallink.com, where more information about the 
project can be found. 

Amount granted: €2551568 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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Chain of Safety 

Lead Partner: Province of Zeeland, The Netherlands 
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom 
Relations, Directorate-General for 
Public Safety and Security, The 
Netherlands 

Flemish Government - Agency for 
Maritime and Coastal Services - 
Division Coast, Belgium 

National Institute for Coastal and 
Marine Management/ RIKZ, The 
Netherlands 

Ministry of Traffic Danish Coastal 
Authority / Kystdirektoratet, 
Denmark 

Other partners:  

Essex County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Schleswig-Holstein State Ministry of 
the Interior, Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1  3  1 
Measure: 4.3 
Theme: The main aim of the project is to facilitate cooperation, exchange of 

experience and mutual assistance between NS regions in the event of 
coastal flooding. For that purpose the partners will look at the whole chain 
of safety, which includes the following links: proaction-prevention-
preparation-response-aftercare. A contingency plan for the NSR will be 
developed based on a common approach and an inventory will be carried 
out regarding the equipment, resources and knowledge needed. Within the 
Dutch-Belgian coastline a pilot will be carried out on how to deal with the 
developed NSR contingency plan. 

Outcomes: The aim of the project is to facilitate co-operation, exchange of experience 
and mutual assistance between North Sea Region in the event of coastal 
flooding. This will be a way to optimise co-operation amongst the North 
Sea, with the intention to minimise the casualties and damage caused by 
coastal flooding. Thus, the overall objective is to initiate a contingency plan 
for flooding covering the whole North Sea Area. The structure of the project 
is such that all partners are involved in all activities of the project. 
Therefore, the activities are carried out in all participating regions. An 
exception is made for the pilot action, that will take place in the Belgium-
Netherlands coastal zone. The results however will be discussed with all 
partners and the outcomes should be useful for the other coastal regions in 
the North Sea Region. 
 
Report contingency plan is under way. The project is working on the report 
"Flooding maps for evacuation planning" based on a 'worst credible flood' 
implemented on several pilot sides. This report will be used as a basis to 
make a good risk and result-assessment. Inventory is drawn up of 
contingency plans with regard to coastal floodings. The project partners 
agreed to create a sort of master plan, taking up the scenarios and the 
inventory. Part of the plan will be a matrix including a timeline and related 
actions.  
 
The project created inventory of existing knowledge about coastal floodings 
and response and available equipment in the different countries by means 
of questionnaires. It has discussed results of the questionnaire analysis 
with international experts. Working committee "Knowledge" has created an 
online database. The programme is a first step in the direction of a virtual 
network of coastal floodings. 
 
Within the Dutch-Belgian coastal region the results of actions 1-3 are 
compared with the existing situations. This will result in an example on how 
to deal with the NSR contingency plan for coastal flooding. 

Amount granted: €318206 Status: Approved 
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 CO 2 
Lead Partner: Rogaland County Council, Norway 

Hallands Turist, Sweden Fiets Platform, The Netherlands 
Ringkjøbing County Council, 
Denmark 

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Nordseebäderverband Schleswig 
Holstein e. V., Germany 

Suffolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Deutsches Küstenland e. V., 
Germany Highland Council, United Kingdom 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: The aim of the project is to establish the North Sea Cycling Route (NSCR) 

as a permanent entity within a secure organisational structure, offering a 
high-quality cycling experience and an insight into the natural and cultural 
heritage of the North Sea Region. In order to achieve this aim, project 
activities target in part assessments of the economic impact of the route 
and its weaknesses and in addition raising awareness and disseminating 
information and knowledge. Simultaneously, the idea is to initiate pilot 
projects with some of the partners, which would lead to implementation of 
low cost physical improvements along the route and secure a high-quality 
product for the cycling tourist. Long-term partner motivation and 
commitment is important for the project. 

Outcomes: The aim of the project is to establish the North Sea Cycling Route (NSCR) 
as a permanent entity within a secure organisational structure, offering a 
high-quality cycling experience and an insight into the natural and cultural 
heritage of the North Sea Region. In order to achieve the aim, the activities 
are targeting, on the one hand, to assess the economic impact from the 
route, its weaknesses; raise awareness, and disseminate information and 
knowledge. Simultaneously, the idea is to initiate pilot projects with some of 
the partners that would lead to implementation of low cost physical 
improvements along the route and secure a high-quality product for the 
cycling tourist. Long-term partner motivation and commitment is important 
for the project. 
 
The progress of the project's first phase consists of intense public relation 
work and the first contributions to an initial survey on the cycle route. A 
detailed task and time schedule has been set up to optimise all partners’ 
shares in contributing for the next phase. 
 
Recently surveys evaluating the route weaknesses in Norway, Sweden, the 
Netherlands, Germany and Belgium have been completed. Interview 
surveys with local businesses in two locations of the route have been also 
carried out.  
 
Sweden has completed the signing of its part of the North Sea Cycle Route 
in June 2005. In the Netherlands, preparations for landscape improvements 
in the Sluis areas related to the route have been started. Furthermore, 
4.500 km out of 6.500 km of the network are signposted. In order to 
maintain the route signs, experiments with volunteers where carried out. 
The enthusiastic and good work, which was done, shall be a model for the 
whole North Sea Cycle Route. In Rogaland in Norway innovative designs 
for cycle parking for beaches as well as baggage keeping facilities are 
being prepared. Also in Rogaland efforts are underway to improve the 
accessibility of cyclists' accommodations.  
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The opening of the new Svinesund Bridge was used to focus on the North 
Sea Cycle Route by a three-day arrangement for several thousand cyclists, 
runners and the general public. 
 
Establishing the first European Bike Festival - please, note re-named North 
Sea Bike Event/European Calendar of Bike Events). Cycling activity have 
been highlighted in all partner countries. According to the application, the 
annual Bike Event will grow into a diverse and fun series of summer bike 
activity. The International Cycling Activity Day was held on the 20th of May 
2006.  
 
The North Sea Cycle Route website was re-launched on 15th of May 2006. 
For further information, please consult www.northsea-cycle.com 

Amount granted: €1025640 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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COMCOAST 

Lead Partner: Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 
Directorate General for Public Works and Water Management, The 
Netherlands 

Province of Zeeland, The 
Netherlands 

Ministry of Traffic Danish Coastal 
Authority / Kystdirektoratet, 
Denmark 

Province of Groningen, The 
Netherlands Gemeente Hulst, The Netherlands 
Carl von Ossietzky Universität 
Oldenburg (University of 
Oldenburg), Germany 

Waterschap Zeeuwse Eilanden, The 
Netherlands 

Environment Agency, United 
Kingdom 

Waterschap Zeeuws Vlaanderen, 
The Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap, Belgium  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1  6  1 
Measure: 4.3 
Theme: The aim of the project is to increase future safety of coastal areas by 

strengthening the inner slope of the coastal defences and at the same time 
improving the flood retention capacity of the hinterland areas. The project 
work has been divided into six work pack-ages related to reconnaissance 
of the spatial potentials of the hinterland areas, performance of a socio-
economic evaluation of the wetlands, providing a variety of technical 
solutions for strengthening of the defences; implementing participatory 
actions; and conducting pilot projects which will be fed from the results from 
the rest of the WPs. 

Outcomes: ComCoast (Combined Functions in Coastal Defence Zones) has carried 
out pilot activities combining different forms of land use to allow a certain 
level of flooding in order to avoid severe damage. Due to sea level rise 
North Sea countries need to take measures. Traditional solution is higher 
dikes. ComCoast is looking for alternatives. Combining safety and other 
land use in the coastal zone, creating multifunctional flood defence zones. 
Creating benefits for the wider community and the environment. ComCoast 
aims to: 
 
- identify suitable locations 
 
- evaluate wider socio-economic benefits 
 
- develop innovative technical solutions 
 
- influence current public participation techniques 
 
- apply new approaches at pilot sites 
 
- share knowledge 
 
Analysis and studies have been arranged per country for practical reasons, 
while national reports are to be integrated towards an overall transnational 
report for that particular subject. 

Amount granted: €2887769 Status: Approved 
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COMRISK 

Lead Partner: Schleswig-Holstein State Ministry of the Interior, Germany 
Ministry of Traffic Danish Coastal 
Authority / Kystdirektoratet, 
Denmark 

Environment Agency, National 
Centre for Risk Analysis and 
Options Appraisal, United Kingdom 

RWS, Rijks Instituut voor Kust en 
Zee, The Netherlands 

Flemish Government - Agency for 
Maritime and Coastal Services - 
Division Coast, Belgium 

Other partners:  

RWS, Dienst Weg en 
Waterbouwerken, The Netherlands 

NLWK, Betriebsstelle Norden, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 2  2  1 
Measure: 4.3 
Theme: The project aims at sustainable coastal risk management in the North Sea 

Region through exchange of experience and common evaluation and pilot 
studies. It will address the following aspects of risk management: 
Improvement of policies and strategies, common strategic planning tools, 
participation methods and performance indicators as well as common 
technical methods. 

Outcomes: The COMRISK project is into its second stage of implementation. During 
this stage the main activities have been related to concluding on the links 
between the subprojects and initiating work on the subprojects. More 
specifically work has been carried out related to subproject Policies and 
Strategies for Coastal Risk Management; Public Perception and 
Participation; Risk Assessment for the Flanders Coastal Flood Unit. A state 
of-the-art of risk assessment methodologies under the Flanders pilot study 
was prepared, and a permanent contact group for Denmark was 
established, which would work on risk assessment for the Wadden Sea. 
 
About 2000 household questionnaires were distributed as part of the work 
under SP "Public perception and participation", which achieved about 25% 
return rate. 
 
The results of a risk assessment study for Langoog were presented during 
a workshop and the subproject results were summarised in three reports 
regarding: “Microscale valuation for the island of Lageoog”; “Drinking water 
supply for Langeoog”; and “ Flooding of a dune area-numerical simulation 
of the impact of the freshwater body.” 
 
A book and a CD-rom related to the theme of public perception and 
participation in coastal defence have been produced in German as part of 
educational materials for schools and were presented to the public by the 
Minister of the Interior for Schlezwig – Holstein. 
 
With the project entering its final phase, the outcomes from the subprojects 
are being finalised. These will be presented during the final project 
conference to be held in April 2005 (for more information and if you are 
interested in participating please visit the project’s web site: 
www.comrisk.org). �Furthermore some of the project achievements 
concern the development of recommendations for improving the perception 
and participation in coastal risk management; a report on the flood risk for 
the Ribe area, which is to be used as decision support framework for future 
risk management; a matrix for comparison of risk case studies based on 
comparing different sets of data; and the development of GIS-based flood 
hazard maps. 

Amount granted: €921712,5 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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CREST 

Lead Partner: Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland, Sweden 
Municipality of Strömstad, Sweden Municipality of Læsø, Denmark 
Keep Sweden Tidy Foundation, 
Sweden 

Whitby Beacon Town Forum, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Hvaler, Norway 
Orkney Boat Museum, United 
Kingdom 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1   1  3 2 
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: The main aim of the project is to initiate a process on defining and 

developing sustainable tourism destinations and to help regions overcome 
current social, economic and environmental constraints through the 
exploration and adoption of relevant policies and good practice. For this 
purpose the partners will carry out research into interpreting the concept of 
Sustainable Tourism Destination in their relevant contexts, compile 
information on issues to face in the process of becoming a sustainable 
tourism destination, undertake surveys and define good practices that 
could be applicable on a partner level. Recommendations to various levels 
of authorities will be devised. The project will be also supported by an 
ambitious media campaign, which will draw attention to the issues 
accompanying the process. 

Outcomes: The aim of CREST is to define a definition for sustainable tourism 
destinations in the North Sea region and set guidelines to address the 
economical, social and ecological issues for these tourism destinations. 
The project wants to explore how tourist destinations throughout Europe 
can share experiences and create sustainable tourist destinations. Having 
solved the common definition of sustainable tourism, the project will 
develop a toolkit in which all North Sea coastal communities can use to 
develop sustainable tourist destinations. Participating destinations are 
Orkney Islands, island of Læseo in Denmark, the islands of Koster in 
Sweden, the islands of Hvaler in Norway and the coastal town of Whitby in 
the UK. The project unites coastal communities sharing the same challenge 
and aims to be a great place to live at and a great place to visit today and 
for future generations. The final result will be guidelines for sustainable 
tourism destinations for the North Sea region and provide a toolkit to help 
implementing these recommendations. 
 
The guidelines will consist of an action plan, as a hard copy on the Internet. 
Under headlines such as Economy/Ecology/Social/Quality/Transport there 
will be an inspiring list of suggested activities to be put in to action for 
creating sustainable tourism destination. To measure number of seminars 
on sustainability / number of solar panels per capita / percent of local 
produced food with in 20 miles could be possible. The measure of CREST 
guidelines will be tested later on in the project. 
 
During the CREST conference in Whitby, U K 17 - 21 September 2007, the 
CREST partnership identified key stakeholders for the future. The input for 
content and added stakeholders the project will request to have before 
2007 ends, and then in the beginning of 2008, the final version of the action 
plan will be compiled.  
 
During the third phase of the project, it was in particular interesting to see 
that the work with physical planning in the municipality of Strömstad, 
Sweden, is including CREST work and input on their political agenda as 
well as in Orkney, U K. Another key delivery has been the regional SWOT 
analyses, where the main outcome has been the implementation of five 
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definitions of a sustainable tourism destination. In relation to this, the 
project has also had discussions with the European Commission's Tourism 
Sustainability Group in order to balance and secure the findings from the 
five destinations, adhering to current EU policies.  
 
The final conference of the project will take place on the 3 - 6th of March 
2008 in Hvaler, Sweden. The CREST Toolkit will be presented at this 
conference. 

Amount granted: €232500 Status: Approved 
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ERE 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Västra Götalandsregionen, Sweden City of Emden, Germany 

Aalborg University, Denmark 
Landkreis Grafschaft Bentheim, 
Germany 

Innovationsstiftung Schleswig-
Holstein, Germany 

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom Fife Council, United Kingdom 

Region Halland, Sweden 
University of East Anglia, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  
Other partners:  

Region Värmland, Energy Agency, 
Sweden  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 3  1 3 3 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: The framework for the new website for external communications and 

dissemination was delivered and the site will go online the 1st of October.  
 
Aalborg University finished the comprehensive energy systems inventory 
and energy systems model, which was subsequently used by the core 
partners to analyse and make available their regional data. In addition, 
Aalborg University is working on the point data navigator for showing the 
regional partner's particular points of interest and, at a later stage, 
examples for best practices. Aalborg University has also done development 
work for using mashup technologies for so-called distributed GIS, where 
project partners can add data to a mapping system interactively.  
 
In Fryslan work for the ERE study was tendered to analyse energy 
statistics, define economic opportunities and generate project initiatives. 
Data collection was finished.  
 
In Vastra Gotaland the major consultancy report "An economy less 
dependent on fossil energy" was available in March. As a follow-up, this 
study will now be used as basis for a very ambitious consultation process 
with stakeholders. 
 
Regarding International cooperation, ERE is used as a platform to discuss 
project ideas and identify new partnerships. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €410000 Status: Approved 
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ESCAPE 

Lead Partner: Province of Zeeland, The Netherlands 
Essex County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Province of Oost-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Other partners:  

Province of West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Rijkswaterstaat, Directie Zeeland, 
The Netherlands 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  2   2  1 
Measure: 4.3 
Theme: Escape aims to minimise the effects of flooding situations in coastal areas, 

through improving contingency plans, increasing public awareness and 
developing systems for monitoring high water and evacuation possibilities. 

Outcomes: With the completion of the project close at hand, the project activities have 
entered into their final stage. The main results from the project include: a 
developed transnational framework for contingency plans; two flood 
awareness videos aimed for youth between 8 and 14 years and adults 
respectively; and a model for coastal Highwater Information System. A 
decision support system for evacuations in disaster areas is currently 
tested and is to be completed by the end of September 2004. The project 
partners are also researching the opportunities for integration of the 
Highwater Information System and the Decision Support System.  

Amount granted: €569088 Status: Closed 
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E-VOICE 

Lead Partner: Municipality of Dantumadeel, The Netherlands 
Municipality of Uddevalla (also 
representing Ale and Härryda), 
Sweden 

Freie Hansestadt Bremen (Free 
Hanseatic City of Bremen), 
Germany 

Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Municipality of Groningen, The 
Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Intercommunale Leiedal, Belgium  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1  2 1 1 
Measure: 2.5 
Theme: E-Voice aims to increase public influence and participation in political 

decision-making by improving the communication and interaction between 
citizens and politicians as well as public officials. The participating public 
authorities will also make available important information for citizens in a 
more user-friendly and accessible way. 

Outcomes: The E-VOICE project are running pilot schemes in six different countries to 
investigate a range of innovative approaches to E-VOICE’s central goal - 
raising participation in politics using a combination of traditional and 
modern communication techniques. Activities include community websites 
supporting local services, planning and clubs, and 'local democracy days' 
all of which will help build more cohesive communities.  
 
The use of new communication technology has been demonstrated by the 
project activities of e-voice (The Voice of the Citizen in the Multimedia 
Information Society). The first e-voice multi media participation process in 
Bremen (G) supported the renovation of a public swimming pool. This was 
discussed in a campaign including a media mix of physical meetings for the 
general public, but also specific events for senior citizens, pupils and 
disabled persons. In co-operation with the largest newspaper for Bremen, a 
’discussion table’ was set up with an internet platform consisting of a 
newsletter, a discussion forum and a questionnaire. The responsible 
authority adopted the results of the participation campaign in December 
2004. Bremen has implemented the community website BORIS (Bremen 
Online Redaktion in Stadtteilen) in the suburb of Osterholz. The idea 
behind this type of community websites is that citizens form a voluntary 
editing team and present information and publish articles about what is 
happening in their neighbourhood and where political participation activities 
take place.  
 
A new strategic plan for the region Zuid-West Vlaanderen is currently being 
developed. As part of the vision building process, a youth consultation 
initiative was set up, called Phare West. The purpose of the Phare West 
initiative is include NGOs and volunteers in the democratic process.  
 
Norfolk has developed a joint customer access and marketing strategy 
linked to the mynorfolk Digital Challenge bid. This should be complete in 
autumn 2007. The existing joint work in the county has been praised by the 
Audit Commission after a detailed inspection of eGovernment work by 
district and county councils. More than 50 parish councils in Norfolk have 
now had training and created websites using the ParishCouncilInvolve 
System. These have created professional standard websites which are 
being actively used in the local areas to inform parishioners of what the 
parish council is doing and how they can get involved in decisions on 
planning applications.  
 
In Uddevalla, a municipality in West Sweden with a population of about 
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50,000, council meetings were broadcasted by local TV and broadband 
with more than 9,000 people watching. The new electronic document 
management system, LEX, was the first one in Sweden, available on the 
net: An automated document management system for public administration 
is providing citizens and politicians with information, and it is also 
supporting e-Services and political decision-making.  
 
In Groningen, the Netherlands, a new award-winning web portal was 
opened, which gives access to a wide range of city departments and more 
than 200 of their products, ranging from building permits to a simple 
change of address. Based on Dutch and UK experience, Leiedal in 
Flanders organised a discussion on local product catalogues. They now 
work collaboratively with other organisation in the whole of Flanders. 
Instead of being developed for 12 municipalities in the Kortrijk region, as 
originally foreseen, a generic catalogue will now be developed for more 
than 300 municipalities in the Flemish region.  
 
The project intends to use the North Sea Commission’s thematic groups 
reference forums, including Culture and Tourism, Economic Development, 
and Education and Research. The success of the E-Voice campaigns can 
be seen in the attraction of national interest. In Belgium, project partners 
cooperate with the Flemish government to produce a multi-governmental 
‘product catalogue’ and in Sweden collaboration with the Ministry of Justice 
(Division for Democracy Issues) has been established. The voter campaign 
of Norwich won a silver award in the PRide Awards 2005/2006, for an 
integrated public relations campaign, from the Chartered Institute of Public 
Relations (CIPR) in the UK. The Dutch Ministry of Internal Affairs invited 
the Municipality of Dantumadeel to participate in the CLEAR programme 
organised by the Council of Europe in 2006. A local seminar on how E-
VOICE can contribute to the development of democracy has already been 
organised in Uddevalla, with lectures from the Swedish Ministry of Justice. 
An international Political Forum on eDemocracy was held in January 2007 
in Bremen, Germany. High level representatives from the European 
Community were invited to present their ideas on e-democracy and discuss 
them with colleagues from local, regional, national and international bodies. 
 
The e-voice final conference will be held on the 22 - 23rd of May in 
Norwich, U K. For more information, www.evoice-eu.net). 

Amount granted: €2325000 Status: Approved 
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F4N 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Province of Drenthe, The 
Netherlands 

Water Board of Oldenburg & East 
Frisia (OOWV), Germany 

Telemark Forskning, Norway 
British Trust for Ornithology, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

PROCLAM vzw West Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Farming & Wildlife Advisory  Group, 
United Kingdom 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1 1 2  2 
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: The project will identify new ways to manage and improve rural 

landscapes. It consists of a number of pilots addressing enhanced 
ecological value and preserved regional and cultural identity. Working with 
farmers and other stakeholders, this should still ensure sufficient economic 
opportunities for farmers. 

Outcomes: Well into the implementation phase, the work of the Farmers for Nature 
partners has attracted the interest of a large number of stakeholders. For 
example, 90 farmers have signed contracts to implement project measures 
and 122 experts have been actively involved in the project. The project 
works extensively with farmers who take part in study groups, carry out 
some of the experiments on their land and execute different measures and 
fit these into their farming system. The project also works with a number of 
other entrepreneurs like butchers and dairies and in England with the 
multinational company Unilever. Links have also been made to the national 
level in some countries, to contribute to national policy decision-making in 
particular in Flanders, where the creation of a new set of measures for 
traditional corps was examined on demand of the Flemish Ministry for 
Agriculture. All this has resulted in the incorporation of the scheme in the 
new Flemish Rural Development Programme. 
 
Each project partner is working on pilot projects. In Fryslan, a model has 
been developed, which can be used to evaluate the effects of pasture 
management on the bird population and thus can be used by farmers to 
plan the meadow bird management on their farms. In East England, on-
going work involves assessments on the distribution of birds in view to 
implementing agri-environmental options in the summer and in the winter 
periods as well as a research on the socio-economic options for farmers 
and their views on sustainable agriculture. On the Shetland Islands 50 
farmers have applied to join the project and to support an adapted farming 
system. In Telemark (Norway) the motivation and mobilisation of people 
was a central point in the beginning of the project. The promotion of the 
Telemark cattle as a potential symbol for the region has been accompanied 
with other activities in order to increase the awareness of local resources. 
In Germany, a working group model was established in order to secure the 
involvement of stakeholders in the region. The three working groups 
established involve farmers, water services and nature conservation. They 
meet regularly in order to discuss actual situation in the region and ways to 
solve the problems. 
 
The project is now entering its final phase where the final results will be 
widely disseminated. These results will be disseminated during the end 
meeting in May 2008. 

Amount granted: €1905104 Status: Approved 
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FLOWS 

Lead Partner: Cambridgeshire County Council, United Kingdom 
Provincie Flevoland, The 
Netherlands Länsstyrelsen Värmland, Sweden 

Other partners:  

Norwegian Water Resources and 
Energy Directorate, Norway 

Ministry of Civil Construction and 
Transport, Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   1 1 1 1 1 
Measure: 4.1 
Theme: The project seeks to improve the sustainability of development in flood risk 

areas by working with both technical and social aspects of flood risk 
information and its integration into decision support systems for spatial 
planning. The project will also consider transferable strategies for improved 
water management. 

Outcomes: FLOWS (Flood Plain Land Use Optimising Workable Sustainability) in 
cooperation with Norfolk County Council, however, is clearly demonstrating 
how improvements can be made immediately for residents living in flood 
risk areas with its approach of Flood Proofing Retrofits to existing 
properties. Aiming to demonstrate, 
 
that flood proofing can be achieved at reasonable costs, a residential 
property was retrofitted with flood proofing measures. This included raising 
the position of kitchen sockets, telephone and TV points above possible 
water levels as well as the installation of an alarm system which will provide 
a telephoned warning to all householders as soon as water levels begin to 
rise in nearby drainage channels. These measures enable inhabitants to 
react at an early stage, protect the property from floodwater and minimise 
damage if flooding does occur. 
 
Results of Flows have influenced flood management on the national level in 
Norway, the UK, and Germany as well as in Sweden. 
 
FLOWS will present their findings at the World Water Forum in Mexico this 
year. 
 
Throughout 2006 has seen some of the project outputs being delivered. 
 
The Lead Partner was invited to participate in a UK consultation organised 
by Department of Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) on advice for 
sustainable drainage including discussion on future responsibilities for its 
implementation. 
 
Furthermore, the Lead Partner has submitted to the U K Royal Town and 
Planning Institute Award for project 3 C (vii): Showcasing sustainable water 
management and techniques (Sustainable Urban Drainage Management 
Systems) as a specific example of how planning and implementation can 
respond to the need to respond to climate change. The project has been 
selected for the long list and will be inspected on 30th of August 2006 and 
marked against the award criteria. 
 
Colleagues at Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate have 
proposed several changes to current guidelines in planning and 
development in flood prone areas in Norway. One example is that the 
Planning and Building Act only refers to building categories and so not 
advice on how to guidelines to land use categories or non-mapped areas. 
 
In the Netherlands, partners have established guidelines for water 
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opportunity maps to make them sustainable for the future. The Netherlands 
district water boards in the North have been using water opportunity maps 
for urban and rural planning. 
 
The project work and concepts adopted have been also targeting the 
national level involvement in the participating countries. In the UK the 
project has been presented to the ODPM and it is hoped that it can support 
the revision of the Government Policy which sets out how flood risk is 
incorporated into spatial planning processes. In Sweden, the project has 
been used by a local Member of the Parliament in preparation a Bill on 
Flooding to the Parliament. Finally, the project was presented to the 
Norwegian Ministry of Environment. 
 
The project web site has been also officially launched during their first 
conference: www.flows.nu 

Amount granted: €4923787,5 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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FRaME 

Lead Partner: Dienst Landelijk Gebied (DLG), The Netherlands 
Province of Zuid-Holland, The 
Netherlands 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap, Belgium 

Other partners:  

Environment Agency, United 
Kingdom 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap, Belgium 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  2   2  1 
Measure: 4.3 
Theme: Not subject for any delivery on report at this stage 
Outcomes: One way of coping with flood risk in coastal areas is to develop land use in 

a sustainable way, including setting up flood control areas. FRaME has 
carried out pilot activities combining different forms of land use to allow a 
certain level of flooding in order to avoid severe damage. Ideas on how to 
use areas for flood control, agriculture, natural conversation and recreation 
are tested out. These areas, like the new ecological zone in Goeree (NL), 
offer opportunities for new recreational activities for inhabitants such as 
boating, fishing, bird watching or walking and new business opportunities 
such as agro-tourism. A best practice model has also been presented, 
aiming to provide the foundation for the design and construction of three 
complementary flood control demonstration projects. Activities at the 
demonstration sites will actively use knowledge and experiences from the 
best manual. Design at all three demonstration sites have involved the 
exchange of methodologies and best practice options. Some of the 
projects' major activities were finished in Alkborugh Flats (U K) and Ilzjer-
Valley (Flanders).  
 
The Best Practice Manual (BPM) reached its final version in December 
2005 / January 2006. The final version was delivered before the FRaME 
project Final Conference in February 2007. The BPM can be downloaded 
from www.frameproject.eu. 
 
FraMe has participated in a European Symposium organised by the Dutch 
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment in cooperation 
with the Dutch Institute of Housing and Planning. The outcomes of the 
discussion were summarised as recommendations for the Informal 
European Council in Rotterdam. 
 
A short film about FRaME was produced as promotional medium, to 
introduce the FRaME project during the Final Conference in February 
2007. The film can be downloaded from www.frameproject.eu. 

Amount granted: €4894322,5 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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FSI 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Province of Zeeland, The 
Netherlands 

Insel- und Halligkonferenz e.V. 
Region Uthlande, Germany 

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Environmental Forum Halland, 
Sweden 

Innovatie Centrum West-
Vlaanderen, Belgium Svalöv Municipality, Sweden 
North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark Renewables East, United Kingdom 

Flagskibet.dk, Denmark 
Centre for Sustainable Engineering, 
United Kingdom 

Other partners:  
Other partners:  

City of Emden, Germany  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2 2 2  2 2 2 
Measure: 1.5 
Theme: The third FSI Workshop meeting "Nature Use & Environmental 

Technology" took place in Halmstad Sweden. The workshop has lead to 
the design of several new draft project ideas. Some of them will be further 
elaborated depending on the interest of partners.  
 
The Cartesius Institute Centre for Sustainable Innovations developed the 
"Psinnovations" web site, the Communication Platform. In addition, the first 
edition of the FSI Newsletter, the information magazine of the FSI project, 
has been issued. 
 
The project partners are continuing exchanging experiences and 
establishing approaches in regional policies towards sustainable 
innovations. The project partners are developing the network between 
interests, experts and business and regional policies to bring innovative 
practices together. In addition, the project activities are focusing on the 
definition of trans-national thematic projects for the implementation on 
innovations. Several draft project proposals ("The SME's Environmental 
Sustainable Innovative Experience" , "Mobility Management", "Nature Use", 
"Marketing tools for sustainable mobility" were established on the bases of 
the experiences gathered in the first phase, which will be implemented in 
the different regions.  
 
The Lead Partner has carried out a feasibility study on the Lisbon to 
Gothenburg sustainable vehicle race, a project idea developed in FSI. 
Political support from the North Sea Commission has been obtained. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €278050 Status: Approved 
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FSII 

Lead Partner: Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland, Sweden 

Västra Götalandsregionen, Sweden 
North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

Fiskeriverket, Sweden Østfold Fylkeskommune, Norway 

Other partners:  

Tjärnö Marine Biological Laboratory, 
Sweden 

Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Inst., SMHI, Sweden 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1   1  5  
Measure: 3.4 
Theme: Aims to improve the marine and coastal zone environment of Skagerrak 

through investigating topics related to eutrophication, environmental toxins 
and waste, coastal fisheries, coastal zone planning and management, 
environmental monitoring and seabed mapping. 
The main outcome of the project will be the establishment of a permanent 
Forum Skagerrak organisation. 

Outcomes: The aim is to widen the knowledge of and deliver concrete actions for a 
cleaner and more attractive sea and coasts. The project work involves 
governmental and regional organisations as well as other interested 
parties. The work consists of six Work Packages: Eutrophication, 
Hazardous substances, waste and oil spill, Fish and shellfish, Integrated 
coastal zone management and planning, Co-ordinated environmental 
monitoring and Seabed mapping. 
 
The project is now in a phase where major work is being carried out by the 
different consultants and partners. Some project work has now been 
completed and these outcomes i.e. reports, have been published. 
Concerning WP 2, the following reports have been published: Mapping of 
TBT-effects in the Skagerakk and Mapping of shipwrecks in the Skagerakk. 
Concerning WP 3, where the main objective is to develop common 
guidelines for sustainable fish and mussel farming, new information 
concerning mussel production will be used in the writing of 'Guidelines for 
sustainable farming' which will be published later in Spring 2007. 
Concerning the WP 4, the pilot projects to create 'marine plans' for a well 
structured spatial development of the sea areas is in its final stages, 
preparing and contribution of data from the different partners involved.  
 
The Final Conference will be held on 23 - 24 April 2007 in Skagen, 
Denmark. 

Amount granted: €1322362 Status: Approved 
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GeoShare 

Lead Partner: Sogn and Fjordane County Municipality, Norway 
Western Norway Research I 
Institute (WNRI), Norway 

Centre for Computing 
Technologies (TZI), Germany 

Province of Groningen, The 
Netherlands 

Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und 
Verkehr, Germany 

Other partners:  

City of Edinburgh Council, United 
Kingdom  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   2 2 1  1 
Measure: 2.5 
Theme: This project will develop tools and strategies including online mapping, data 

storage and data analysis for managing and sharing geodata. The long 
term aim is for these tools and strategies to contribute to better and more 
open governance as well as a more balanced application of information 
and communication technology in the North Sea region. 

Outcomes: The GeoShare partnership has completed five of its nine workpackages. 
They have jointly developed scenarios for how their web-based solutions 
for displaying spatial information can be applied and made use of in the 
partner regions. The technical development of these services has also 
been worked upon.  
 
On the project website you can find examples of several of the services 
that the partnership is working on, for example an interactive atlas with 
information on cultural and natural heritage and a map of Bremen 
displaying information relevant to the Water Framework Directive, such as 
bathing water quality and physical objects that interfere with the course of 
the river.  
 
The GeoShare partnership has now produced the final version of the report 
on Service Specifications, which has been adopted by the City of 
Edinburgh Council as a standard for everyone in the Council to follow when 
collecting user requirements. 
 
Tools have been further improved and relationships with data providers 
have been formalised in order to secure quality of published data once a 
service reaches productions state. A great number of high-profile 
presentations have taken place, e.g. at the CeBIT 2004 in Hanover and the 
BT Syntegra’s Centre for Local Governments, where Geoshare is 
presented as a best practice. 
 
All partner services are now operational and available on the Internet. Work 
has concentrated on ensuring that GeoShare services are integrated in the 
partner organisation's Internet and GIS strategies in order to secure the 
running and maintenance of services beyond the project lifetime. By 
operation across organisational and technical boundaries, the new services 
have initiated a stronger co-operation between regional and national 
administration (vertical coordination) and across different administrations 
on regional level (cross-sectoral). GeoShare provides state-of-the art 
examples of public sector modernisation, partnership working and the 
ability to share information across organisational boundaries.  
 
The project cooperates with other Interreg operations and the GeoShare 
tool is being used in the Nave Nortrail and Canal Links projects. In the 
Bremen part of Canal Links, the tool was tested for community participation 
with about 100 participants. 
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Transnational exchange has led to some of the partners now introducing 
new services based on best practices in other partner regions, such as 
map based benchmarking services in Groningen and democratic support 
services in Edinburgh, based on Norwegian experiences. 

Amount granted: €1698530 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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GREEN-NSD 

Lead Partner: Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, Germany 
Interdisciplinary Research Centrum 
KULAK, Belgium 

Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, 
Norway 

Danish Technical University, Denmark 
County Administration of Västra 
Götaland, Sweden 

TU-Technology GmbH, Germany Göteborg University, Sweden 
Umweltbehörde Hamburg, BUG, 
Germany Västerhavet Association, Sweden 

Other partners:  

Flemish Government - Agency for 
Maritime and Coastal Services - 
Division Coast, Belgium 

Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und 
Verkehr, Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 4 1  3  
Measure: 1.5 
Theme: The project is looking into the most practical and environmentally sound 

option for wastewater treatment processes to eliminate TBT and reduce 
heavy metals in dockyards. Pilot projects will test solutions and results will 
be integrated into a decision support tool for use across the region and 
beyond. 

Outcomes: In addition to universities and research institutions which are heavily 
involved in the project work, great efforts have been made to involve other 
influence sectors. Information and cooperation has been obtained from a 
dockyard in Germany and environmental administrations in the participating 
countries. Furthermore, the project partners are active in involving national 
level organisations like Danish Ports and the Norwegian Pollution Authority. 
 
Furthermore, improving environmental conditions is in the heart of the 
project. A discharge criteria common or the whole region is under 
development. It is hoped that the implementation of the criteria will help 
avoid competition among dockyards in the different countries. On the other 
hand it will also lead to a better protection of the aquatic environment by 
avoiding input of toxic chemicals at the source. 
 
As a result from the project work some of the project analysis has been 
used in Germany in discussions of sectoral criteria for dockyards. This has 
been done in cooperation with the local Environment Protection Agency 
where work was underway for setting up regulation criteria for the German 
Water Ordinance. This work is now completed and the results from the 
project provided a useful input. Links with countries from the Baltic Sea 
region are also established and stakeholder interest from the European 
Sea Ports Organisation has been drawn to the project. 
 
The project organised two surveys on socio-economic aspects of 
shipyards. The first study aimed to explore the willingness of dockyards for 
changing the action to sustainable management, whereas the aim of the 
second one was to investigate the trend of willingness for improvements in 
the field of shipyards wastewater treatment. 
 
In addition to that, the project has been conducting an active dissemination 
strategy. It took part in the Europe week in Hamburg and in the CoastNet 
conference organised in Ghent. A newsletter, available at the project 
website, was also produced. Further details about the test carried out can 
be obtained from the project website: www.greendocks.de 

Amount granted: €411000 Status: Closed 
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HARBASINS 

Lead Partner: National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management/ RIKZ, The 
Netherlands 

Institute of Estuarine & Coastal 
Studies (IECS), University of Hull, 
United Kingdom 

Ministry of Transport, Public 
Works and Water Management, 
Directorate-General of Public 
Works and Water Management 
Rijkswaterstaat Noord-Nederland, 
The Netherlands 

Instituut voor Bosbouw en Wildbeheer 
/ Institute for Forestry and Game 
Management, Belgium 

Common Wadden Sea 
Secretariat, CWSS, Germany 

Other partners:  

Niedersächsisches Landesamt für 
Ökologie-Forschungsstelle Küste / 
Coastal Research Station 
Niedersachsen, Germany  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 2  2  1 
Measure: 4.1 
Theme: Coastal zones in the European Union are regarded as ecological entities, 

which encompass catchment areas of several different river basins. 
Moreover, management of water basins at the European level is governed 
by the Water Framework Directive. It is common however that appropriate 
management of coastal zones stimulates integration of many sectoral 
interests, which is manifested by international cooperation. Because of that, 
coordination of different practices, defined in the international agreements, 
with requirements and initiatives of the European Directive needs to be 
achieved in order to integrate coastal areas. 
The HARBASINS project was set up to combine the two approaches, i.e. 
the EU’s river basin and the international coastal zones management into 
an optimal way for the North Sea Region.  
The main aim of the project is to enhance the compatibility of the WFD 
focusing on river basins and international cooperation on integrated 
management of estuarine and coastal waters in the NSR. For this purpose 
harmonisation of management strategies in the NSR for estuaries and 
coastal waters and river basins is envisaged. The common goal is 
protection and improvement of the ecological and chemical quality of the 
water bodies. The work is structured in work packages that follow the main 
WFD quality requirements: Harmonisation of River Basins Management; 
Estuarine Ecosystem Functioning and Health; Trans River Basins Pollution; 
Hydro Morphological Pressures and Impacts.  
The project has successfully finished its first year of activity.  The project 
website is now online www.harbasins.org. 
Data collection has been started and first draft reports have been 
produced. For work package 1 dealing with the harmonization of river 
basins strategies work has been done on an overview of the development 
regarding the European Water Framework Directive and Habitats/ Birds 
Directive. Furthermore, the revision of the Trilateral Monitoring and 
Assessment Program (TMAP) has been launched. TMAP aims to provide a 
scientific assessment of the status and change in the ecosystem of the 
Wadden Sea. The final output will include recommendations for adequate 
implementation of the WFD for individual river basins, together with 
recommendations for sound environmental management of interconnected 
coastal zones in the North Sea Region. The final reports will be available in 
March 2007.  
Harbasins prepares a proposal for a revised monitoring program in 
accordance with the monitoring requirements of the relevant EC Directives 
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(Natura 2000 and the Water Framework Directive). Rijkswaterstraat Noord 
Nederland has given several presentations in both the Netherlands and 
abroad. In particular, a contribution has been delivered to the report on the 
Dutch WFD-implementation strategy (that is a separate chapter on coastal 
waters and estuaries) and a special co-ordinator for WFD-implementation 
in the Dutch coastal waters and estuaries has been appointed. This co-
ordinator is now a member of the HARBASINS Advisory Group. 

Outcomes: The main aim of the project is to enhance the compatibility of the WFD 
focusing on river basins and international cooperation on integrated 
management of estuarine and coastal waters in the NSR. For this purpose 
harmonisation of management strategies in the NSR for estuaries and 
coastal waters and river basins is envisaged. The common goal is 
protection and improvement of the ecological and chemical quality of the 
water bodies. The work is structured in work packages that follow the main 
WFD quality requirements: Harmonisation of River Basins Management; 
Estuarine Ecosystem Functioning and Health; Trans River Basins Pollution; 
Hydro Morphological Pressures and Impacts.  
 
Data collection has been started and first draft reports have been 
produced. For work package 1 dealing with the harmonization of river 
basins strategies work has been done on an overview of the development 
regarding the European Water Framework Directive and Habitats/ Birds 
Directive. Furthermore, the revision of the Trilateral Monitoring and 
Assessment Program (TMAP) has been launched. TMAP aims to provide a 
scientific assessment of the status and change in the ecosystem of the 
Wadden Sea. The final output will include recommendations for adequate 
implementation of the WFD for individual river basins, together with 
recommendations for sound environmental management of interconnected 
coastal zones in the North Sea Region. The final reports will be presented 
at the Final Conference in June 2008. 
 
Harbasins prepares a proposal for a revised monitoring program in 
accordance with the monitoring requirements of the relevant EC Directives 
(Natura 2000 and the Water Framework Directive). Rijkswaterstraat Noord 
Nederland has given several presentations in both the Netherlands and 
abroad. In particular, a contribution has been delivered to the report on the 
Dutch WFD-implementation strategy (that is a separate chapter on coastal 
waters and estuaries) and a special co-ordinator for WFD-implementation 
in the Dutch coastal waters and estuaries has been appointed. This co-
ordinator is now a member of the HARBASINS Advisory Group.  
 
Preparation of a draft report on ecosystem functioning and habitat 
restoration (WP 2) has also been commenced. The work aims to improve 
conceptual knowledge of estuarine habitat function, particularly for fish 
communities, and provide an assessment of the ecological status of the 
key habitats across Europe. The research is being undertaken in four 
selected estuarine and coastal ecosystems: the Humber Estuary (UK), the 
Scheldt estuary (Belgium / the Netherlands), the Ems-Dollard estuary (the 
Netherlands) and the Weser estuary (Germany). The final reports will be 
presented at the Final Conference in June 2008. 
 
Another draft, which is in process, deals with the development of a fish-
based evaluation system. WP 3 Trans river basin pollution has made some 
preparations for the future field work. WP 4 hydromorphological pressures 
and impacts have indicated extension of work programme by planning the 
evaluation of Schelde, Humber and Weser estuary for comparison 
purposes with the Ems-Dollart estuary. There has also been some material 
investments, conform application the modelling software (3 DelftD3 
modules) was purchased. The aim of the WP4 is to identify such areas 
using the application of morphodynamical models as a basis for the 
evaluation of comparable assessment criteria (as mentioned above). The 
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final results will be presented at the Final Conference in June 2008. 
 
Contacts have also been made with the Dutch Ministry of Water 
Management responsible for implementation of the European Marine 
Strategy (EMS) in the Netherlands and a Dutch project concerning 
international comparison of the implementation of the Birds and Habitat 
Directive. 
 
The EU HARBASINS project organized a transnational workshop to 
discuss the implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive in the 
coastal waters around the North Sea in Antwerp 5-7 June 2007. The main 
conclusion was the need for harmonisation of different legislation, i e Water 
Framework Directive, Bird and Habitat Directive, Marine Strategy Directive. 
All directives and policies have one common aim: to reach healthy 
ecosystems.  
 
The HARBASINS project is well on its way and during the 2nd transnational 
HARBASINS conference in Hull, U K, 13 - 15 November 2007, project 
results and preliminary recommendations from the project's four work 
packages were presented.  
 
One concrete tangible result of the HARBASIN project is the fact that the 
European Community working group Chemical Monitoring Activity (CMA) 
has invited the project to present its result and recommendations at the 
CMA meeting in France in May 2008.  
 
The 3rd HARBASINS International Conference, the end conference is 
currently being prepared and will be held in Rotterdam, the Netherlands on 
the 4 - 5 June 2008. 

Amount granted: €1545450 Status: Approved 
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HiTrans 

Lead Partner: Rogaland County Council, Norway 

City of Edinburgh Council, United 
Kingdom 

Tyne and Wear Passenger 
Transport Authority (NEXUS), 
United Kingdom 

City of Helsingborg, Sweden 
City of Sunderland, United 
Kingdom 

Jernbaneverket, Norway Århus County Council, Denmark 

NBS, Norway 
Statens Vegvesen, Rogaland, 
Norway 

Other partners:  

Oslo Sporveier, Norway 
Stavanger and Sandnes City 
Councils, Norway 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1   6  1 3 
Measure: 2.1 
Theme: The main objective of the project is to support the development of public 

transport schemes for medium-sized cities and urban regions in the North 
Sea Region. It is planned to develop a range of tools including a best 
practice guide and a set of standards for transport authorities to assess 
transport schemes. 

Outcomes: The main study phase of the Hi-Trans project was on-going through 2004.  
During 2004 a total 12 International meetings in the partnership took place. 
 
With the end of the project approaching this year plans for an International 
Hi-Trans Conference are now being considered. Moreover, Best Practice 
Guidelines and a Hi-Trans film, which highlight the Hi-Trans deliveries 
towards the main target groups; the professional public transport planners 
and the decision makers, have been already prepared and are now being 
distributed . 
 
The Hi-Trans website has been highly visited throughout the whole project 
period. In 2004 the project website received 13 656 visits. 

Amount granted: €550275 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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ICTs for SMEs 

Lead Partner: ProArbeit kAöR, Germany 

Wirtschaftsakademie Schleswig-
Holstein, Germany 

NETZ - Zentrum für innovative 
Technologie Osterholz GmbH i. 
G., Germany 

Syntra West, Belgium 
Noorderpoort College, The 
Netherlands 

MKB Noord, The Netherlands Alfa College, The Netherlands 
Sønderjyllands TIC & ErhvervsCenter, 
Denmark Rogaland County Council, Norway 
Arvika Näringslivcentrum Ek För, 
Sweden Ryfylke IKS, Norway 
Rogaland Training & Education 
Centre (RKK), Norway Dalanerådet, Norway 
Edinburgh`s Telford College, United 
Kingdom 

Stavanger University College, 
Norway 

Landkreis Osterholz, Germany UNIZO, Belgium 

Other partners:  
 

Bildungswerk Osterholz e.V., 
Germany  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 5 5 3 1 1 
Measure: 2.4 
Theme: The project supports SMEs in the 8 participating regions to increase and 

improve their use of ICT. 
In the first module the ICT use among 100 SMEs/region will be surveyed. 
On the basis of this study 30-50 SMEs/region will receive an ICT audit and 
the proposed solutions will be implemented. The audit and its 
implementation will then be evaluated. This evaluation together with other 
important experiences gained in the project will be developed into a best 
practice guide. 

Outcomes: Better broadband access for small and medium-sized enterprises has been 
achieved through the support by the ICT for SME’s (Information and 
Communication Technologies for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) 
project. The use of information technology is crucial for maintaining 
economic competitiveness particularly in remote rural areas. The ICT 
support structure created for SMEs under the project will be continued 
permanently in the form of a planned ICT support centre. 
 
The overall aim of the project is to be able to help SMEs further their 
knowledge and ability to create value through proper use of Information 
Technology. To understand the effect of different tools and actions, such as 
training programs etc., the survey was conducted in all regions (with the 
exception of Belgium). By the end of 2005, 600 surveys on local 
businesses have been performed and 120 SME underwent an ICT audit. 
As a result, 15 training measures were developed and 170 SME were 
supported. The results of the questionnaires have been targeted and 
different ICT training solutions have been developed to meet the needs. 
Regional support structures ("learning centres") have been established or 
strengthened, in particular in Arvika (SWE) and in the Netherlands. 
 
The audit and its implementation will then be evaluated. This evaluation 
together with other important experiences gained in the project will be 
developed into a best practice guide. Some results of the evaluation has 
shown that in Osterholtz, the powerful internet linking system provided an 
increase of the use of IT in each small enterprise in the region. Help desks 
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and support structures as well as data banks with best practices were 
implemented for local enterprises. 

Amount granted: €2152623 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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LANCEWADPLAN 

Lead Partner: Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Safety, Directorate North, 
The Netherlands 
Common Wadden Sea Secretariat, 
CWSS, Germany 

Cultural Heritage Agency 
Denmark, Denmark 

Other partners:  

Nds. Landesverwaltungsamt für 
Denkmalpflege, Germany 

Archäologisches Landesamt 
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  3  1   
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: The project is a continuation of the IIC LANCEWAD project. The main aim 

is to enhance the cooperation with relevant governmental and non-
governmental organisations in order to secure the development, 
management and sustainable use of the cultural heritage in the Wadden 
Sea Region (WSR). The final output will be a draft Integrated Landscape 
and Cultural Heritage Management and Development Plan containing a 
management strategy for cultural heritage, cultural landscape plans, 
sectoral and theme strategies and an action plan. 

Outcomes: Building up mutual understanding is one focus of LANCEWADPLAN, where 
views of diverse groups of stakeholders from heritage experts and spatial 
planners to farmers are taken into account to develop an integrated 
landscape and cultural heritage management and development plan for the 
region. Through this common approach, awareness of the landscape and 
cultural historic heritage is enhanced and the different sectors become 
aware of the economic benefits from sustainable use of the heritage. 
 
The project started to make an overall preliminary map of the prioritised 
cultural landscapes, as defined in the Council and Parliament 
Recommendation in relation to the landscape and cultural heritage. This 
development and management of landscape heritage model (ICZM) was a 
tailored strategy for the landscape and cultural heritage feeding into the 
development of the management strategy and the plan development in 
phase 2. Phase 2 elaborated the spatial planning approach tailored to the 
regional and local conditions in conjunction with the overall strategy in 
close co-operation with the responsible planning authorities, including a 
consultation procedure with a wider audience.  
 
The final steps of the project has now began. Drawn from the experiences 
as mentioned above, the elaboration of the Integrated Landscape and 
Cultural Heritage Plan is now in process. Within the framework of and 
related to the cultural-historic landscape plans, the project has elaborated 
some 59 cultural entity descriptions. An additional output in the framework 
of the regional cultural plans is a handbook of best practice examples on 
how to deal with the cultural landscape and heritage in physical planning 
and regional development. The handbook will be web-based in the three 
languages and be subject to continuous update. 
 
The four sectors (agriculture, tourism, urban development and nature 
conservation) of which the developments have effects on the cultural 
landscape and heritage, have all completed their regional workshops. The 
result will be included in the overall strategy. 
 
The final output of the LANCEWADPLAN project is the draft Integrated 
Cultural and Landscape Heritage Management Plan for the Wadden Sea 
Region. The final draft integrated strategy will be introduced on regional 
conferences in spring 2007 and be made final in May/June 2007. 
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Further information is available on the project web site: 
www.lancewadplan.org. 

Amount granted: €1273065 Status: Approved 
 
 

LifeSTYLE 
Lead Partner: Cambridgeshire County Council, United Kingdom 
Other partners:  City of Malmö 

VA-verket Malmö, Sweden 
TuTech Innovation GmbH, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   1   1 1 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: WP1. The project continues supporting the UK-Sweden Prime Ministers' 

initiative in sustainable construction. Two advanced Swedish housing 
concepts (Skanska and EcoTech) have expressed a strong interest in 
closer working with the UK/Sweden initiative.  
 
As a part of the work package Production of a "Guide to Sustainable 
Construction in the North Sea Region" was produced a brochure called 
"Sustainable Living -  ten years of experience". 
 
WP2. Structural design of study on the "Analysis of the Supply Chain for 
achieving sustainable construction & identification of barriers to success" 
was completed and research commenced. In addition, Competence Centre 
on Renewable Energy, a regional cooperation network, was extended by 
means of established link with all of Hamburg's universities.  
 
WP3. Organised seminars, exhibitions and guided tours are contributing to 
increasing knowledge amongst consumers of options to reduce reliance on 
fossil fuels. In addition, specialist seminars on innovative use of glass, 
pellets and wood chips contributed to increasing knowledge and training 
trades people in fitting renewable energy sources and sustainable 
drainage. The third part of the work package, influencing decision makers 
to increase the scale of sustainable construction in conjunction with the 
small-scale changes, resulted in seminars, conference and international 
symposium. 
 
WP4 proceeded  with the activities within 3 partner regions designed to 
consolidate partnerships, knowledge and cooperation in the area of 
sustainable construction.  
 
WP5 continued to carry out transnational communication campaign that 
disseminated the project activities through conferences, seminars and 
symposium.  Produced brochures and flyers contributed to the mentioned 
above activities. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €350000 Status: Approved 
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Liveable City 

Lead Partner: Norwich City Council, United Kingdom 
Lincoln City Council, United Kingdom City of Emden, Germany 
Trondheim Kommune, Norway Stad Gent, Belgium 

Other partners:  

City of Odense, Denmark  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1 1   2 
Measure: 1.2 
Theme: The project aims to develop an integrated approach to the development, 

management and maintenance of the public domain in urban historic 
centres. The project works with a wide range of activities involving public 
spaces, innovative facilities, events and security amongst others. It aims to 
promote social inclusion, boost economic prosperity and enhance the 
environment. 

Outcomes: 1 Planning the Public Domain 
 
1.1 Spatial Strategies, links and routes, large public urban spaces: 
 
Transnational good practice guidance on spatial strategy development. 
 
Spatial Strategies for each partner city developed. 
 
Major capital regeneration of public spaces re-commissioned, including the 
St Peter Street Scheme the historic market place in Norwich, 2 public 
spaces in Lincoln, and public square in Ghent (Korenmarkt commissioned). 
 
A walkway along historic ramparts in Emden re-commissioned. Study for 
the development of the inner city is nearly complete. 
 
Comprehensive review of the role and structure of the public domain in 
Trondheim (proposal for the street plan is finished, plan for market place 
further developed and potential investor found), Odense and Ghent, 
leading to development of strategic recommendations (Ghent: public 
transport plan proposal, Odense: plan for the central areas, the city centre 
and the harbour almost complete).  
 
1.2 Information, signing, area theming: 
 
A transnational good practice guide on signing and ‘theming’. Schemes 
implemented to create distinctiveness and character in urban historic cores, 
and secure effective links and routes, including a themed Quarter approach 
in Norwich, regeneration of 2 C19th boulevards in Ghent, implementation of 
signage strategy in Lincoln and Odense, and design methodology 
development in Trondheim. 
 
1.3 Paving, landscaping, lighting, street furniture, water, public art: 
 
Transnational Urban Quality Guidance produced – to include guidance on 
developing an integrated spatial framework & approaches to the use of 
paving, street furniture, landscape, lighting, art, water, facilities for users of 
the public domain. Practical schemes in partner cities produced. 
 
1.4 Innovative facilities, intelligent info points, shopper lockers, other info 
media: 
 
Introduction and testing of innovative facilities to enhance the shopping 
experience, e.g.: shoppers lockers, intelligent information points in Ghent, 
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and city trolleys and home delivery services in Odense and their application 
in partner locations. 
 
2 Managing the public domain 
 
2.1 Promotion, stakeholders engagement, participation, sponsorship: 
 
Completion of a research report, produced by the UK’s National Retail 
Planning Forum, examining links between retail and leisure activities as 
they relate to the public domain in the North Sea Region cities. 
 
Development and production of transnational Urban Management 
Guidance designed as an aid to promoting and managing events and 
activities, and the movement of people within the public domain in cities 
throughout the North Sea region, and to establishing methods of effective 
stakeholder engagement and participation. 
 
2.2 Security and visitor management: 
 
Development and implementation of 24-hour management systems for city 
centres, to reflect multi-role and extended activity within the urban spatial 
domain, and to ‘join up’ the management. This will include addressing 
issues such as security and safety, public transport, accommodating the 
safe and effective transition of the city centre from daytime to night time 
activity, training of staff to perform visitor information role, e.g.: city 
stewards in Odense, Evening Economy Manager in Lincoln, and 
implementation of various Visitor Management Services to reflect the cities’ 
needs. 
 
Application of IIC project studies to test the transferability of solutions 
relating to security, city centre management, city rangers, etc. in the new 
partner cities. 
 
2.3 Activities, events and multifunctional use of public space: 
 
Development of a co-ordinated publicity programme for cultural events, 
activities and festivals in all the partner cities, for distribution across the 
North Sea Region and beyond. This will include speciality markets, 
festivals, traditional activities, e.g.: Ghent Feesten, and also the 
transnational events exchange programme. 
 
A transnational events/cultural activities exchange programme will be 
implemented between partner cities and a promotional campaign launched 
to promote the cities as an example of distinctiveness of the North Sea 
Region, with the aim of extending it to incorporate other historic North Sea 
Region cities and towns. 
 
Introduction of new activities and events in partner cities, maximising the 
use of the public domain, to increase attractiveness, generate economic 
benefit and promote social inclusion. 
 
Feasibility study to be completed into the use of electronic ‘time-mapping’ – 
plotting the activity in public space for the 24 hour day, day of week, 
seasonal variation, to identify ‘down-time’ unlocking the potential of the 
space, and also enabling more effective direction of resources and 
maintenance regimes to reflect the need. 
 
Trial and evaluation of schemes to introduce local/visitor ‘passes’ in 
Odense and Emden, to promote accessibility and increased use of city 
centre facilities and events. 
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3 Maintenance 
 
3.1 Effective maintenance approaches in Historic City centres: 
 
Transnational collaborative study into the development of effective 
monitoring systems for the cleansing and repair regimes in historic cities, 
undertaken by ENCAMS (Environmental Campaigns). 
 
Lincoln to implement the Visitor Management Strategy developed under the 
IIC programme, which will test the systems for maintenance identified, such 
as enforcement and ‘policing’ by City Rangers, and review of by-laws, and 
generate monitoring information for evaluation by the working group.  
 
Development of partnership approaches to city centre maintenance, 
involving public/private stakeholders, and exploring schemes to promote 
ownership and responsibility for the quality and maintenance of the centre 
within local premises owners and service providers, with tangible 
application of new schemes in Odense and possibly other cities. 
 
Development of Good Practice Guidance, designed to assist historic cities 
in identifying the requirements from urban maintenance regimes, - repair, 
graffiti, planting, litter, etc. and planning and implementing services that 
truly respond to the needs of the 24 hour city and multi-functional role of 
the public domain, and gaining ‘ownership’ and responsibility through 
education and promotion of service users. 

Amount granted: €5000000 Status: Approved 
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LoG-IN 

Lead Partner: Intercommunale Leiedal, Belgium 
Other partners:  Landkreis Rotenburg (Wümme), 

Germany 
Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1    1 
Measure: 2.5 
Theme: The project aims to turn local governments into stronger players in the local 

economy. On the one hand by improving internal processes. On the other 
hand by strengthening their relations with particularly local companies 
(government to business relations) and with other governmental levels 
(government to government relations). 
The focus will be on how to use ICT to: 
  Improve local government processes (e-administration) 
  Improve service development and distri-bution (e-services) 
  Improve public-private interaction (e-society) 

Outcomes: The main goal of the Log-In project is to improve the information exchange 
(in particular within the field of e-Administration, e-Services and e-Society) 
within local governments and between local and higher government levels, 
on the basis of which local authorities can develop swifter and more 
efficient services that bridge the gap between the worlds of governments 
and business.  
 
Much of the project’s budget is devoted to the joint development of an 
information technology infrastructure that supports the inter-action between 
businesses and government services and between various government 
levels. It reduces costs by spreading the investment between the partners, 
giving each of them access to technology they would have been stretched 
to afford alone. Its applications include a Geographic Information System 
publication toolkit; an integrated companies database; an online 
communication platform for local governments and businesses; and a 
secure online network linking government bodies.  
 
The Log-In website sprang to live in spring 2005 and reached 10 000 
visitors during its first year. By the end of 2006, the level of media attention 
acquired by the project had exceeded initial expectations. Some of the 
media magnets within the project have been the launching of the unique 
integrated (eID-RFID) library system in Avelgem (Leiedal) and the launch of 
the business services webpage Norfolk Shaping the future. In addition, 
between July - December 2006, the project had over 40 articles or news 
items published or broadcasted in Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, 
the Netherlands and the U K. Log-In has been added to the European e-
Government Good Practice Framework. 
 
The partnership has continuously built up a strong stakeholder structures in 
the regions. Lead partner Leiedal, for example, have held meeting and 
correspondence of the project on a provincial- and the federal 
administrative level. The Generic Information Infrastructure (GII) theme of 
the LoG-IN project is at the core of operations of the authorities involved. It 
is operational since May 2007 and has become a critical system for each 
participating organisation.  
 
Selected regional activities:  
 
Avelgem (Leiedal) library introduced a system of combining eID cards 
(which replaces the library card) with RFID (Radion Frequency 
Identification) tags on the books. The two technologies have earlier only 
been used separately in local government projects. Due to the success of 
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the system, the eID-RDIF system has been adopted in a number of other 
municipalities in West-Vlaanderen. Through federal-regional cooperation, a 
businesses geodatabase with over 44.000 businesses and organisations is 
created in Leiedal.    
 
Rotenburg-Wümme pilot E-car Application have been introduced and the 
region anticipates to save 100.000 km a year in transport in letting local 
authorities handle car registration. A successful private-public partnership 
with fibre optic broadband connection has been introduced where several 
municipalities within Rotenburg-Würme have decided to connect to the 
fibre optic system and thereby also have access to the GII technologies. In 
September 2006, the Landkreis commenced negotiations with Landkreis 
Osterholz-Scharmbeck and with the University of Oldenburg (Region 
GmbH) to grant them access to GII.     
 
Norfolk have created interactive map based sites named the Data 
Observatory and Norfolk Census Explorer which contain a complex set of 
information for businesses about social and economic life in the county. A 
survey had identified that culture is an area where ICT could have large 
advantages for the county, and henceforth an Events database has been 
created with potentially online ticketing as a future application. In July 2006 
Norfolk became one of the ten regional winners from a total of 79 entries in 
the U K’s Digital Challenge competition. 
 
Recent achievements of the LoG-IN project at regional and transnational 
level: 
 
LoG-IN has proven to be a model solution for multi-level data integration 
between local authorities, central government and other sources in the 
Flemish region. The wide take-up and interest demonstrates the potential 
of the integrated e-government system and can potentially evolve to 
enhance genuine transnational cooperation. 
 
The implementation of the Generic Information Infrastructure (GII) was 
commisioned to a consortium. All project partners are contract parties of 
equal measure, which demonstrates the genuine transnational character of 
the system. The GII was tested and trainings for technical staff of all 
partner organisations were carried out. This is seen as a strong basis for a 
transnational GII community. The GII is running online since May 2007 and 
increasingly proves to be a core support element of the regional e-service 
strategies. The wide take-up is a strong asset and will most likely lead to 
long-term use beyond the lifetime of LoG-IN. 
 
Additional funds were attracted in different partner regions, from a share of 
a £2m grant to the runners of the Digital Challenge, of which Norfolk 
County Council was one, initiated by the UK government, to an investment 
of €250,000 to close a connectivity gap in 6 municipalities in Leiedal. 
 
In a number of instances LoG-IN acted as an incubator for future activities. 
A number of German municipalities have connected or plan to do so to a 
county-wide communication network, having a direct anticipated effect on 
the public management performance of the regions. The jointly 
implemented Generic Information Infrastructure (GII) will also be used to 
develop a common platform for future projects in "Objective 1" regions. 

Amount granted: €1227695 Status: Approved 
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Making Waste Work 

Lead Partner: Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council, United Kingdom 
Falköping Municipality, Sweden TU-Technology GmbH, Germany Other partners:  
Moss Kommune, Norway Municipality of Aaskov, Denmark 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1  1 1 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: Making Waste Work aims to minimise the volume of waste produced, 

manage it in a more sustainable way and improve public awareness of 
waste issues. The project will focus on three separate themes and 
implement pilot projects within these themes: Waste management 
schemes, Employment and business opportunities and Public motivation 
and awareness. A Best Practice Guide on waste management practices 
and methods will be developed jointly, as well as a pilot model of a Waste 
Education Resource Centre. 

Outcomes: Making Waste Work aims to minimise the volume of waste produced, 
manage it in a more sustainable way and improve public awareness of 
waste issues. The project will focus on three separate themes and 
implement pilot projects within these themes.· Waste management 
schemes: composting schemes; recycling; how to manage difficult waste 
fractions.· Employment and business opportunities: measures to 
increase employment in the waste and recycling sector; actions to expand 
opportunities for local use of locally recycled materials.· Public motivation 
and awareness: develop young persons network; information, education 
and publicity campaigns; set up local Technical Forums based on wide 
cross-sectoral partnerships. A Best Practice Guide on waste management 
practices and methods will be developed jointly, as well as a pilot model of 
a Waste Education Resource Centre. 
 
The project has established 14 local implementation projects and technical 
forums in each partner country.   
 
The local implementation projects are grouped under three project themes; 
waste management, employment opportunities and public motivation.  
Each project has a lead officer who communicates with the theme leader.  
These implementation projects have generated considerable joint learning 
at a local level.  For example, Moss has been observing how Aaskov has 
achieved such a high home composting performance.  Aaskov and Moss 
have also been working on the issue of trying to ensure that recycling of 
certain fractions such as plastics are commercially viable. An interim 
progress report has been already published.     
 
The technical forums have served as a useful means of targeting specific 
sections of the community dealing with waste issues. 
 
In 2004 the Making Waste Work project has been presented to 100 
delegates at a conference in Krakow in Poland. In 2005 a trans-national 
meeting has been held in Moss, which delegates from all the partnerships 
attended. 
 
The project has also established a Young Persons Network. An dynamic 
progress in activities of the network is visible. In October 2004 a party of 
children from Moss has visited Falkoping and in March 2005 a visit for 
Norwegian and Swedish children in Stockton has been organised. At 
present the Young Persons Network has its own section on the project 
website. 
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All projects have been carried out and performed according to the original 
project scheme. 

Amount granted: €872087,5 Status: Passed eligibility date 
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MOPARK 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 

Provincie Overijssel, The Netherlands 
Loch Lomond and The Trossachs 
National Park, United Kingdom 

Hardangervidda Centre, Norway 
British Waterways, United 
Kingdom 

North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark Svalöv Municipality, Sweden 

Other partners:  

Insel- und Halligkonferenz e.V. 
Region Uthlande, Germany  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1 2 1 2 
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: The project addresses the issue of sustainable development of national 

parks through implementing environmental technologies in order to reduce 
pressures created by high traffic volumes. It implements information and 
communication technologies for site development and therefore 
encourages sustainable forms of tourism both to and within the park areas. 
The planned improvements target the conservation of the natural assets of 
the protected areas in the most economically viable way. 

Outcomes: The project continues to make good progress. Pilot activities have been 
launched in all three fields of the project. 
 
In the field of Information and Communication an interpretation plan for the 
pilot area in England, the Bugsworth site, has been developed and installed 
during summer 2006. It is closely linked to ideas for establishing walking / 
cycling links between the canal terminus at Bugsworth and the Peak 
District National Park, developed by the High Peak District Council. Several 
partners have started pilots on GPS trails, providing information for tourists 
or other interested groups. Interpretive journeys on audio guides and 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) have been completed in Scotland. 
Training has been carried out to enable local staff to operate the 
equipment. In Germany, a communication process on mobility, tourism and 
nature protection has set in, involving GO and NGO participants.  
 
Progress can also be seen regarding the transnational theme "Transport 
Systems". In Sweden, a study was carried out on the opportunities for 
introducing recreation transport within the public transport between a 
National Park and the urban areas of Malmö and Copenhagen. In Alde 
Feanen, Fryslan, a sustainable route planner is in progress, where a map 
on the internet will present all types of public and sustainable transport to 
and within the national park. Fryslan (NL) has also executed a “Wetterbus” 
in summer 2005. Combining bus and boat, it offers the opportunity to get 
from the city to the national park. Overijssel (NL) could launch the first 
Ottersloop for boat trips on the Otterfleet. The sloop offers more facilities as 
a "normal" sloop such as a GPS system and a small gas ring and. Four 
further sloops will be ordered  in  2006. One focus of MOPARK is to 
improve the accessibility for disabled or elderly people. In Denmark, 
pathways, viewpoints and a primitive campsite have been installed for 
handicapped people.  
 
Pilots on Sustainable Vehicles are carried out in Fryslan. Three electro 
prams, four sailing prams and a ferry on solar cells for bikes have been put 
into practice. In Norway, first meetings for transport modes based on 
hydrogen have taken place. In Scotland, there was an official naming event 
for the solar boat which has been named Bata Greine (Gaelic for Boat of 
the Sun) on the 25th of July by their Deputy Environment and Rural Affairs 
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Minister.  
 
Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park, despite working with a 
number of local businesses including cycle hire and boat operators, they 
have been unable to achieve the Green Explorer cycling and walking 
package within Mopark.  
 
In Germany, the project action, Sustainable and intelligent traffic ways to, 
on and between the islands and halligen have held several regional 
conferences throughout 2006. The positive output of this view on the 
regional process is that Schlweswig-Holstein government now supports the 
financing of the regional development here, this would not have been 
reached without the MoPark project.  
 
Project partners have made contact with several IIIB programme projects 
ProBioEnergy, Rural, Watercity International, Coastsust and Crosscut. 

Amount granted: €2829100 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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NAVE NORTRAIL 

Lead Partner: Aberdeenshire Council, United Kingdom 

Fife Council, United Kingdom 
Ringkjøbing County Council, 
Denmark 

Aberdeen City Council, United 
Kingdom 

South Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

North York Moors, United Kingdom Central Denmark Region, Denmark 
Northumberland County Council, 
United Kingdom Amt Karrharde, Germany 

Hordaland Fylkeskommune, Norway 
Halland (Landstinget & 
Länsstyrelsen), Sweden 

Møre and Romsdal 
Fylkeskommune, Norway Västra Götalands Region, Sweden 
Sogn and Fjordane County Council, 
Norway 

Province of Fryslân, The 
Netherlands 

Rogaland County Council, Norway 
Moray Firth Partnership, United 
Kingdom 

Vestfold County, Norway Østfold Fylkeskommune, Norway 
Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

East Lothian Council, United 
Kingdom 

Århus County Council, Denmark Storstrøms Amt, Denmark 
North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark Vellinge Municipality, Sweden 

Other partners:  

Ribe Amt, Denmark  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 7  1 7 1 3 7 
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: A project working with promoting sustainable cultural tourism through 

regenerating a number of walking trails along the North Sea coast. 
Activities include development of the information, services and 
infrastructure required for promoting the trail. The ultimate aim is develop a 
walking trail all along the North Sea coast. 

Outcomes: The project NaveNortrail (The North Sea Coastal Path) has developed a 
transnational hiking and cycle trail including all regions around the North 
Sea, providing an environmentally friendly and healthy form of tourism that 
is accessible to everyone. This also provides opportunities for the growth of 
other businesses. Several partners have established a programme for 
involving local businesses and service providers along the trail. 
 
All partners have now completed the planning of trails to be included in the 
project. Preparations for the route have also been made in terms of 
preparing a common signage guideline for all partners. A total of 1076 km 
of trails has been signposted and interpreted in 2006 and that is reflected in 
the presentation of material investments. In total almost 3759 km of trails is 
by the end of June 2006 signposted and are ready for walking.  
 
Work has also been completed on locating and documenting sites along 
the route of cultural and historical value. Each partner has identified a 
number of sites and articles will be written about the more important sites. 
In total more than 1300 sites have been identified. The sites are classified 
in five thematic groups: The natural world, building & architecture, working 
life, culture and traditions, historical routes.  
 
The new website www.northseatrail.org launched in early May 2006 has 
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been upgraded with many more heritage articles. In addition a set of 104 
articles describing the trail have been written. Many of these articles have 
also been translated into the other partner languages.  
 
Partners have also started the registration of the path support system in 
terms for examples of accommodation. A working group on business 
development has also been initiated.  
 
The main transnational activity the project partners organised during the 
autumn 2007 was the North Sea Trail Day the first weekend of September. 
Events were organised in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, the 
Netherlands, England and Scotland, including 24 regional authorities as 
organisers in their local area. The next North Sea Trail Day will take place 
the first Saturday/Sunday September 2007. 

Amount granted: €3649657 Status: Approved 
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NMC II - MONS 

Lead Partner: Rogaland County Council, Norway 
Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom Port of Esbjerg, Denmark 
Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap - Waterways and Sea 
Canal Agency, Belgium 

FDT - Association of Danish 
Transport and Logisitcs Centres, 
Denmark 

Amsterdam Port Authority, The 
Netherlands Humber Forum, United Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Groningen Seaports, The Netherlands 

Freie Hansestadt Hamburg, 
Referat Regionalplanung, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2 1 1 1 2  2 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: The Northern Maritime Corridor is a sea based corridor aiming at 

attracting cargo from road to sea in an intermodal transport chain. In a 
long-term perspective the NMC’s ambition is to be defined as a Motorway 
of the Sea, linking Motorways of the Western Union and the Baltic Sea 
together. The first NMC project has already started a process of 
promoting the Northern Maritime Corridor as Motorway of the Sea. Its 
successful achievements in that matter have stimulated a need to 
continue the work. NMC II has been set up as a follow-up project to deal 
with those issues. 

Outcomes: WPA - Apart from the coordination and management tasks, the WP 
continues developing a new project idea "MOS Strategic demonstration 
Project" within the new Interreg programme period.  
 
WPB - Most of the partners have prepared a Regional Report on 
Compliance with MoS Criteria. In addition, the WP was active in 
supplying the ministerial level Task Force on MOS for the North Sea. PP-
presentations and memos have been prepared and one representative 
from NMC has been participating as observer. Two of the WP B 
members are members of the Task Force as representatives for their 
respective ministries.  Furthermore, and outline for a NMC Strategy Plan 
has been developed.  
 
WPC - A Fact Sheet on how to plan and conduct R2R and B2B meetings 
have been prepared, comprising also a format for reporting. Region to 
region meetings have been conducted. Møre and Romsdal has pursued 
the MINORO project which now has merged with the RoRo Relay 
initiative in Northern Scotland. These are merged into the NORSHUKON 
project that link Mid Norway - Shetland - Orkney - Scotland mainland and 
possibly England and Flanders. This project has been taken forward by 
the SUTRANET project as the key actor, but linked to region authorities.  
 
WPD - Developed ICT concepts for door to door transport chains, the 
"iGate". This is a concept for efficient communication between actors in 
the whole transport chain, utilising available databases and standardised 
terms and messages. This concept is envisaged to give input to the Task 
Force and NMC Strategy Plan.  In addition, the WP has presented the 
potential of applying "Radio Frequency Identification" in transport chains.  
 
WPE - Prepared a report on ports and hinterland connections; a structure 
for polycentric port scenarios.  
 
WPF - NMC Petroleum Strategy Workshop in April in Arkhangelsk. The 
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Centre for Strategy and Planning in St. Petersburg prepared a report on 
cargo flows in Russia related to offshore petroleum activities. 

Amount granted: €1105750 Status: Approved 
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NMC-NSR 

Lead Partner: Rogaland County Council, Norway 
Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom 

Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Amsterdam Port Authority, The 
Netherlands 

Hordaland Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

City of Cuxhaven, Germany 
Sogn and Fjordane County 
Municipality, Norway 

Groningen Seaports, The Netherlands 
Møre and Romsdal 
Fylkeskommune, Norway 

Other partners:  

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, Belgium 
Sør-Trøndelag Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1 6 2  1 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: The project aims to facilitate the safe development of the maritime route 

from the Barents Region along the Norwegian coast to the core of 
Europe. It addresses the following issues: the development of regional 
maritime clusters, the promotion of Short Sea Shipping, transport in the 
petroleum and the seafood sector and risk management strategies.  The 
project will be implemented in close co-operation with a similar project in 
the Interreg IIIB Northern Periphery Programme. 

Outcomes: Significant work has been carried out on the project in all areas.  In 
strand 2 and 3 progress has been made with the sub projects.  The 
Efficient Transport Chain project was finished and followed up by the 
shipping companies themselves.   
 
In the Barents Sea Intermodal Service two studies were completed, one 
by a Russian Consultant and by a British consultant.  A conference was 
held in Amsterdam in September in order to discuss the findings of the 
studies.  The aim of the sub project is to enhance container traffic in 
Murmansk and Archangel as gateways to central Russia. 
 
The Norway-Benelux intermodal service for seafood project partnership 
was fully established at the beginning of 2005.  The project comprises rail 
transport from Northern Norway to Oslo and Kristiansand, and sea 
transport further to Groningen and Zeebrugge. 
 
In February, the lead partners in NMC North Sea and Northern Periphery 
presented the NMC with a focus on NMC as a Motorway of the Sea at a 
meeting with DG TREN, Unit for Motorways of the Sea, in Brussels.  

Amount granted: €1538500 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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NO REGRET 

Lead Partner: Province of Groningen, The Netherlands 

Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 

Landwirtschaftskammer Hannover 
/ Agricultural Chamber of 
Hannover, Germany 

Other partners:  

North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap, Water Division, 
Belgium 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1  2   
Measure: 4.2 
Theme: In many countries of the North Sea Region the notion that water shortage 

and drought will, in the future, pose an increasingly pressing problem, gains 
more and more on importance. Growing population, intensification of land 
use and changes in global climate will contribute to the problem that can 
hamper the Region’s development. The common challenge is therefore to 
develop long-term strategies to optimise the use of fresh water resources. 

Outcomes: NO REGRET aims at building common strategies for assuring safeguard 
supplies of fresh water in regions that indicate various types of water 
shortage in relation to spatial planning. The general objective is to develop 
sustainable strategies to improve availability of fresh water. Thus, the aim 
of the regional projects is to investigate the current situation and analyse of 
long-term scenarios in order to combat shortage of water of proper quality 
in the region. The challenges are divided on three common issues: 
investigation (calculation of current situation), scenario’s analysis 
(assessment of social, economic and demographic scenario’s strategies) 
and social acceptance (involvement of politicians and general public in the 
acceptance of water shortage as a future challenge). Moreover, the 
transnational learning is taking place in three theme groups that deal with 
the three issues. Output of the theme groups will be individual reports with 
recommendations and practical solutions as well as fundamental transfer of 
knowledge and experiences from one partner to another.  
 
All four countries develop long term strategies to optimise the use of the 
available fresh water resources. Where possible they further diminish the 
demand of these resources and take short-term no regret measures to pro-
actively respond to the lack of fresh water resources. To find sustainable 
strategies to avoid water shortage, three main uncertainties have to be 
tackled: statistical, scenario and social uncertainties. The partners 
exchange knowledge about these uncertainties in three theme groups and 
explore the impact of the uncertainties on the implementation of measures.  
 
Apart from the individual local results NO REGRET works on achieving 
common outcomes for all participating regions. It seeks to expand general 
understanding of the causes and consequences of water shortages and 
drought through improved insight into data handling and modelling, 
analyses of scenarios as well as methods to influence politicians and 
creating acceptance by stakeholders and general public. For instance, an 
agreement with provinces, water boards and municipalities is made upon 
the making of new calculations about water shortage in the northern part of 
the Netherlands for the development of new policy.  

Amount granted: €1780235 Status: Approved 
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NOLIMP 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Norwegian Institute for Water 
Research (NIVA), Norway 

Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland, 
Sweden 

North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

Landwirtschaftskammer Weser-
Ems (We), Germany 

Other partners:  

Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1 1 1 1 
Measure: 4.2 
Theme: The project looks at practical ways of implementing the Water Framework 

Directive (WFD) both locally and regionally through pilot projects in five 
countries. Examples of best practice for improving physic-chemical and 
ecological water quality will be a particular focus. 

Outcomes: NOLIMP (North Sea regional and local implementation of the Water 
Framework Directive) contributes to better water quality through field trials 
on reconstructing wetland and restoring natural reed banks. New recreation 
opportunities are a welcome side effect of both projects. NOLIMP has 
succeeded in raising the awareness of the importance of good water quality 
and the risks of diffused pollution by bringing together municipalities and 
waterboards, nature conservation officials, farmers and fishermen. 
 
All partners are working on data collection and analysis, on identifying 
models and programmes for ground and surface water quality 
management, surveying the catchment areas in order to identify best sites 
for carrying out activities, reconstruction of wetlands, etc. All partners have 
also initiated a stakeholder dialogue with landowners, forestry agencies, 
and fish farms. 
 
The implementation work in all participating regions is well under way and 
in some cases is already approaching completion. Some pilot projects are 
well under way, e.g. Morsa, Suldal and Gjeving in Norway. The Cartesius 
Institute has elaborated a method for cost-effectiveness analysis for 
integrated water management practices. 
 
Many interesting project results have started to shape up over the last 
months. For example in Fryslån a zero-discharge/ closed water cycle was 
realised at a local farm.  A renewed sewage treatment plant was put into 
use and improvements in the effluent water quality have been noticed.  In 
Norway monitoring data from local and regional level in the region of Morsa 
was collected as a basis for further development of WFD-related monitoring 
plans. Based on the monitoring performed, a map has been developed and 
is available for use on the project's web site. In Denmark a co-operation 
between North Jutland County and a local agricultural organisation has 
been established with the purpose of reducing erosion from agricultural 
farms. Furthermore, wetland development has been an important part of 
the work. In Scotland four potential sites for wetland creation have been 
selected with the purpose of biodiversity enhancement and water quality 
improvements by filtering land run-off. An important part of the work has 
been the involvement through consultation processes of different 
stakeholder groups in the project work as, for example, the implementation 
of a SUDS systems. In Sweden maps showing the bottom quality of 
Gullmarn Fjord were developed using multi beam scanning in order to 
analyse e.g. valuable biotopes and sensitive areas of pollution. A 
discussion has also been initiated on the subject of the relationship 
between forest management and water quality. Separation of wastewater 
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from surface water in industrial area is also in progress. In Germany 
different maps of soil type and texture, N-emission and potential 
denitrification, soil taxation classes, etc. were created. Field trials have 
continued as well as monitoring and modelling activities for water and 
ecosystem quality. 
 
A good opportunity has been presented by the NIVA partner experts in 
Norway, who are ready to answer all sorts of questions related to the WFD 
implementation on-line. If you would like to know more about the WFD go 
to: www.wfd-service.com 
 
Further information about the project: www.nolimp.org 

Amount granted: €4225000 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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NORIS 

Lead Partner: Skövde Kommun/Municipality, Sweden 
Bradford City Council, United 
Kingdom City of Hannover, Germany 

University of Bradford, United 
Kingdom 

Hoogheemraadschap Hollands 
Noorderkwartier (Waterboard 
HHNK), The Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Chalmers University of Technology, 
Sweden Ieper Municipality, Belgium 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1  1 2 2 
Measure: 4.2 
Theme: The aim of the project is to improve water quality through separation of 

rainwater from sewage water, and in that way reduce storm water runoff in 
the sewer system. Sustainable techniques, such as no-dig techniques and 
source control measures for rainwater disconnection will be used. 

Outcomes: The aim of the project is to improve water quality through separation of 
rainwater from sewage water, and in that way reduce storm water run off in 
the sewer system. Sustainable techniques, such as no-dig techniques and 
source control measures for rainwater disconnection will be used. 
 
NORIS has investigated five pilot projects, uniting the expertise of seven 
partner organisations from five different countries. Each project have 
followed the same basic framework, allowing for the swift interchange of 
ideas and advice between participants. Firstly, feasibility studies were 
carried out in order to discover the best approach for each designated area. 
In the City of Hanover, Germany, for example, innovative filtration systems 
was being investigated. Meanwhile in Skövde, Sweden, new pipe relining 
methods was under consideration. Here, a two-in-one pipe was inserted 
into existing sewers allowing for the separation of run-off and wastewater. 
 
A first test of this TopCote-liner system has already proved successful in 
Tidan, Sweden. The next step was to separate rainwater from wastewater 
using a NoDig technique that avoids large-scale excavation, limiting 
disturbance to road traffic. 
 
On starting each project, impact and sustainability assessments were 
carried out continuously. Evaluation criteria took into account social and 
environmental factors. Conclusions drawn from this monitoring will be 
published in a Sustainability Guidebook and discussed at national and 
international roundtables, planned for 2006 and 2007. In addition, a 
common database is under construction, which will incorporate data from 
all NORIS projects and will range from broad issues of governance and 
finance to detailed technical processes. 

Amount granted: €2521300 Status: Approved 
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North SEAfaring 

Lead Partner: Colchester Borough Council, United Kingdom 

City of Emden, Germany 
Autonoom Gemeentbedrijf Haven 
Oostende, Belgium 

Province of Noord-Holland, The 
Netherlands Excelsior Trust, United Kingdom 
Stichting Industrieel Engoedbank 'De 
Hoop', The Netherlands 

Waveney District Council, United 
Kingdom 

Province of Zeeland, The Netherlands 
Dundee City Council, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Maritieme Site Oostende, Belgium  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  2 1  3  4 
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: The project aims at defining and enhancing seafaring heritage by examples 

of historic ships and sites as a cultural vantage point for a more preserving 
spatial development. Local public-private partnership co-operations are to 
support some of the sites; an increase of tourism and a methodology for 
better integration of cultural heritage into spatial (urban) planning are also 
envisaged. 

Outcomes: The reconstruction of historic maritime heritage sites in the North Sea 
region serves as additional tourist attractions and support economic 
development. Through the transnational approach, project partners of 
NorthSEAfaring have succeeded in gathering together traditional skills and 
crafts to restore historic port infra-structure such as the reconstruction of 
the "tjalk", a traditional vessel type in Emden (G). Once completed in its 
original design, the vessel will finally be allowed to carry passengers. The 
launching of the reconstructed vessel "tjalk" in Emden has attracted large 
public interest. 
 
The project aims at defining and enhancing seafaring heritage by examples 
of historic ships and sites as a cultural vantage point for a more preserving 
spatial development. Local public-private partnership co-operations are to 
support some of the sites; an increase of tourism and a methodology for 
better integration of cultural heritage into spatial (urban) planning are also 
envisaged. North SEAfaring also aims to raise cultural awareness and 
public access through the protection and restoration of maritime heritage, 
countering the tendency of planners to privatise areas which could 
otherwise be opened up to the public. On conclusion of the project, North 
SEAfaring will present in a best practice guide a set of general principles 
relevant to all Europe’s coastal regions.  

Amount granted: €1533388 Status: Approved 
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NS RURAL 

Lead Partner: Central Denmark Region, Denmark 
Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Telemarks Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Västra Götalands Region, Sweden 

Landkreis Wesermarsch/ 
Wirtschaftsforderung Wesemarsch 
GmbH, Germany 

Other partners:  

Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1 1 1 1 
Measure: 1.3 
Theme: The focus of the project is on stimulating positive development of rural 

areas. In order to achieve this, three themes are identified, which 
development or deterioration are mutually interconnected and have a major 
influence on the out migration trends in the area. These are: social/health 
services, transport services, and economic development. The project aims 
to work out solutions for the rural areas for the negative trends in the rural 
areas, through e.g. improving the level of social services offered, providing 
a better coordination of public transport, and securing/inspiring activities in 
rural areas. 

Outcomes: The project continued in progressing towards the implementation of the 
pilot projects in the 3 key project themes ‘social services’, ‘transport’ and 
‘economic development’. 
 
Under the Economic Development theme the UK partners have been 
liaising with the County and District Council planning officers to ensure 
project activities help inform development of rural policies in the planning 
regime. In Denmark 10 companies have been identified to become part of a 
project on establishing networks among rural based companies, which are 
likely to be in a situation of transition, generation change, takeover or 
closure. Sweden works on a catalogue providing an overview of local and 
regional producers. This catalogue will serve as the basis for developing a 
cluster of small-scale/local producers.  
 
In Germany work has been underway on the drafting of a basic structure 
model for strategic alliances of SME's as providers to bigger companies. 
This draft has been presented to the Ministry of Economy and Labour of 
Lower Saxony as an example for locally adapted economic growth 
planning. The German partners have also been building on existing 
strengths such as locally produced food and beverages and further 
strengthening a concept of branding in a 'basket of regional products'. On 
this topic the Swedish, Norwegian and German partners have shared 
experiences about the way to develop a brand for locally produced food 
products. As part of a Swedish pilot project transport actors for a goods 
handling terminal for local produces were selected. 
 
The German partner organised a 2-week job shadowing visit from the 
Danish partner to Wesermarsch municipality on economic promotion and 
development to learn about similarities and differences of the economic 
development strategies and systems. The Dutch partner has finalised the 
visiting facilities/information point at a model farm and presented findings 
and results from the pilot project. 
 
As one of the Transport Service projects VAFT-tour (“Your own bus from 
door to door”) in Viborg County (DK) has expanded its service hours, 
especially to cover weekends and holiday periods. The awareness of the 
dial-a-bus system as an innovative transport service has risen noticeably. 
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In Norway a new bus line from Tinn Austbygd during weekends and school 
holidays has been introduced as part of the local pilot project. 
 
In Sweden the formation of a sub group has been established within North 
Sea Rural activities in the field of Social Services between a Norwegian 
social service project and the Swedish equivalent. The aim is for the 
participants to draw on each other’s experience in relation to voluntary 
rescue units in sparsely populated areas and to investigate potential areas 
for further co-operation within RURAL.  
 
In Denmark a health care centre/clinic was opened in November 2005.  
The clinic is a real success and has already resulted in one young medical 
practitioner choosing to settle in the clinic instead of in another part of the 
region.  The idea is to develop joint clinics with more specialists under on 
roof - supporting essential social services in rural areas.  All medical 
practitioners involved have moved from individual practices to the one 
'clinic'. There is continued interest in the health clinic concept. 
 
As part of the transnational activities, the Swedish pilot projects were 
presented and discussed at the last transnational meeting in Sweden. 

Amount granted: €2245404 Status: Approved 
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NSBE 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Landwirtschaftskammer Weser-Ems 
(We), Germany 

Forestry Commission Scotland 
(FCS), United Kingdom 

Other partners:  

POM West Vlaanderen, Belgium 

DLG,  Government Service for 
Land and Water Use, The 
Netherlands 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1  2  1 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: The project aims to increase the share of biomass in energy production. 

Activities are split up in four themes where the three first ones focus on 
testing and demonstrating new technologies and processes within different 
local/regional pilot projects on biogas, biomass and bio fuel. Three pilot 
plants and one pilot pelletiser will also be set up in the participating regions. 
The pilot projects will result in new data and models on integrated supply 
chains. To disseminate project outcomes and develop the bioenergy 
market the partnership will also run an awareness campaign and develop a 
virtual market place. 

Outcomes: The project aims to increase the share of biomass in energy production. 
Activities are split up in four themes where the three first ones focus on 
testing and demonstrating new technologies and processes within different 
local/regional pilot projects on biogas, biomass and bio fuel. Three pilot 
plants and one pilot pelletiser will also be set up in the participating regions. 
The pilot projects will mainly result in new data and models on integrated 
supply chains. To disseminate project outcomes and develop the bioenergy 
market will the partnership run an awareness campaign and develop a 
virtual market place.  
 
Using biomass will contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gasses 
emission (CO2) and strengthen the development of rural areas. The project 
has also focused on: 
 
to bring together and expand knowledge on the use of biomass for energy  
 
to distribute this information to relevant market parties and organisations 
who may use it to set up and optimise bio energy installations. 
 
The project will create ways to speed up the introduction of bio energy 
production processes in the North Sea region. It will offer new solutions to 
current problems and create innovative processes to optimise the use of 
biomass for energy. Although problems and activities in every participating 
country are different, four objectives (biomass, biofuels, biogas and market 
strategy) have been identified that will be addressed in this project. A 
working group from the consortium will deal with each of these objectives, 
thereby ensuring international co-operation and co-ordination.  
 
In addition, the project will lead to better knowledge of bio energy among 
the general public, market parties and producers of energy. Technological 
research will lead to results on the optimisation of bio energy processes 
and the development of integrated supply chains. Furthermore, a website 
will feature both a who's who of experts and a virtual marketplace for 
trading with bio mass. An emissions trading system for the bio energy 
market will be set up, together with the ProBioEnergy-project. 

Amount granted: €2223053 Status: Approved 
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NSP - Future 

Lead Partner: Bremen Senator for Economics and Ports, Germany 

Chalmers University of Technology, 
Sweden 

Napier University Transport 
Research Institute (TRI), United 
Kingdom 

Institute for Transport Studies in 
Padborg, Denmark 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap - Waterways and 
Sea Canal Agency, Belgium 

Other partners:  

Agder Research Foundation, Norway 

University of Applied Science - 
Oldenburg / Ostfriesland / 
Wilhemshaven, Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 2 1  1 1 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: On 31st May - 1st June NTN arranged a European conference on 

Sustainable Goods and Passenger Transport in Kristiansand, Norway.  
Approximately 110 participants attended the event and over 40 good 
practice cases were presented.  There was participation from nine different 
countries. 
 
In February 2005 the NTN Political Steering Group wrote to the Danish 
Minister of Energy and Transportation encouraging the State of Denmark to 
provide framework conditions that would make the use of railway 
transportation attractive, which would benefit both industry and 
environment.  The Minister responded to this letter and NTN will now follow 
on this response over the coming months.   
 
As part of Work Package 4 a hydrogen link project has been developed.  
This is a study project for a Green Nordic Hydrogen Transportation Corridor 
stretching from the South of Norway to Hamburg via Denmark.  Here a 
corridor will be outlined to connect the Noregian Hydrogen Road with 
Western Denmark and Hamburg.  The project was presented at the 
conference in Kristiansand.  A hydrogen truck was put on exhibit offering 
the participants the opportunity for a test drive, including the Norwegian 
Minister of Traffic. 
 
As a result of a two day workshop that was held in Hanstholm, on ways of 
developing the marketing basis for the NTN corridor between politicians 
and key stakeholders, the Hanstholm Declaration was made.  

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €46000 Status: Passed eligibility 

date 
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NTN II 

Lead Partner: North Jutland County Council, Denmark 
Central Denmark Region, Denmark Vestfold County, Norway 

Århus County, Denmark 
Aust-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Ringkjøbing County, Denmark 
Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Vejle County, Denmark 
Møre and Romsdal 
Fylkeskommune, Norway 

South Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

Hordaland County Council, 
Norway 

Västra Götalands Region, Sweden 
Telemarks Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Other partners:  
Other partners:  

The Gothenburg Region - Association 
of local authorities, Sweden Rogaland County Council, Norway 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 6   7  2  
Measure: 2.2 
Theme: The project aims to continue the efforts made under the IIC project to 

establish a basis for regional development through a conscious use of 
transport corridors in an efficient and sustainable way by use of intermodal 
transport solutions. Nordic Transportpolitical Network (NTN) is a regional 
cooperation about transport, and the “NTN-corridor” covers the transport 
systems in south-western Norway, western Sweden, western Denmark, 
and Schleswig-Holstein. The project will also outline how different nodes 
and routes within the corridor link up as part of regional transport strategies 
and plans. Parts of these strategies could then be implemented regionally. 
This approach could also be used as a generic method for promoting and 
developing other transport corridors. Moreover a joint database containing 
similar statistical data on goods transport in the regions included in the 
corridor will be built up and the partnership will also try to develop 
sustainable transport solutions. 

Outcomes: On 31st May - 1st June NTN arranged a European conference on 
Sustainable Goods and Passenger Transport in Kristiansand, Norway.  
Approximately 110 participants attended the event and over 40 good 
practice cases were presented.  There was participation from nine different 
countries. In February 2005 the NTN Political Steering Group wrote to the 
Danish Minister of Energy and Transportation encouraging the State of 
Denmark to provide framework conditions that would make the use of 
railway transportation attractive, which would benefit both industry and 
environment.  The Minister responded to this letter and NTN will now follow 
on this response over the coming months.   
As part of Work Package 4 a hydrogen link project has been developed.  
This is a study project for a Green Nordic Hydrogen Transportation Corridor 
stretching from the South of Norway to Hamburg via Denmark.  Here a 
corridor will be outlined to connect the Noregian Hydrogen Road with 
Western Denmark and Hamburg.  The project was presented at the 
conference in Kristiansand.  A hydrogen truck was put on exhibit offering 
the participants the opportunity for a test drive, including the Norwegian 
Minister of Traffic. 
 
As a result of a two day workshop that was held in Hanstholm, on ways of 
developing the marketing basis for the NTN corridor between politicians 
and key stakeholders, the Hanstholm Declaration was made. 

Amount granted: €454500 Status: Passed eligibility date 
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POWER 

Lead Partner: BIS Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für Investitionsförderung and 
Stadtentwiclung mbH, Germany 
Suffolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Gewest Kop van Noord-Holland, 
The Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Erhvervsudvikling Vest - TIC (EU 
Vest), Denmark 

Autonoom Gemeentbedrijf Haven 
Oostende, Belgium 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1  1  1 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: POWER aims to boost the development of off-shore wind energy in the 

participating coastal regions. It will focus on improved planning, 
participation and decision-making processes regarding offshore wind 
farms; supporting the establishment of off-shore wind energy industries and 
positioning the North Sea Region as a global hot spot for off-shore wind 
energy; and providing education and training courses to fulfil the need of 
the off-shore wind energy sector for specialist knowledge and a skilled 
workforce. 

Outcomes: A quick scan of all the partner countries has been carried out, including the 
state of affairs of general policies and public debate regarding wind energy 
and the offshore wind energy (OWE) in particular; inventory of planned and 
realized offshore wind farm projects; and description of decision-making 
processes as well as the network of actors involved in the OWE location 
decision-making in every country. The quick scan (4th and Final Edition) is 
available as a download on the web site http://offshore-power.net.  
 
The Best Practice - transnational case study (now known as Case Study - 
European Offshore Wind Farms has been completed and presents a 
comprehensive comparison and comparable data from the eight selected 
(best practice) sites with the aim to analyse experiences and lessons learnt 
by developers of offshore wind farms. The purpose is to generate 
recommendations about 'good planning and realisation processes' in the 
North Sea Region is now available on the website. Furthermore, the 
preparation of conceptual design and the first draft has been presented 
concerning the planning guidance, now known as Challenging Offshore 
Wind: Guiding Experiences from the North Sea Region. The report will be 
distributed among the POWER partnership for comments and the Final 
Recommendations will be published at the Final Conference. The work on 
the information package, involving three major elements (information 
centre, information material and multimedia platform into one document) 
will be implemented in at least two integrated OWE information centres 
(Oostende and Bremerhaven). For example, amongst the tools that are 
being developed, a digitally animated construction DVD of the first Belgian 
Offshore Wind Farm, will now be used in the Klimahaus in Bremerhaven. 
The interactive Information and Decision Support System (IDSS) ANEMOS 
has been improved and introduced at the Offshore Summer School held on 
4-9 September 2007 in Bremen. The Summer School attracted participants 
from different sectors and backgrounds (students, technicians, 
professionals from science/education and industry in Germany). The safety 
training under offshore conditions in the harbour of Bremen received local 
media coverage. 
 
A Qualification Requirement Study to map the necessities in education and 
training for the OWE industry in the partner countries has been developed. 
One interesting finding is that large companies in the OWE sector are 
currently using subcontractors in order to fill in the need in knowledge and 
experience. Another result is that the need for standardization in vocational 
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areas of offshore wind power presents an important opportunity. POWER 
aims on building up a standardization for vocation training as a first 
initiative in the NSR. Furthermore, a database showing existing OWE 
training programmes is underway. In addition, a competence matrix is an 
important tool for future customers of education solutions to help determine 
the exact educational requirements for management employees in terms of 
competences and performance. For school working on educational 
solutions it is a requirement to determine the requirement of customers. 
Processing of standardisation of certificates/qualifications is an important 
bottleneck for future development in OWE. A first curriculum has been 
developed. Regional supply chain studies of the OWE sector have been 
conducted in the UK, Denmark, The Netherlands and Germany.  
 
The POWER German-English Offshore Wind Business Event was held as 
an official event of the European Open Days on 5-6 October 2007.  

Amount granted: €1746841 Status: Approved 
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ProBioEnergy 

Lead Partner: Energikontoret Halland Ek. För., Sweden 

Energiestiftung Schleswig-Holstein, 
Germany 

Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit 
und Verkehr des Landes 
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany 

Leicester City Council, United 
Kingdom 

Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan, 
Sweden 

Other partners:  

Force Technology (formerly dk-Teknik 
Energy & Environment), Denmark 

Buskerud Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  2 1  2 1 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: The project aims to increase the share of biomass in local energy 

production. The main focus is therefore on informing and raising awareness 
about the potential of bio-energy. 
Local networks will be established involving a wide range of relevant actors 
and linked up in a North Sea region wide network. The regional focal points 
will carry out two joint marketing campaigns. To reach out to possible 
producers and consumers as efficiently as possible will RES (renewable 
energy sources) implementers be recruited among SMEs and farmers. 
They will receive training and their activities will be coordinated trans-
nationally. 
Some partners will also identify sites for new small-scale district heating 
plans and prepare plans for their implementation. An important 
transnational feature of the project is the development of a virtual market 
place for bio-energy trade. A first version will be launched by the end of the 
project. 

Outcomes: The ProBioEnergy project aims at replacing fossil fuels with the use of local 
and regional biomass and thus increasing the share of renewable energy. 
Furthermore, campaigns and study-circles will raise the awareness of using 
renewable energy sources. Dissemination of best practice, new bio-energy 
plants for small scale district heating and a Virtual Market Place for bio-
energy will be the practical outcome of this project. 
 
ProBioEnergy work on renewable energy sources, which reduce the 
amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in the NSR. Positive results are 
already visible through the ProBioEnergy’s pilots focussing on 
implementing alternative heating systems. At a swimming pool premises in 
Silkeborg (DK), a supplementary reliable and profitable heating system 
based on biomass has been installed to minimize the dependability of the 
existing CHP (combined heat and power). As a result of this installation, the 
swimming pool could reduce annual CO2 emissions by approximately 70 
tonnes. 
 
Close contact has been established to the Interreg IIIB project NSBE. Both 
projects benefit by exchanging experience and looking for joint 
dissemination campaigns. 
 
One of the activities of ProBioEnergy is to develop a virtual market place 
for biomass trading. In co-operation with NSBE, the ProBioEnergy project 
is responsible for the development of the virtual market place for biomass 
trading. The implementation of the Virtual Market Place will follow in the 
second half of 2006 (in conjunction with the NSBE project).  
 
The Final Conference will be held 4-5 December 2006. 

Amount granted: €1019840 Status: Passed eligibility date 
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PURE North Sea 

Lead Partner: Province of Groningen, The Netherlands 
Municipality of Deventer, The 
Netherlands City of Göteborg, Sweden 

Other partners:  

Environment Agency, United Kingdom  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
     2 1 1 
Measure: 4.1 
Theme: Pure aims to develop the various spatial functions of water catchment 

areas in the urban-rural fringe, focusing especially on public participation, 
water quality and flood risks. Pilot projects and guidelines developed by the 
project will address various issues such as integrating water management 
into spatial planning, improving the multifunctionality of water, discovering 
water related identities, restoring water systems and storm water 
management. 

Outcomes: Now well into its third year of implementation, the results from the various 
projects activities have become more pronounced. The PURE check 
sustainability tool has been completed by now and carried out for several 
partner sites. Within this period some of implementation activities are 
related to the development of footpaths, reed beds, wetlands and water 
connections.  
 
In Goningen (NL) the Waterstructure Plan Westrand is nearly completed. 
The two PURE checks resulted in a better arrangement of the natural 
banks within the water system and an improved connection with the 
existing ecological structure is envisaged.  Ecological banks, a reed bed  
and a water inlet have been installed. The water inlet can be used to add 
water in times of shortage and will also be used as an inlet for process 
water for a close-by sugar factory. Groningen also succeeded in the 
implementation of the Masterplan Hoogkerk-Leegkerk-Dorkwerd where 
PURE principles from the themes of Multifunctionality, Water System 
Restoration and Participation have been incorporated. The implementation 
will be carried out with additional local budget during 2006-2010  
 
The guidance books on each theme progress steadily. A first draft about 
Planning with Water has been discussed. The guidebooks on 
Multifuctionality and Water System Restoration will be completed soon. A 
transnational meeting also agreed on a framework for analysing the 
different PURE participation pilot activities forming the basis of the 
guidance book on Participation.  
 
The project is also reaching out to national and international recognition. A 
presentation was made as part of the Committee of the Regions Open 
Days, and the Minister of Agriculture and Nature for the Netherlands visited 
one of the project’s implementation sites to speak to inhabitants and 
landowners about the developments of the area. The coordinator of the 
North East region (GB) gave a response to national consultation on Water 
for Life and Livelihoods in the context of the England and Wales 
participation strategy for the Water Framework Strategy.  
 
Redcar and Cleverland College (UK) has produced 18 learning packages 
on different topics to raise the awareness and involvement of local people 
about water management in their own living environment. In Groningen 
support from the local residents has been also sought when discussing a 
project plan for river restoration or when deciding on the location for the 
construction of a pumping station. Two participation groups have been 
established to support the management of waterways in their 
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neighbourhood. E.g. inhabitants of the Reitdiep Neighbourhood 
(Groningen) helped to install 120 square meters of float lands in the water 
structure of their neighbourhood. This is the largest amount of water 
purification asset on one location in the Netherlands. 

Amount granted: €5701320 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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REMARCC II 

Lead Partner: Bremen Senator for Economics and Ports, Germany 

The Port of Göteborg, Sweden 

NV Zeekanaal en Watergebonden 
Grondbeheer Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Institute for Transport Studies in 
Padborg, Denmark 

Port Authority Bruges-Zeebrugge, 
Belgium 

Agder Research Foundation, Norway 
British Waterways, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

University of Applied Science - 
Oldenburg / Ostfriesland / 
Wilhemshaven, Germany 

Humber Trade Zone, United 
Kingdom 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 2 1  1 2 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: The project addresses the integration of waterborne transport into 

intermodal transport and logistic chains with the aim of shifting cargo from 
road to waterborne transport. Partners will work with logistics 
competencies, optimisation and marketing in the regions involved. 

Outcomes: The project has developed a concept for an internet based promotion 
instrument, which has been presented and discussed among the project 
partners.  The idea of the concept is to set up a portal about short sea 
shipping and inland waterways in the North Sea Region using the name 
www.northseashipping.org.  The project aims to provide actual information, 
news and events about waterborne transport in the North Sea. 
 
A first version of a learning exhibit about the role and relevance of 
waterbourne transport in the North Sea Region has been developed.  
Following an invitation the exhibit was presented within a public exhibition 
about logistics.  Having started in May the exhibition continued until 
October.  Photos of the exhibition can be viewed at 
http://www.stadtderwissenschaft-2005.de/bilder_galerie.html. 
 
The project web page is also a good source for the project’s aims and 
activities.  

Amount granted: €2093520 Status: Closed 
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RevitHar 

Lead Partner: Municipality of Delfzijl, The Netherlands 
Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom 

Municipality of Nordenham, 
Germany 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Brake, Germany  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   2  1  1 
Measure: 1.2 
Theme: The aim of the project is to improve the image of the participating small 

urban port settlements by creating a more balanced spatial structure. This 
includes improving the connections between the waterfronts and the town 
centres and involving the public in this process through a bottom-up 
approach. 
Each of the partner will carry out sub-projects where three will lead to 
renewed waterfronts and the fourth to new methods for increasing the 
involvement of the public and businesses in landscape improvement 
strategies. 

Outcomes: RevitHar project aims to assist small harbour towns at the North Sea to 
overcome the gap between a proven but diminishing history and a new 
start into the future. The transnational co-operation and collaboration is of 
great importance for achieving the common goal that is the improvement of 
the poor image of the small harbour towns. The partner towns are working 
for this goal in different ways according to their different situations and 
backgrounds.  
 
Currently all the sub-projects are going well.  
 
Brake project construction works regarding the Guest and Information 
Pavilion were concluded. After gardening work a formal opening ceremony 
of the new “Stadtkaje” took place. 
 
Due to the RevitHar project and the Sailor School the start of creating a 
“maritime quarter” has now become reality. Investments will be made by 
the Municipality of Delfzijl, the development company Delfzijl and other 
investors. 
 
Aberdeenshire project landscaping works are progressing well at both the 
Community Education Centre and Kirk Street – both areas are gateways to 
the town centre. Also at the Community Centre, an artist Christina McBride 
has been employed to produce an art piece outside the building. Christina’s 
proposal is a series of light boxes on one side of the wall. Light boxes will 
brighten up the building and may even help people who suffer from 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). 
 
Fraseburgh the Public Realm Project is progressing well. From the 
document “Fraseburgh Public Realm Project” RevitHar will deliver 3 
projects: the Vistas, Green Route and Walking Way. An artist has been 
appointed to deliver each commission. 
 
The team in Banff and Macduff are working on a variety of projects, to be 
delivered by the end of RevitHar project. 

Amount granted: €3752198 Status: Approved 
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S@S 

Lead Partner: Norwegian Coastal Administration, Norway 
Møre and Romsdal Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

British Maritime Technologies 
Limited, United Kingdom 

National Institute for Coastal and 
Marine Management/ RIKZ, The 
Netherlands 

The Royal Danish Administration 
of Navigation and Hydrography, 
Denmark 

Other partners:  

Adm. Waterways and Maritime Affairs, 
Shipping Assistance, Belgium 

Swedish Maritime Administration, 
Sweden 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1  2 1 1 1 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: In its third  year all demo projects have been commenced and first projects 

finalised or about to do so.  
 
Main activity for strand 2 "Routing and Safe Seaways" has been the 
gathering of data. Maps of transport routes of crude oil and heavy oil to and 
from mayor ports in The Netherlands have been produced. 4 new 
interfaces are now available to the Automatic Information System (AIS) 
Information centre, including a web display via a GIS server. An element of 
a navigator system related to the handling of multiple vessels has now 
been finalised. 
 
Activities of strand 3 "Coastal Zone Management" have been focused on 
selecting places of refuge and fairways. A 6-step model has been 
developed for ensuring a systematic approach, including a nautical review 
and a final decision by the Norwegian Coastal Administration. A list of 
potential places has been established, which is far more extensive than 
already existing ones. This will be available online on the project website. 
S@S has contributed to a Methodology for Assessing the Marine 
Navigational Saftey Risks of Offshore Wind Frams in the UK. 
 
The first version of the s@s North Sea Logbook has been published as one 
output of strand 4 "Risk Assessment and Decision Making". Sailors can 
enter their experiences and observations at sea into the logbook to gather 
relevant information about the state of the North Sea. It, thus, involves 
small craft crews in collecting valuable data to improve safety and the 
environment at sea.  During 2006 the logbook was translated into four 
languages through the S@S project.  These translated versions were 
distributed through all of the North Sea countries during the North Sea 
Ministers Conference in Gothenburg, May 2006. 
 
On 16 July 2006, the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) was 
opened to support the demonstration of new methodologies and 
technologies such as the exchange of AIS information between all North 
Sea Region countries. 
 
A weather buoy was deployed outside Haugesund, Norway, in May 2006.  
This deployment received considerable new coverage in the local 
newspaper and television.  The buoy was deployed at the same position as 
the high speed craft 'Sleipner' was wrecked in 1999. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €2228000 Status: Approved 
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SAFECOAST 

Lead Partner: National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management/ RIKZ, The 
Netherlands 

Schleswig-Holstein State Ministry of 
the Interior, Germany 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap 
Afdeling Waterbouwkundig 
Laboratorium en Hydrologisch 
Onderzoek, Belgium 

Ministry of Traffic Danish Coastal 
Authority / Kystdirektoratet, Denmark 

Flemish Government - Agency for 
Maritime and Coastal Services - 
Division Coast, Belgium 

Other partners:  

Environment Agency, National Flood 
Risk Management Policy Team, 
United Kingdom 

NLWK, Betriebsstelle Norden, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 2  1  1 
Measure: 3.4 
Theme: Coastal lowlands may be defined as coastal areas prone to flooding during 

extreme storm surges, assuming that no coastal defence structures exist. 
In the North Sea Region, approximately 12 million people, i.e. 20% of its 
total population, live in such lowlands areas with particular flooding expose. 
These areas are also home to major economic activities such as the ports 
of Rotterdam, Antwerp and Hamburg. An appropriate costal defence is 
therefore a prerequisite for social and economic development of the region. 
Higher sea levels and a greater risk of storm surges as a consequence of 
global climate changes require adaptation of proper coastal planning and 
management systems. SAFECOAST has been set up to face these 
challenges. 

Outcomes: SAFECOAST aims to contribute to a sustainable, harmonious and 
balanced development in the coastal lowlands of the North Sea Region by 
anticipating future climate change scenarios. An interesting impact of the 
SafeCoast project is that project partners in the Netherlands are in contact 
with the national level to provide potential input for the Dutch Water Safety 
21st century programme and the EU flood risk directive process. 
Preparations have been initiated for initially bilateral relations between the 
UK and The Netherlands on the topic of flood risk management. 
 
The integrated MasterPlan which will be the final output of the project, 
including activities on safety check of sea defence, flood risk maps, 
communication, measures and alternatives, comparison of existing Master 
Plans have now began its final processing. The project will have its final 
conference together with the Chain of Safety project on th 21 - 22 May 
2008 in Scheveningen, the Netherlands.  
 
The work is consisting of six actions.   
 
Action 1: Common climate change scenarios: 
 
Jointly defining and sketching common most likely scenarios for climate 
change in the North Sea Region by 2050. For Action 1 quick scans on 
climate change scenarios and on spatial development scenarios in the 
North Sea Region have been carried out. In order to produce a detailed 
elevation map GIS data on elevation and population has been gathered.  
 
Action 2: The informed society: 
 
To improve the acceptance of coastal risk management and personal 
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responsibilities in society in the long-term. In order to gain valid information 
for future scenario analysis, the University of Luneburg is preparing a 
transnational survey on risk communication strategies as well as 
preparations of concepts for education films about coastal flood risk and 
evacuation. A progress report was published in February 2007. Based 
upon the report outcomes, a concept for a touring exhibition was 
developed. 
 
Action 3: Integral Risk Assessment for the NSR: 
 
Transnational comparisons of risk methods, a prerequisite for interregional 
information sharing and data exchange harmonization.  
 
Building on COMRISK pilot studies, extracting datasets and implementation 
with respect to scenarios from action 1, flood risk assessments now and in 
2050, building up knowledge of the sensitivity of the risk calculations on the 
several used scientific methods and transnational comparison. Inventory, 
comparison and execution of (trans) national risk methodologies, extraction 
common climate change scenarios from action 1. A report has been 
published, 'Process Plan Cohesion action 3A' Integral Assessment for the 
North Sea Region' in 2007. On-going preparations to develop a 
management tool RAMONA to visualise the risk for the entire North Sea 
area by using a uniform method for flood simulation and damage 
assessment will be presented during the Final Conference.  
 
Activities in Action 3 dealing with an integrated risk assessment have been 
focused on producing a methodology for applying the Dutch method on 
flood risk analysis to the five transnational case studies. An inventory on 
the different coastal flood methodologies as well as a specific inventory on 
modelling the failure behaviour of coastal defences also have been part of 
activities in Action 3.  Preparations for the pilots in Flanders, Denmark and 
Germany are underway (Action 4 and 5). First draft on the final report has 
been presented and will be included in the synthesis report. 
 
Action 6: Adaptive strategies & Innovative ICZM solutions: 
 
Identify existing EU / NSR member state planning mechanisms for the 
coastal zone, stakeholder mapping, First preparations for the Synthesis of 
Flood Risk, input in climate adaptation study of Action 1. In addition, 
management operational practices, analysis of policy responses based on 
forecast change in coastal risk, advocating flood risk management 
solutions: gathering examples of good practice of ICZM (examples from the 
North sea countries) and linking up with national initiatives. A summary of 
objectives and outcomes from actions to be incorporated in the synthesis 
report (see further down) has been implemented. 

Amount granted: €1162613 Status: Approved 
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Save the North Sea (SNS) 

Lead Partner: Keep Sweden Tidy Foundation, Sweden 

KIMO International, United Kingdom 
Keep Scotland Beautiful, United 
Kingdom 

Skagen Uddannelsescenter, Denmark 
Foundation for Environmental 
Education (FEE), Norway 

Other partners:  

Wageningen Marien 
(Formerly Alterra - Texel Marine & 
Coastal Zone), The Netherlands 

Swedish Environmental Protection 
Agency, Sweden 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1   1 1 2 2 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: The main objective of the project is to improve knowledge, research and 

information about maritime litter in the North Sea aiming to change 
attitudes and behaviour of key groups using the North Sea and its coasts. 
Activities include networking, promotion, education and research. 

Outcomes: The project team of Save the North Sea is very successful in attracting a 
dedicated audience to the project activities. Politicians, international 
organisations, schools, fishermen and the public in general is not only 
being made aware about the project but more importantly about the 
common resource that we all share, i.e. the North Sea, and the threats from 
uncontrolled day-to-day practices, e.g. pollution of the water body and 
coast, as well as threats to living species. 
 
The project continues to attract significant media attention.  Filming on 
Texel with Dutch national school TV for a programme on marine litter, 
Fishing for litter and the SNS Fulmar research was carried out and aired 
nationally in February. The SNS promotional film was distributed to over 
500 local and national politicians, MEPs, NGOs, TV stations, and North 
Sea stakeholders in the whole North Sea region. 
 
Project activities include the launch of the Fishing for Litter campaign in 
Scotland and Sweden, a presentation of SNS at a Coastal Litter 
Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland and the production and distribution of 
an A4 information leaflet on SNS activities for stakeholders. 
 
A team from the British trust for Ornithology visited Alterra to dissect 
Fulmars.  After training they will now be able to deliver dissection data and 
stomachs to Alterra for use in SNS research. 

Amount granted: €2849000 Status: Closed 
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SEAPLANE 

Lead Partner: Ministry for Economics, Labour and Transport, Lower Saxony, 
Germany 

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, Belgium 
Møre and Romsdal 
Fylkeskommune, Norway 

Province of Groningen, The 
Netherlands 

Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 
City of Stavanger c/o Sola 
Terminalbygg AS, Norway 

Ministry for Economy and Ports, 
Germany Highland Council, United Kingdom 

Klippans Kommun, Sweden 
Kronoberg County Council, 
Sweden 

Other partners:  

Kristianstad Airport, Sweden Municipality of Växjö, Sweden 
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 2 3 2 4 1 
Measure: 2.2 
Theme: The aim is to strengthen regional airports and the air transport network 

between them and thus improve the accessibility of peripheral regions. 
Activities include analysing passenger travel needs, proposing new 
transport routes, improving airport safety and presenting a policy paper on 
airports to relevant EU institutions. The project builds on a successful Baltic 
Sea Region project. 

Outcomes: The SEAPLANE resolution was presented to the public, including 
representatives of EC DG TREN and DG REGIO in Brussels in November 
2004.  A General Assembly took place after the resolution event in 
Brussels in Groningham.  The resolution is directed at EU DG TREN 
decision makers. It has already been endorsed by the North Sea 
Commission and is supported by several Members of the European 
Parliament (MEP) and members of national parliaments. 
 
Passenger information terminals were installed at airports in Bremen, 
Hanover and Groningen in December 2004. 
 
One new route has been implemented as a by-product of the SEAPLANE 
workshop in Hanover in November.  The airline' Welcome Air' discussed 
with the SEAPLANE partner City of Stavanger and Airport Hanover to 
prolong the flight routing from Hanover via Gothenburg into Stavanger, 
Norway.  Since the beginning of 2005 the City of Hanover has been 
connected with the SEAPLANE partner city Stavanger. 
 
The SEAPLANE project website has been further developed 
(www.seaplane-project.net).  A SEAPLANE resolution flyer has been 
developed to explain in simple terms the background and aims of the 
SEAPLANE resolution approach for persons who are not involved in 
Interreg IIIB or the project itself. 

Amount granted: €720166 Status: Closed 
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SEAPORT 

Lead Partner: Municipality of The Hague, The Netherlands 

Municipality of Bremerhaven, 
Germany 

Flemish Government - Agency for 
Maritime and Coastal Services - 
Division Coast, Belgium 

Other partners:  

Hartlepool Borough Council, United 
Kingdom 

Municipality of Nieuwpoort, 
Belgium 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  2 1  1  1 
Measure: 1.3 
Theme: The project work will concentrate around three themes: The implementation 

of new economic activities in maritime areas, the improvement of 
conditions to stimulate economic regeneration there, and the management 
and promotion of the project. 
All partners work together on one North Sea related promotion plan, one 
toolkit for economic regeneration of seaport towns and one strategic action 
plan for maritime heritage buildings that can be used by all small and 
medium-sized seaport towns in the North Sea Region.  
The results will be a state of the art report of successful waterfront 
development and a guideline for waterfront development. All small and 
medium-sized seaport towns in the North Sea Region can use these 
documents.  
Also included are project management actions and promotion activities to 
facilitate networking and knowledge exchange between the partners of the 
SEAPORT project and other interested seaport towns. 

Outcomes: Under the pilot action 'Fish restaurant environment and Headland 
improvement' taking place in Hartlepool the H20 Centre report has now 
been completed.  It was concluded that the H20 Centre represents a viable 
project in order to attract visitors to Hartlepool and become a regional 
attraction.    The report was presented to the council's cabinet and 
Hartlepool Borough Council have now agreed to commit £3million in 
principal towards the centre.  Additional funding is currently being sought 
from a number of sources.  The project is now envisaged as part of the 
long-term tourism regeneration strategy for Hartlepool. 
 
Under the pilot action Redevelopment Boulevard taking place in The Hague 
the light and sound show Illuminada was developed and constructed 
between The Pier and Kurhaus on the boulevard of Scheveningen.  The 
spectacle ran from the 10th to the 30th November (21 days) and attracted a 
wide audience between 50-000 and 100-000 visitors.  There was a 
continuing show for 2 hours every night after sunset.  The Illuminada 
hardware and software for the show are flexible and therefore suitable to 
be used in other seaside and waterfront cities as well.  The Illuminada 
project was presented to the Interreg projects - B-Sure, Waterfront 
Communities and RevitHar. 

Amount granted: €3802787,50 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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Shared Space 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Municipality of Bohmte, Germany Strassenbauamt Lingen, Germany 
Municipality of Ejby, Denmark City of Oostende, Belgium 
Municipality of Emmen, The 
Netherlands 

Suffolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Haren, The 
Netherlands  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 2  3  1 
Measure: 2.1 
Theme: SHARED SPACE explores and exploits the potential for integrating 

infrastructure and traffic engineering, safety and spatial planning in 
transnational context to prevent erosion of social and environmental quality 
of the public realm. The approach has identified different types of road 
users with problems arising in a 'crushable zone'; integrating infrastructure 
and traffic engineering instruments into a cross-sector planning and 
designing process shall prove to reconcile the demands of the different 
types of road users and improve the quality of landscape and the built 
surroundings, pedestrian movement and social activities. 

Outcomes:  
Several trans-national meetings have been organised, during which fruitful 
discussions on how to tackle the progress of the project have been 
undertaken. 
An effort to work cross-sectorally has been also visible. The project's 
objective, which is to involve many different stakeholders, has been given 
shape. 
Environmental issues play a part in the project, as the social and economic 
ones, e.g. Ipswich - activities aimed at social revitalisation of the town 
quarter, Bohmte - economic vitality of shops present in the project area. 
 

Amount granted: €3845203 Status: Approved 
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SmartLIFE - International 

Lead Partner: Cambridgeshire County Council, United Kingdom 
Other partners:  TuTech Innovation GmbH, Germany Malmö City Council, Sweden 
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   1   1 1 
Measure: 1.1 
Theme: The SmartLIFE project will deliver networked business centres in three 

participating regions. These will dispense training, advice and practical 
technical support to address skills and capacity shortfalls in the 
construction industry in three North Sea growth areas. Activities include the 
establishment and delivery of transnational training programmes for 
modern methods of construction and self-builders and community outreach 
programmes. It is foreseen that up to 3,500 people will complete these 
courses and programmes. The project will also cover general growth area 
management issues and includes a comprehensive communications 
campaign. 

Outcomes: The project continues to make good progress. Each partner is making 
progress with completing work and operating a business centres in their 
respective countries.  In the UK  the Business centre is operating since 
April 2006, defect assessment is going on. In Germany the grand opening 
was celebrated in Novemer 2006, construction process is almost 
completed.  In Sweden official opening was on October 6th, 2006, the 
refurbishment of the business centre in Malmo has been completed. 
 
A number of training and education activities have been taking place:  In 
September 2006 a timber frame structure from Pinewood was erected in 
the practical area in the SmartLIFE centre in the UK, as a learning event for 
both tutors and students. Discussions with 2 further colleges took place 
about implementing the pilot timber frame course and the additional 
modules in 2007. Work has been started on a new full time course for 2007 
and on 'Train to Gain' which will allow construction employees to gain while 
working on site. Over 500 students achieved a SmartLIFE certificate 
accreditation in July 2006 and over 500 students will take additional 
modules courses again in 2007. A workshop on sustainable construction 
regarding the planned model houses of the Hamburg business centre was 
held in July 2006. A group of students from Cambridge Regional College 
travelled to Hamburg as part of the exchange programme November to 
December 2006. Arrangements for a post-funding long-term programme 
are being made. Significant number of areas for the Community Outreach 
Programme have been reported as being completed. The community 
outreach programme is on going. SmartLIFE was represented at the 2nd 
European fair on Education for sustainable development which took place 
in Hamburg in September 2006 and the NORDBAU fair in Hamburg from 
12-15 September 2006. At the fair a 2nd opinion poll took place and 170 
visitors were interviewed during the fair. There were workshops in October 
and November 2006 at the Comberton Village College and Long Road 
College in Cambridge. SmartLIFE UK also delivered a tailored workshop 
for women in construction in November 2006. Initiatives in the test panel 
Vastra Programme are continuing in Malmo. As part of the partner training 
workshops a workshops for construction waste was held in November in 
Sweden. A Self-build course took place in October 2006 at the UK 
SmartLIFE business centre and was attended by 16 people. A ‘Green’ Self-
Build event was held on 2nd December 2006 at the SmartLIFE business 
centre in Cambridge. There was a full day of lectures and demonstrations 
plus information on grants available for environmental schemes and 
renewable technologies. SmartLIFE participated at the seventh Hamburg 
Colloquium on Housing Projects took place in September 2006. 
Approximately 700 people attended the colloquium. 
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After the successful pilot tutor exchange between the UK and Germany a 
student exchange programme has taken place in Cambridge in November 
2005. Ten students from Germany and two tutors had the opportunity to 
visit different construction sites and training centres as well as to 
experience first-hand British theory lessons and practical training in 
carpentry and brickwork. A return visit of UK students is planned.  
 
The project has adopted a new strap line, "Quality buildings using new 
skills and innovation" to describe the project.  The public website for the 
project and partner area are now live (www.smartlife-project.net).   
 
SmartLife receives interest on European and international level. Project 
partners gave a presentation at the Sustainable Building Conference in 
Tokyo in September 2005. 1.700 participants attended the conference 
dealing with the use of renewable energy, energy efficient buildings and 
assessment tools for houses. A number or press releases in the U.K., 
Germany and Sweden have been published in the second half of 2006. 
Also a interviews, articles, a booklet, an information pack and an electronic 
leaflet have been published. 
 
Finally, discussions about the post-funding strategy of the project are going 
on.  One important step has been the establishment of the UK - Swedish 
cooperation at prime minister level in 2005. A post-funding strategy in the 
form of a business-plan is being developed. Seminars and workshops at 
the business centres will be continued after the project's funding end. 

Amount granted: €4641734 Status: Approved 
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SPARC 

Lead Partner: Environment Agency, Midlands Regional Office, United Kingdom 
North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark City of Langenhagen, Germany 

Ringkjøbing County Council, Denmark 

West Sweden / District 
Administration of Gunnared, 
Sweden 

Other partners:  

Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 
Institute for Geo- and 
Bioarchaeology, The Netherlands 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2  1  2 1 1 
Measure: 4.1 
Theme: Nowadays, many river basins within the North Sea Region face lots of 

problems that affect the natural processes of the areas. Among these 
problems the most significant are declining bio-diversity and loss of historic 
landscape character, which result from previous inappropriate water 
management policies and flood plain development as well as from 
increasing demands of agriculture. 
The aim of the SPARC project is to promote an integrated management of 
river corridors in the North Sea Region. Such common approach is needed 
for appropriate regeneration and reconstruction of the river basins as well 
as for the enhancement of their natural, cultural and historic environment. 

Outcomes: The Strategic Partnerships in River Corridors (SPARC) project is designed 
to promote the integrated management of river corridors in northern 
Europe. It will provide advice and understanding for regenerating river 
corridors and enhancing their natural, cultural and historic environments. 
The project consists of seven sub-projects, involving different ways of 
promoting the integrated management of river corridors in northern Europe 
(as the Water Framework Directive requires such an approach). 
 
The East Midlands Strategic River Corridors Group intend to work on up to 
three practical demonstrations of integrated river corridor management. 
 
- Beckingham Marshes - Wetland Habitat creation (Lower reaches of the R 
Trent) 
 
- River Nene Regional Park - Greenland infra-structure study (Middle 
reaches of R Trent) 
 
- "On Trent" proposals for specific restoration/improvement works at 
various locations on the River Trent. 
 
When the wet woodlands feasibility study has been completed On Trent will 
have successfully identified a site that is suitable to develop as a large wet 
woodland flood storage area next to the River Trent, that will create no 
significant environmental impact. The site selection procedure will thus 
demonstrate best practice, incorporating all possible constraints relevant to 
integrated river management. The Trent River Park project is continuing as 
a successful partnership seeking creating and inspiring urban generation 
within the waterside areas of Nottingham.  
 
The West Northamptonshire Green Infra-structure study consultation has 
developed a transferable methodology for Green infra-structure mapping 
and management. Green Infra-Structure Networks are a mechanism to 
enable the integration and co-ordination of input into green infra-structure 
from planners, developers, regional and local government bodies and other 
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interest groups, particularly from the environment, heritage and recreation 
sectors.  
 
A design for sluices and an environmental statement have been produced 
by a consultant for the ongoing work within Beckingham Marshes. The 
revised design proposals were significant enough to merit a new planning 
application rather than appealing against the refusal of planning permission 
in December 2006.  
 
In Norjyllands region, the overall objective is to elaborate a sustainable 
long-term strategy for the development of the river basins based on co-
operation and participation of stakeholders, focusing on sustainable land 
use management issues. The first report concludes that the oxygen deficit 
in the river is due to a combination of high oxygen consumption in the lake 
and reduced cutting of aquatic plants in the river. However, administrative 
changes in Denmark have led to a delay in the planning and preparation of 
the catchment strategy for the Lindenborg basin. The project is still not fully 
up to schedule but it is intent on catching up before March 2008.  
 
In Ringkjoebing county, Ganer River and Omme River are subject for 
implementation. These fjords suffers due to nutrient polluted water 
pressure. Ringkjoebing county is working on an action plan, solving this 
pollution pressure. The result so far has been a short report, stating the 
existing projects and ideas for new ones, and different stakeholders was 
asked to come up with as many ideas as possible to projects in the valley 
and ideas to how the ideas and projects can be connected and co-
ordinated for the future. However, administrative changes in Denmark and 
the appointment of a new project manager has led to a delay in the 
completion of some work on the Omne river including the creation of buffer 
strips and river restoration work. 
 
The pilot project in Drenthe involves a part of the Runde Valley. The view 
on the ecological and economical conditions had been very limited. In this 
study with the new route (including Germany and Groningen), Drenthe 
wants to take into account these conditions as well (while crossing 
borders). Archaeological and soil studies have been carried out and the 
partnership has placed a tender in July and the work is about to commence 
in October 2006. In May 2007 the first draft was circulated to several 
authorities and consultative bodies who have given a positive response. 
The final version is planned in the autumn of 2007. 
 
In City of Langenhagen, the Wietze Stream is located at the fringe of 
Metropolitan Hanover; its water management is closely linked to the 
Hanover airport. Nevertheless, it offers a wide range of habitat potentials 
and recreational opportunities. One of the main objectives is to develop a 
decision support system in order to meet the habitat potentials for the 
future. Site work will start on August 28th 2007 and will be finished after 30 
days.  
 
The district administration of Gunnared sub-project aims to establish co-
operative practices and an exchange in experience, methods and 
knowledge in the area of good water flows and environment friendly 
projects. The project at Larjean Gardens has been connected to the mains 
water distribution system and had a three compartment tank and water 
pump installed to hold effluent from the site. The main activity has been the 
construction of a new waste water treatment system including planting, 
landscaping and the provision of information boards.  
 
Geo- and BioArchaelogical Institute in Amsterdam argues that climate 
changes have a tremendous effect on the long term preservation of 
archaeological-historical sites and landscapes. It's aim is to bring forward 
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guidelines for taking mitigation measures for the long term physical 
protection of archaeological/historical heritage in river environments. The 
institute has been active in undertaking surveys at a number of partner 
sites. These surveys and questionnaires are also being developed to 
supplement the information gathered prior to the development of the toolkit. 

Amount granted: €1493900 Status: Approved 
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STORMRISK 

Lead Partner: Swedish Forest Agency, Sweden 
Regional Forestry Board of 
Jönköping-Kronoberg, Sweden Forest & Landscape, Denmark 

Other partners:  

Forest Research, United Kingdom 
Hanover Chamber of Agriculture, 
Germany 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1   2 1 
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: Experience and expertise on how to reduce storm felling in forest 

landscapes has developed differently in each country around the North 
Sea. The main aim of the STORMRISK project is to integrate and make 
accessible the knowledge and experience developed over decades to end-
users across the North Sea Region. The project will act as a source of 
inspiration for landowners and managers and help them to identify not only 
the means but also the aims for a modernised and multifunctional forest 
and landscape management. Additionally, risk management of forest 
landscapes has a great importance to the society as a whole, such as 
ensuring security around the telecommunication, road, railway and 
electricity net. 
 
The project has initiated contacts with landowners in the different pilot 
study areas. The information gathered will be evaluated by an expert group 
and transformed into a toolbox available via the project website 
(www.stormrisk.eu). Two pilot study landscapes in storm stricken areas in 
Sweden will be planned in co-operation with land owners and other 
stakeholders as an important tool in this endeavour. 
 
In addition, the ForestGales (Geographical Analysis of the Losses and 
Effects of Storms in Forestry) version has been developed in order to allow 
it to be relatively easily adapted for each country of the North Sea Region. 
The ForestGale is a process based model that provides an understanding 
of the variability in the wind forest climatology, an estimation of the critical 
wind speed to cause wind damage and return period for that damage to 
occur. As part of the project, the ForestGales decision support system will 
be adapted for use across the North Sea Region as a tool to minimise the 
risks of storm damage to forests, woodlands and infra-structure. Air-borne 
LiDAR scanning data from a forest stand in Scotland has been evaluated to 
estimate the effects of stand structure in the probability of wind damage 
using ForestGales. The result provided a valid method for monitoring forest 
structures and its effects on wind stability. "The estimation of wind risk in 
forests stands using airborne laser scanning" can be downloaded from the 
project website www.stormrisk.eu. 
 
Storm disasters will likely increase in the future. The main aim of the project 
is to make people aware of this risk to forest landscapes. The 'toolbox' on 
the project web page is one way to make people more aware of these 
issues and to adapt forest planning and management so that severe wind 
damage to natural and cultural landscapes are minimised. The project has 
close connection and co-operation with EU FP6 EFORWOOD project 
Sustainability Impact Assessment of the Forestry - Wood Chain (in 
particular work package 2.4 "Risk"). The research findings from this co-
operation will also be implemented in the STORMRISK 'toolbox'. The 
STORMRISK video is now available on the North Sea Region website 
(www.northsearegion.eu). 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €464134 Status: Approved 
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SustAccess 

Lead Partner: Västra Götalandsregionen, Sweden 
Aberdeenshire Council, United 
Kingdom 

Municipality of Sluis, The 
Netherlands 

Perth and Kinross Council, United 
Kingdom 

Emsland District (Landkreis 
Emsland), Germany 

Essex County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Padborg Udviklingscenter, 
Denmark 

Southend Borough Council, United 
Kingdom 

Vest-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Other partners:  

VZW Mobiel Kortrijk, Belgium  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 
Measure: 2.2 
Theme: The overall aims of SustAc-cess are on the one hand to make gateways 

more accessible from their hinterlands and on the other to support an 
increased use of more sustainable modes of transport. It covers both goods 
and passenger transport and includes partners ranging from gateway cities 
to smaller towns in hinterland areas. Partner activities and pilot projects 
include a wide variety of activities such as supporting the development of 
different gateway cities and their connection to their hinterland or improving 
public transport and making it more accessible. 

Outcomes: The aim of the project is to improve the accessibility between rural areas 
and gateways settlements around the North Sea, and at the same time, 
improving integration and access to services, creating functional markets 
for business, labour and education by delivering and promoting sustainable 
transport systems in the long run. Partner activities and pilot projects 
include a wide variety of activities, for example: 
 
- support the development of different gateways and/or their connection to 
their hinterland, 
 
- improve public transport and/or make it more accessible, 
 
- promote / facilitating biking and 
 
- reduce the need for commuting. 
 
Project activities are well under-way.  
 
In Aberdeenshire, four pilot projects are carried out.  
 
- Transport problems and solutions: Key issues and specific problems in 
the county's transportation network were examined. This work was 
completed in September 2005 and the findings of the study were employed 
in the development of Aberdeenshire Council's Local Transport Strategy 
that is out for public consultation. 
 
- Review of Park and Ride in Aberdeenshire: The Ellon Park and Ride site 
is compared with other sites in Scotland and the U K, highlighting particular 
instances of local and UK-wide best practice. The results of this review 
which was presented in March 2006, have been used to aid the 
identification of further development, within the targets of the Council's 
Local Transport Strategy and Regional Transport Partnership NESTRANS 
Modern Transport System. 
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- Freight Study: The development of the freight study has been delayed 
due to delays in the Regional Freight Strategy due to the outcome of the 
Scottish Executive's ongoing consultations on the National Transport 
Strategy. The National Strategies is ready by 2007, with a Regional 
Transport Strategy also underway. There was an Expert Workshop in 
October 2006 about the rail freight opportunities. An offensive strategy has 
been initiated to get things discussed and to have an impact on regional 
freight policy. The final results of the Aberdeenshire Council Freight Study 
Report was published in March 2007.  
 
- The establishment of Pilot Satellite Offices, so-called Huntly IT Hot Stop, 
studies have shown details on journey types saved and estimates of time 
and cost savings achieved through the use of an IT Hot Stop.  
 
Perth: 
 
- The Rail Head feasibility study has now been published. The report 
concludes that a new railhead is feasible and the next step will involve 
detailed costing. In addition, the Perth Harbour Review, a new marketing 
plan is now available on request.  
 
Essex: 
 
- The Essex Real-Time System is a wireless system and orders have now 
been placed. Thus, two new Real-Time Information signs in Harwich have 
been implemented in Spring 2007.  
 
- The design report for the gangway and passenger shelter has been 
completed and the partners have been discussing the details of the 
recommendations from these with the Harwich Haven Authority.  
 
- A total of 33 bus stops in Harwich have been upgraded with raised / 
lowered kerbs to facilitate easier access by disabled passengers, parents 
with buggies and people with heavy luggage and shopping. In addition, a 
substantial amount of work has been completed in relation to the real-time-
passenger info systems. Two signs have been installed at key bus stops, 
one by the hospital and one by some local shops.  
 
Southend: 
 
- The core strategy is working on the importance of working transport infra-
structure and services as an integral part of the regeneration process 
(specifically relevant to Southend Town Centre and Victoria Station). Buses 
were rerouted to take advantage of the new bus/rail interchange and bus-
friendly routing Queensway and Chichester Road from 10 April 2007. The 
new arrangements have been  welcomed by passengers. Bus operators 
are pleased that estimates of no time delays with the revised routing have 
proved well-founded.  
 
Kortrijk: 
 
- The main goal is to promote biking as a means of transport. Thus, the aim 
of the project is to become the heart for the incubation of bicycle-services, 
to improve the image of the bicycle and to reduce drawbacks such as 
thefts, limited radius of action and the difficulty to combine biking with 
transport.  
 
- Mobiel wants to increase the use of bicycles in combination with public 
transport. After comparing several systems and tenders the choice fell on 
the ALTAO-system, which were delivered in February 2006. ALTAO is an 
all in one station for bike maintenance. Much time has been spent on a new 
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computer based-version of Rent-a-Bike (RENT) programme. The new 
programme works from the end of 2006, but it still needs improvements.  
 
Sluis:  
 
- The main works on the re-arrangement of the basic infra-structure of the 
Tourist Transit Centre Nieuwvliet started spring 2006 and are finished. The 
Tourist Service Centre in Sluis has now officially opened. One of the 
participants was the Belgian rail road company and they declared the start 
of a nation wide bike point strategy, of which Kortrijk was the first one to be 
established.  
 
Emsland: 
 
- The EmsAche project concentrated on the development of the inland 
waterway between the North German harbours and the Ruhr area. A 
regional co-operation initiated to promote the use of rail and water and an 
economic development association for the EmsAche was formalised. The 
next step will be to guarantee an investment of over 150 million Euro in a 
total canal upgrade. This is now subject for a discussion at the highest level 
and the Bundesland Germany might invest together with the regional 
stakeholders.  
 
Padborg: 
 
- The partner in Padborg has changed from investments to information 
activities. An analysis on the combined transport in the region was 
presented to the members of the Danish Parliament. New signs have been 
completed. An international architect’s workshop elaborated a vision for 
Padborg Transport Centre 2030. The press coverage was quite 
comprehensive, including at least 13 articles in Danish and German papers 
and an item about the project at the regional television. In addition, 
progress has been made on the establishment of a cluster organisation for 
transport and logistics in the Region South Denmark and Schleswig-
Holstein. The transport and logistics was announced in December 2006 to 
become a border crossing lighthouse project.  
 
Lidköping: 
 
- A new travel centre will be established in 2006/2007. The new travel 
center design will also take into account the comments and remarks from 
local inhabitants and public transport users. 
 
Falköping: 
 
- A branch of the port of Gothenburg will be established in Falköping. 
SustAccess brought the concept of creating a dryport to life. In addition, the 
municipality of Falköping plans also include construction of a new freight 
terminal. Under 2007 the municipality of Falköping will additionally invest 4 
million SEK. However, more concrete studies are necessary to deepen the 
value of the dryport idea and to lift forward the potentials.  
 
The project has also made links with CREST, an another North Sea project 
and with the project BUSTRIP from the Interreg III B Baltic Sea Region. 

Amount granted: €2966466 Status: Approved 
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SUTRANET 

Lead Partner: Aalborg University, Denmark 
FDT - Association of Danish Transport 
and Logisitcs Centres, Denmark Møreforskning Molde, Norway 
Institute of Shipping Economics and 
Logistics, ISL, Germany 

IVL Swedish Environmental 
Research Institute Ltd, Sweden 

Institute of Transport Economics, 
Norway 

Napier University Transport 
Research Institute (TRI), United 
Kingdom 

SINTEF Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department of Roads 
and Transport, Norway 

Erasmus University Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands 

Other partners:  

University of Applied Sciences, 
Germany  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2  2 3 1 1 1 
Measure: 2.3 
Theme: Sutranet aims to improve the knowledge base for decision-making 

regarding transport networks and intermodal transport around the North 
Sea. The partnership mainly consists of universities and research 
institutions and target groups are ports and other infrastructure providers, 
transport operators and public authorities. The project will try to put 
research into practice by developing innovative solutions, an environmental 
impact model and a curriculum for training modules relating to intermodal 
transport. Policy-makers and practical implementers will follow project 
activities through a User Group. 

Outcomes: Project activity is now well underway and activities under each of the 
projects four work packages are making good progress.   
 
SUTRANET is founded on the co-operation and expertise of specialists and 
researchers selected from six countries. Working together, they have 
gathered information in four key areas overall framework conditions and 
strategies; the motorways of the North Sea; transport and logistics centres; 
and finally, training programme development. 
 
The aim was to create dynamic linkages between organisations so that a 
range of experiences and skills could be exploited. The initiative’s 
objectives included: initiating a region-wide trade and transport information 
system; improving ferry services and short-sea shipping; developing the 
North Sea Motorway concept; designing more efficient and sustainable 
transport infrastructure; encouraging the development of methods for 
assessing the environmental impact of vessel traffic; and finally defining a 
training approach to improve the skills and qualifications of staff directing 
inter-modal transport.  
 
Several reports and research papers have been presented during 2006. 
For instance, a SUTRANET project related journal article was prepared for 
submission to the academic journal Maritime Policy & Management, given 
the title 'The Economics of Motorways of the Sea'. 
 
Collaboration and networking has taken place between Sutranet and other 
Interreg projects.  The lead partner of Sutranet attended the NTN 
conference in Stavanger, Norway to establish contacts with other research 
organisations and potential user groups.  In WP 4 e-learning, considered in 
the project as part of life long learning, was continued in co-operation with 
the REMARCC project where students were recruited to test e-learning 
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platforms. 
Amount granted: €569998 Status: Approved 
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TARGET 2 

Lead Partner: West Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (METRO), United 
Kingdom 
Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, 
Germany Stad Brugge, Belgium 

City of Göteborg, Sweden 
Gemeente Schouwen-Duiveland, 
The Netherlands 

City of Odense, Denmark 
Provincie West-Vlaanderen, 
Belgium 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Sluis, The Netherlands  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 1  2 1 1 
Measure: 2.1 
Theme: The project includes different work packages in the field of mobility 

management to facilitate the use of alternative modes of transport to the 
car. The work packages address the following issues: Travel to work, 
mobility education, travel to visitor attractions and transport in urban areas. 

Outcomes: The projects is making good progress, two of the project's 26 activities 
have now been completed.  As part of the Transport and Leisure work 
package the usage of the Bremen EntdeckerCARD increased by 3000 
people over 2004, bringing the total usage of the CARD to over 10,000 
people.  EntdeckerCard combines public transport with visits to leisure 
venues by using smart card technology, which means that there is no need 
to take the private car for leisure trips, as free public transport is included in 
the ticket.   
 
The Leeds car Club has now been launched.  To date, two corporate 
members and 160 individual members have been enlisted in a four month 
period and in association with the UK's Passenger Transport Executives 
(PTE's) a best practice guide for social inclusion has now been published. 
 
In the work package (WP) 'Workplaces' a Transport Plan Programme has 
been launched for 1900 employees in Lundby. The aim of the WP is to 
address commuting, business journeys and freight transport.  The plan is 
based on two previous reports for business journeys and freight transport, 
together with a travel survey that includes the Target 2 initiatives of green 
vehicles, test bikers and the freight collaboration. 
 
Finally, the project has recently had a profile article published in the 
Parliament Magazine and The House Magazine for MEP's and UK MP's as 
well as securing  a variety of general media releases. 

Amount granted: €3873713 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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TEN 3 

Lead Partner: Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 
Bezirksregierung Weser-Ems, 
Germany 

Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und 
Verkehr, Germany 

Suffolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Provincie Overijssel, The 
Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Province of Groningen, The 
Netherlands 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
   2  3  2 
Measure: 3.1 
Theme: The project aims at the realisation of an ecological water corridor network 

linking Natura 2000 and other wildlife sites. The project includes the direct 
implementation/creation of some corridors as well as work on further 
implementation plans. A training course will also be held. The enhanced 
watercourses should increase biodiversity and provide a basis for 
improvements in other fields such as tourism development. 

Outcomes: With the project approaching completion, physical work in sub-projects is 
close to an end. A number of activities imply remarkable voluntary 
participation and raise public awareness also by broad press coverage. 
Dissemination is in place by inviting to guided tours and representing the 
project with information boards at local events.  
 
In the final phase of the implementation work some specific examples of 
the work carried out are: development of a water course, weirs and biking/ 
walking paths in Runde, the Netherlands; creating a turf pond, a riverside 
path and a new boardwalk footbridge at Little Ouse, UK; earth removal and 
re-vegetation of land at Nunnery Lakes, UK. All of these projects aim to 
provide practical examples of re-establishing the natural functions of water 
bodies through implementing sustainable water management practices. 
The Environment Agency of UK has also included the site at Waveney 
channel in its national study on the effects of river rehabilitation schemes 
for mitigating flood risks. 
 
Four implementation plans for realising ecological corridors were also 
developed as part of the project and further commitment has been secured 
from responsible municipalities for implementation of the plans after the 
project's end. These are also well under development with a particular 
interest on the cross-border corridor between Germany and the 
Netherlands. This link is outline to a 21 km. long ecozone and also to carry 
out a small demo project on this stretch. 

Amount granted: €2002000 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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The Partnership 

Lead Partner: Aberdeenshire Council, United Kingdom 

Central Denmark Region, Denmark 
Stichting van de Nederlandse 
Visserij, The Netherlands 

Department of Sea Fisheries, Belgium 
Nederlands Inst. For Fisheries 
Res. (RIVO), The Netherlands 

Danmarks Fiskeriundersøgelse, 
Denmark Norges Fiskarlag, Norway 

Danmarks Fiskeriforening, Denmark 
Institute of Marine Research, 
Norway 

National Federation of Fishermans 
Organisations, United Kingdom 

Fisheries Research Services 
Marine Laboratory, United 
Kingdom 

CEFAS, United Kingdom 
Scottish Fishermans Federation, 
United Kingdom 

LEI-DLO, The Netherlands 
Institute of Marine Research, 
Sweden 

Bundesforschungsanstalt für 
Fischerei, Germany 

Sveriges Fiskares Riksforbund, 
Sweden 

Other partners:  

Deutscher Fischerei Verband, 
Germany  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 3 1 2 2 3 2 5 
Measure: 3.3 
Theme: The partnership wants to achieve consensus about the sustainable 

management of fish stocks in the North Sea area through improved co-
operation of fishers, researchers and other vital actors such as fishery 
managers, conservation groups, and fish processors and merchants. 

Outcomes: The Fisheries partnership have had meetings with their Working Group and 
Study Group involving representatives of environmental NGOs, fisheries 
managers as well as marine researchers. Together they have discussed 
and concluded on the importance of greater participation by fishers when 
collecting research data from fisheries and the need for scientists to make 
more use of such data.  
 
They have also given advice both to the European Commission and the 
European Parliament on the development of Regional Advisory Councils. 

Amount granted: €452282 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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ToLearn 

Lead Partner: Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Germany 
CHN University Netherlands, The 
Netherlands Syddansk Universitet, Denmark 

Other partners:  

Universiteit Gent, Belgium 

University of Stavanger 
Norwegian School of Hotel 
Management, Norway 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 1 1 1 1   
Measure: 3.2 
Theme: Collection and analysis of regional data have been carried out in all partner 

countries. This included expert interviews in connection with collection and 
analysis of further statistical information, sustainability benchmarking and 
transregional compilation of the profiles by the different partners.  
 
Furthermore, the detailed studies in the four pilot regions were carried out. 
For each selected region the aspects of the Challenge Profiles have been 
analysed in detail. This also involved identification of innovative strategies 
which strengthen the sustainability of the tourism sector as well as the 
analysis of the importance of regional communication structures and 
learning processes for the development of the regions tourism sector and 
the identification of best practice examples of successful learning 
processes.  
 
In each pilot region the implementation of selected innovative activities has 
been supported and the implementation process has been documented 
and analysed. 
 
Furthermore, the NSR tourism conference was held to present results of 
regional data analysis. 

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €610000 Status: Approved 
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Town-Net 

Lead Partner: Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 

Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Aust-Agder Fylkeskommune, 
Norway 

Derby City Council, United Kingdom 
Der Senator für Bau, Umwelt und 
Verkehr, Germany 

Other partners:  

Municipality of Struer, Denmark Municipality of Karlstad, Sweden 
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1 2 1 1 
Measure: 1.1 
Theme: The project aims to strengthen town networks by developing their internal 

co-operation and complementarity. The themes the project covers include 
(public) transport, with activities such as the development of inter-modal 
connections, and spatial quality with activities e.g. concerning the 
strengthening of urban-rural links and green-blue belts. Further themes are 
economic development strategies and the establishment of new trade links, 
and regional identity with the development of marketing strategies and 
promotional activities. 

Outcomes: The project aims to strengthen town networks through developing their 
internal co-operation and complementarity. The themes the project covers 
include (public) transport with activities such as the development of inter-
modal connections and spatial quality with activities e.g. concerning the 
strengthening of urban-rural links and green-blue belts. Further themes 
deal with economic development strategies and the establishment of new 
trade links as well as regional identity with the development of marketing 
strategies and promoting activities. Key aspects of spatial development and 
ESDP are actively being addressed by partners: polycentric development, 
regional balance and urban-rural relations. In regional networks, they 
involve key stakeholders from different sectors and different levels.  
 
Theme: Linkages and Networks: 
 
Better integration of transport and land use planning within town-networks. 
One such example is the future development of regional express bus 
services in the Agder town (N) net has been outlined. The temporary 
thematic group for linkages and networks will continue on permanent basis 
as the the Agder Bus Link Group. Agdertown is working on the Linkages 
and Networks Theme. The development of a search engine for bus 
schedule and travel planning has increased distinctly the use of public 
transport in the region due to better information. Besides, the project 
activity led to an agreement between two counties to establish a common 
organisation for public transport. 
 
Some examples for outcomes on the Spatial Quality Theme include a 
regional mitigation concept for the Bremen region (DE). A study has been 
completed on organisational, legal and technical solutions for implementing 
compensation measures across local and regional administrative borders. 
The main outcome is a set of rules for regional mitigation. In a next phase 
these rules will be tested in selected case study areas.  
 
In the Groningen-Assen region (NL) the process to establish a ‘quality 
team’ to advise and stimulate stakeholders and project leaders has met 
considerable opposition from local and regional politicians but was 
successfully finished with the setting-up of the group in April 2005. On six 
meetings different spatial plans and strategies have been discussed by the 
team. In the South Frisian Town Area (NL) the implementation of five pilots 
is progressing. All pilots aim in improving the quality of landscape at the 
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urban-rural interface. Therefore, work has been done on creating recreation 
facilities like foot and cycle paths as well as sitting areas, installing 
information panels, constructing viewing platforms and restoring ecological 
links. 
 
In the South Frisian Town Area (SFTA) activities on the Economic-
Cooperation Theme have led to two agreements. Representatives of the 
Province Fryslân and five municipalities have signed an agreement on joint 
land policy. A working group "Economic Cooperation" is implementing the 
joint land policy consisting of programming, phasing and price deals. The 
second agreement ensures the financing of a bureau for project 
management in the SFTA. 35 cities and counties in the Bremen region 
have signed a transboundary agreement on a framework for further spatial 
and regional development including the development of retails areas. 
Furthermore, two municipalities have acceded to an agreement about a 
joint business and commercial district.  
 
The ‘3 Cities’ region (UK) has been working on establishing new economic 
clusters and trade links and is investigating the possibilities for joint facility 
management at town-network level. The most recent stage was the 
beginning of a research programme that will show how the cities are 
performing separately and how they can best work together. It will also 
critically investigate what the 3 Cities are currently doing to encourage 
investment and how effective this activity is. This work resulted in a joint 3 
Cities Investment Promotion Strategy, a Coordinated Marketing. A website 
www.three-thinking.com was set up to promote the common identity of the 
region. The MidtVest region (DK) is working on a common economic 
development strategy across local and regional borders, helped by a 
"master class" of 25 young CEO of major companies in the area. Various 
possibilities to improve the rate of innovation have been developed. A draft 
report has been produced and presented to the Board of Directors and a 
working group attended by private and public parties has been launched to 
discuss the strategies and goals. During the first 6 months of 2005, the 
regional steering group on the Economic co-operation theme for the 3 
Cities completed activities under material investments:  
 
The website www.three-thinking.co.uk 
 
The partners have signed protocols for managing inward investment 
enquiries under the Three Thinking Brand 
 
A Three Thinking promotional brochure was published containing key 
messages on the strengths of the 3 Cities and these messages have been 
widely disseminated. 
 
As part of the Town-Network Quality Theme the second Garden Culture 
Music Festival has been organised in the Bremen region. 50 events took 
place during the festival attracting 10.000 visitors. The festival will take 
place again in 2006. The event is supposed to be continued beyond the 
project completion. In order to gather marketing material for the region, a 
photo contest has been arranged in the Karlstad region (S). The contest 
has been very successful: 282 photos of the region have been collected, 
winners of the contest have been chosen and an exhibition has taken 
place. 

Amount granted: €2252037 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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URBAL 

Lead Partner: Provincie Overijssel, The Netherlands 

Municipality of Härryda, Sweden 
North Yorkshire County Council, 
United Kingdom 

Regional Landscape Meetjesland, 
Belgium 

TuTech Innovation GmbH, 
Germany 

Other partners:  

Knutepunkt Sørlandet, Norway  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1 1 1 1 1 
Measure: 1.3 
Theme: URBAL aims to improve the management of and interrelation between 

urban-rural spaces to reduce territorial imbalances.  
Project objectives include on the one hand to improve the understanding of, 
and raising awareness among local decision-makers on how to, manage 
urbal space. On the other hand will the project look into what are the spatial 
implications of sectoral policies. 
Activities will be carried out as part of five work packages. Actions will be 
taken to increase the involvement of different actors to avoid fragmented 
governance and to decrease territorial im-balances, especially targeting 
imbalances in the provision of healthcare and in economic development 
opportunities. Activities will also support more integrated land management 
to pre-vent urban sprawl, preserve green and recreational areas and 
manage the competition for land. 
In parallel, will these activities be monitored and researched to identify best 
practice in managing ‘urbal’ space, which will be presented to the EC. 

Outcomes: Good progress was made in each of the projects five-work packages. 
Several projects have shown a strong potential in after-project continuation 
of their activities. 
 
Within the WP1 - ten companies in Harryda Municipality (S) are trained in 
special mentorship to take care of one or two students from the Second 
Chance School, which is there to meet students with special needs that 
have failed in earlier education. 
WP2 - a public transport node has been built at Lillesand (N) as an 
important means for rural people to work in and use the facilities of the 
urban area. The result is that more people combine bus and car on their 
local journeys, reduced bus fares make it more attractive to use 
environmentally friendly transport.  
WP2 - design and document of the Gardens of Nijverdal in the Municipality 
of Hellendoorn (NL): natural design of the 500 meters tunnel roof, which 
forms a less radical division through the town and is much better integrated 
within the bult environment. A study has been done on the replacement of 
the station to a more central area of the town and integration of the station 
into its rural surroundings.  
WP3 - Youth care farms. A special programme has started for child care on 
more than 20 farms, reducing the waiting list in the cities. Special attention 
was given to possibilities for children with autism. A three days training 
programme has been developed and implemented about "orientation on 
care farms from children; possibilities and limitations".  
WP4 - meetings with municipalities and landowners in Meetjesland region 
(B) took place to discuss about traditional roads to be repaired. Three 
traditional roads are repaired and opened. Trees and shrubs are planted 
along the roads. 
 

Amount granted: €3237000,50 Status: Approved 
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UWC 

Lead Partner: Water Board Regge en Dinkel, The Netherlands 
Umweltbehörde Hamburg, BUG, 
Germany Municipality of Karlebo, Denmark 

Other partners:  

City of Bradford, United Kingdom 
Province of Fryslân, The 
Netherlands 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1  2  1 
Measure: 4.2 
Theme: The aim of the project is to show how the performance of the urban water 

cycle can be optimised with respect to the built environment. For that 
purpose five themes have been identified, two of which, flows and 
purification, deal with the efficiency of water cycles, while the rest of the 
themes – water system, water management and society focus on how 
efficiency can be increased by means of achieving balance between the 
UWC and the environment. During the project each partner will carry out 
studies and concrete pilot projects where new purification and source 
control technologies as well as innovative uses for existing technologies will 
be tested. 

Outcomes: The general aim of this project is to show in practise how to optimise the 
overall performance of the urban water cycle with respect to the built 
environment in which it is embedded. Specific attention is paid to the 
organisational, legal and financial aspects of urban water cycle 
management in the North Sea region.  
 
The work of the project partners has focused on optimisation of the urban 
water cycle in the different pilot regions. The Water board Regge and 
Dinkel has made first steps for the construction of a waste water treatment 
plant. On the building site a pilot installation of a membrane supplier 
technique has been installed in order to gain practical experience on how 
this method affects the treatment of the sewage water. A start has also 
been made with the design of an ecological filter for the plant and a 
webcam has been installed on-site in order to provide "on air" information 
on the progress of this activity. The final realisation of the ecological 
treatment step for the effluent will be in autumn 2007. 
 
The city of Hamburg has focused work on improvements of the Bille 
catchment area. For example, a feasibility study for realisation of a soil filter 
as a stormwater management solution was carried out and a concept to 
investigate long term soil filters next to a motorway was developed. For the 
Marienthal and Isebekkanal catchment areas stormwater disconnection 
maps were also prepared which will be further used for simulations and 
scenario setups. In addition, Hamburg is looking for a so-called 'technical 
solution'. Hamburg is discussing a solution with technical filtration instead 
of a soil filter. The expectation is that technical filters are as efficient as soil 
filters and need less space, but they will also not be able to treat 100% of 
the water. To optimise the size respectively to raise the efficiency of a 
treatment plant discussion started to look for further retention and 
infiltration areas in catchment.  
 
After identifying the pilot test site, the city of Bradfors has also identified 
different treatment processes to be implemented. Furthermore, the work 
regarding the pilot study plant was commissioned and a flood impact 
assessment has been carried out. A recent development was the decision 
of Yorkshire Water in 2006 to establish a long term strategic monitoring 
study of the sewer system within the pilot study plant and this work will 
complement the work initiated in UWC. The experience gained in UWC has 
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shown that high quality amenity water should not be contaminated with 
urban run-off during extreme rainfall.  
 
In Ootmarsum (Waterboard Regge and Dinkel) the disconnection project 
was finished. This led immediately to less waste water i.e. rain water and 
more understanding of the water cycle at the involved inhabitants. 
 
The project has had its Final Conference together with the NORIS project 
on the 12-13th of September 2007 in Amsterdam. 

Amount granted: €3854586 Status: Approved 
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VISP 

Lead Partner: The City of Mölndal, Sweden 
Municipality of Drammen, Norway City of Kortrijk, Belgium 
TU-Technology GmbH, Germany City of Matlock, United Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Gemeente Enschede Stadsdeel Oost, 
The Netherlands 

University of Sheffield, United 
Kingdom 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
  1 1 1 1 1 2 
Measure: 1.2 
Theme: The VISP project focuses on a) the global processes of urban and 

economic change that are creating new challenges for all cities and towns, 
and b) future EU spatial policy responses that are looking to promote 
polycentric urban development as a means of achieving balanced and 
sustainable futures. 

Outcomes: VISP takes a transnational approach to developing better cities. The project 
has helped empower local communities in their fight against economic 
decline and depopulation: more attractive and competitive cities in a 
transnational environment where the cities have been able to further 
develop their capacities and be more pro-active with regards to their own 
future city development concepts and strategies. 
 
Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, Norway and Belgium 
participate in this project. The project is centred on six transnational co-
operation fields: forecasting and city modelling, life-long learning, citizens 
participation, networking, project management, and dissemination. VISP 
has triggered some follow-on activities underlining the self-sustaining 
character of the partnership. The European Design Cities Network is an 
example of a spin-off from the VISP project. The project partners from 
Kortrijk, Mölndal, Göteborg, Lathi and Eindhoven have submitted a Sixth 
Framework application, aiming at establishing a knowledge platform in 
urban design management. This also serves as a model for linking valuable 
transnational INTERREG experiences with other European programmes. 
The network portal, which was demonstrated during the Article 4 visit, 
appears to aid the efficient and effective management of the project.   
 
Promoting urban regeneration and revitalisation: 
 
The project has jointly developed a method to integrate social, economic 
and environmental development and revitalisation into a common 
sustainability strategy. The method has been tested in various project 
partner regions in order to create more attractive and competitive cities. 
Linked to this, the VISP partnership has developed a business plan for the 
expansion of trading links between the partners. This enables the regions 
to build on their individual strengths and at the same time profit from 
complementing functions. This again directly contributes to increasing the 
cities’ attractiveness for investments and living. 
 
Facilitating Co-operation: 
 
VISP has created a virtual multi-functional meeting place and opportunities 
for common life-long learning for the participating cities. These tools serve 
the project as integrated project communication system to strengthen the 
transnational learning dimension and process management of the project. 
This shows that social capital is built through the project and knowledge is 
gained on how to manage complex transnational partnerships and govern 
new institutional structures. 
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In conclusion: 
 
VISP has provided significant added value to the partners involved in the 
project and also to those benefiting from its results and findings. Joint 
meetings and co-operation have enabled the transfer of good practice 
between the project partners. Partners have been able to jointly develop 
solutions; exchange ideas; present jointly elaborated results; and 
consequently formulate common objectives in developing sustainable, 
attractive and competitive cities in each of the partner regions.  VISP has 
also managed to jointly develop a spin-off project, with a potentially 
significant impact. 

Amount granted: €3008550 Status: Approved 
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Water4all 

Lead Partner: Aalborg Municipality, c/o North Denmark EU Office, Denmark 

Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 
The Environment Agency for 
England & Wales, United Kingdom 

Other partners:  

Bezirksregierung Weser-Ems, Germany  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1  1  1 
Measure: 4.2 
Theme: The project combines research and pilot projects to improve groundwater 

quality and integrate groundwater protection into spatial planning. Pilot 
projects will include work with wetlands, nitrates and pollutants while a wide 
range of additional activities will ensure the effective dissemination of the 
lessons learnt. 

Outcomes: As the project enters into its final stage of implementation, so do the 
activities carried out, with results becoming more visible and inspiring 
interesting spin-off effects. 
 
Testing of different methods for the improvement of groundwater quality 
have continued with the focus being on small-scale implementation and 
research on change from arable to wetland; implementation on declarations 
specifying a certain nitrate level, land use type and grazing pressure; and 
understanding the movement of pollutants through a catchment area. 
Throughout this work reducing Nitrate levels has been an important focus. 
 
Learning from each other’s knowledge and experience has been in the 
heart of the Traineeship activities. The focus was on afforestation, organic 
farming and water supply; innovative initiatives for agriculture management 
in order to protect the water environment and the links between the Water 
Framework Directive and groundwater management. These last 3 of a 
series of partner meetings, strengthened the understanding among 
partners on various practices applied in the different countries and inspired 
for improvement of own implementation practices.  
 
All partners are also actively involved in the collection and analysis of data 
for the main final project product - the Handbook on Groundwater 
Protection Measures. This handbook is intended to integrate 
recommendations for groundwater protection integrated with spatial 
planning measures in groundwater areas. It is aimed that this Handbook 
will influence regional decision-making in the participating countries.  
 
To this end, an interesting spin-off is the participation in the UK DEFRA 
consultation process on Catchment - Sensitive Farming, where the need to  
give greater consideration to groundwater protection in planning of the 
future agriculture of the UK has been highlighted.  
And in the US, following a visit to the Water4all project in Aalborg, they feel 
inspired by the European example of being able to deliver untreated 
groundwater for drinking purposes to the citizens and consider copying this 
good practice both in Delaware and New York County. 
The need for more technical guidance and good examples (such as those 
presented by Water4all) to tackle the WFD implementation was once again 
highlighted by a representative from DG Environment, Marine and Water 
Unit during the final conference of the Water4all project. During this 
conference, the need to take forward the results from the project to national 
working groups from the participating countries was stressed. The project 
was furthermore invited to take part in the Commission's working group on 
the Groundwater Directive. 

Amount granted: €743300,5 Status: Passed eligibility date 
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WaterCost 

Lead Partner: Aalborg Municipality, c/o North Denmark EU Office, Denmark 
Copenhagen Energy, Water Supply 
Division, Denmark 

The Environment Agency for 
England & Wales, United Kingdom 

Oldenburgisch-Ostfriesischer 
Wasserverband, Germany 

Province of Drenthe, The 
Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Landwirtschaftskammer Weser-Ems 
(We), Germany 

C4 Teknik, Kristianstad 
Municipality, Sweden 

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2  2  1 1 1 
Measure: 4.1 
Theme: The overarching aim of the project is to provide relevant authorities with a 

framework for assessing the cost effectiveness and sustainability of 
measures for the management of groundwater quality in the context of river 
basin management plans. In this project, which also has direct links to the 
implementation of Water Framework and Groundwater Directives, 
groundwater protection measures (identified under the Water4all project) 
are combined with cost-effectiveness calculations in order to come up with 
a common assessment methodology. 

Outcomes: The project is focusing on identifying and establishing a usable cost-
effective analysis methodology based on existing knowledge, experience 
and expertise from different European regions. Furthermore, the project will 
include experiences and knowledge gained from cooperation in the Interreg 
IIIB NSR projects Water4all and NOLIMP. The focus of WaterCost is 
closely linked to the Groundwater Directive (GWD) and the groundwater 
aspects of the WFD, according to which, protection of drinking water 
resources must be integrated for each river basin incl. protection of aquatic 
ecology, habitats and bathing water. The core of the WFD is an integrated 
approach to water management. Cost-effectiveness of protective measures 
for groundwater is a key factor in this context. 
 
WaterCost will identify, establish and test a usable CEA methodology, 
based on existing knowledge and expertise from different European 
regions resulting in a usable approach to cost-effectiveness applicable 
Europe-wide. The WaterCost project will provide a framework for assessing 
the cost-effectiveness and sustainability of various measures for 
groundwater protection. The policy target of high quality groundwater has 
to be reached according to the Ground Water Directive - by using the 
appropriate land use for protecting the groundwater; protecting it from 
being polluted in the future. The issue for the competent authorities is to 
reach this high quality level, in a cost-effective way. 
 
The objectives are: 
 
Establish how to apply cost-effectiveness analyses to selected measures 
and identify a common terminology on how to apply Cost-Effectiveness 
Analysis. 
 
Assess the cost effectiveness and sustainability of a range of potential 
measures for the sustainable management of groundwater quality. 
 
Exchange information on the approaches to cost effective analysis 
employed in each country and the outcomes of CEA analysis of the 
measures. 
 
Develop a cost-effective approach to groundwater management and 
protection for chosen areas in the partner regions, illustrating different 
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steps to handle it. 
 
Provide a report on the CEA approaches in each country, and the 
applicability of selected measures in each, highlighting the differences, 
strengths and weaknesses, and suggesting a usable approach to CEA for 
groundwater protection measures. 
 
Contributions to a Cost-effective Analysis Methodology 
 
The WaterCost project will contribute to developing a cost-effectiveness 
analysis methodology via activities in the partner regions and during 
transnational meetings.  
 
The regional partners will work on the following issues:  
 
Modelling and test Analysis on selected Water Protection Area, calculation 
of CEA. 
 
Mapping costs and benefits, such as socio-economic and environmental, of 
protective measures.  And through this identifying a calculation 
methodology and developing an evaluation matrix. 
 
Analysis of the Application of CEA and Cost Benefit Assessment. 
 
Modelling Optimal balance of factors in land use change. 
 
The mapping and analysis on cost and effects of different protective 
measures provides the foundation for developing a usable approach, which 
can be applied by decision-makers. 
 
The third transnational workshop contributed to the further development 
and progress in the regarding CEA analysis. The partners presented the 
method they had applied and provided adjustment and evaluation of the 
tool applied. The partners would take these adjustments into account in 
their further work. 
 
For more information about the WaterCost project: www.watercost.org 

Amount granted: €196980 Status: Approved 
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Waterfront Communities Project 

Lead Partner: City of Edinburgh Council, United Kingdom 
Heriot-Watt, School of Built 
Environment, United Kingdom 

Kingston-upon-Hull City Council, 
United Kingdom 

TU-Technology GmbH, Germany Göteborg City Council, Sweden 
Oslo City Council Planning & Building 
Service, Norway City of Odense, Denmark 

City of Aalborg Council, Denmark 
Gateshead Council, United 
Kingdom 

Other partners:  

City of Schiedam Council, The 
Netherlands  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2  1 1 1 1 4 
Measure: 1.2 
Theme:  The project aims to improve waterfront development in nine gateway cities 

around the North Sea. It will be implemented along three themes: develop 
a learning network; meeting strategic objectives and fostering 
organisational innovation; stetting standards for urban and social design 
quality. 
Specific focus will be laid on sustainability and social inclusion. The project 
will bring together a database of good practice on waterfront 
redevelopment and systematically test, monitor and evaluate the 
application of the most relevant methods in the participating cities. As a 
result of the partner activities, a best practice toolkit will be developed and 
promoted. 

Outcomes: The Waterfront Communities Project (WCP) is a learning network of nine 
cities from around the North Sea, who are rediscovering their waterfronts 
and striving to reconnect their cities with the sea. The project will have 
finalised all activities in spring 2007. 
 
Each city is experimenting with new ways of tackling a particular challenge 
of waterfront development such as integrating new and existing 
communities or transport links. These activities are organised around nine 
project themes allowing cities to consider a wider range of issues than 
would have been possible working alone. Examining themes as a whole 
rather than individually is generating considerable learning about the 
interrelated nature of the thematic issues which impact on waterfront 
development. The project provides a unique opportunity to test different 
approaches and methodologies in different national contexts but with a 
shared common resource the North Sea. Cities are learning from one 
another through regular transnational meetings, joint study visits and 
secondments and are working with research partners to produce: A 
framework for organising knowledge of key concepts in urban sustainable 
development; a database of practice from around the world; a toolkit with 
guidelines for achieving high quality waterfront regeneration; policy and 
practitioner’s briefings to inform future waterfront development based on 
best practice examples. An international conference was held in Edinburgh 
in 2007 to share project findings. The project aims to inspire, test and foster 
innovative solutions and sustainable spatial strategies for creating socially 
inclusive, economically productive, and high quality environments in 
restricted waterfront areas and their hinterlands. Project activities are now 
about to be finalised. The project expands continuously its network of 
involved partners representing different sectors. Case studies of good 
water front development are available in a database on the project’s 
website (www.waterfrontcommunitiesproject.org). It includes examples 
from all nine partner cities as well as from nine non-partner cities. The 
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following examples provide an impression on some project activities. In 
Edinburgh, the Waterfront Development Partnership has been established 
to agree on future development activities and infrastructure funding 
mechanisms. Schiedam is leading the theme of Sustainable Social 
Integration. Two produced reports providing recommendations about social 
supervisors, floor manager and further related topics have increased the 
awareness amongst project stakeholders of the importance of the social 
dimension in the Schieveste pilot project. This has led to an improved 
position of the social supervisor and the floor manager. Hamburg works on 
the theme Harbour Heritage and Arts/Culture as catalyst to redevelopment. 
Their activities included a WCP funded view point to enable the public to 
follow the redevelopment of the pilot area HafenCity. In the same area, 
cultural events such as the performance of awarded art projects and a 
harbour heritage day were funded by WCP. In Gateshead as a result of the 
transnational input of WCP partners, the Council is reviewing its Urban 
Development Programme for a significant length of the waterfront. Having 
learnt from partners in the WCP planning policies are being changed to 
ensure the Council’s influence on the development. A site acquisition 
strategy is being developed to allow the Council to acquire key sites and to 
guarantee public access to the waterfront area for future development. One 
of the main focal themes of the partners in Oslo is Sustainable Transport. 
To monitor transport issues during the planning process of the Fjord City 
the Norwegian project partner has set up a group of experts. This group 
has provided input, based on two previous WCP transport analysis, to the 
architectural competition. The Fjord City Plan was submitted for political 
decision on November 22 after 4 years of planning work with contributions 
from the WCP. Inspired by the Bauforum in Hamburg and the successful 
Oslo Charette, partners in Aalborg held the first Architecture and Building 
Workshop in August 2005. 45 professional architects, engineers and 
planners from five different countries attended the event Harbourscape 
Aalborg 2005 working on visionary strategies and design proposals for the 
development of the harbour area. The project recently intensified its 
dissemination activities and presented its results on various occasions, 
including the Water Expo in Glasgow in 2006. 

Amount granted: €2012000 Status: Approved 
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WCI-II 

Lead Partner: Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
City of Leeuwarden, The Netherlands City of Sneek, The Netherlands 

City of Göteborg, Sweden 
City of Stockton-on-Tees, United 
Kingdom 

City of Emden, Germany NIDO, The Netherlands 
Norwich City Council, United Kingdom NUON Water, The Netherlands 
City of Malmö 
VA-verket Malmö, Sweden City of Skien, Norway 

Other partners:  

City of Odense, Denmark  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1  1 1 5 2 2 
Measure: 1.4 
Theme: The main aim of the project is to improve urban water systems. Some 

partners will implement the water plans developed during an earlier stage 
of the project, addressing for example the enhancement of the water quality 
of watercourses and the realisation of their recreational potentials. Several  
‘new’ partners will start on the development of water plans, using the 
experience of the others. 

Outcomes: The main aim of the project is to improve the Urban Water Systems in the 
partner cities and their direct surroundings and to use the values of water in 
urban spatial planning, as a tool to stimulate social and economical 
development.  
 
The project is progressing well. All partners are actively running their sub-
projects. First tangible outcomes were created such as a riverside walk in 
Norwich or a photo exhibition in Leeuwarden. One of the sub-projects in 
Göteborg, the Slottskogan park, was officially opened in late 2003 in a 
ceremony which attracted several thousand people. In addition, Göteborg 
has prepared a booklet, both in English and Swedish, describing the pilot 
projects Svankälla Wetland Park. The four new partners have developed 
their water plans and official adoption by the city councils is under way. A 
promotional video on the project and the Interreg IIIB North Sea 
programme has been produced and can be requested from the lead 
partner or the Programme Secretariat. International organisations such as 
UNESCO, the World Bank's Water Programme and the Asian Development 
Bank are aware of the project and intent to use the results. 
 
The project held two workshops on the Water Framework Directive and as 
a result a briefing note for the European Commission will be prepared on 
the WFD and urban waters.  
 
In Leeuwarden a variety of actions took place, concentrating on wastewater 
and surface water treatment. Applying membrane technique for filtering 
water supply for the inner city canals proved not to be cost effective and 
sand filtration will now be used. The second phase of the Slottskogen 
project in Göteborg was finished in May 2004 and a guided tour for 
politicians from Stockholm took place. The environmental improvements in 
Norwich at Quayside are now complete. Feasibility and public consultation 
on plans for a white water canoeing facility at the site of an old pumping 
station on the River Wensum were held. The facility will be established 
after the lifetime of the project. The water plan "Blue Odense" was 
approved by the city council and can be downloaded from the environment 
section on the city’s website. Inspired by the water circulation system 
developed in WCI in Gothenburg, Sneek will now implement a similar 
system in the Burgemeester Rasterhoffpark. 
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"Exploring Water", an interactive science exhibition that presents the 
project by demonstrating the properties of water in an urban environment, 
was first shown in Norwich from June 2004 to January 2005. It was very 
popular during its time in Norwich and attracted over 8500 visitors. The 
exhibition will now be shown in the other partner cities and it is hoped that it 
will meet with the same popularity there. In addition, Norwich has 
completed all material investment aspect of their project. This means that 
facilities such as the Yacht station, Whitlingham Moorings and Visitor 
centre have both been completed. In 2005 Norwich and Odense started a 
pilot project with co-operation between the two cities on the improvement of 
the environment through the reduction of use of road salt in Norwich. 
 
In Skien, one of the new partners with a total budget of 150,000 Euro, the 
local council decided end of 2004 to set aside 1 million Euro for improving 
the riverside. Private developers now also show great interest in developing 
places along the waterway and wish to cooperate with the municipalities.  
These are important results of Skien's participation in the project and will 
ensure that the project objectives will be implemented after closure of the 
project. It also shows that a small initial contribution from the North Sea 
programme can have a big impact: the project calculated that with every 
euro Europe has spent, additional investment of 4,50 euro was initiated. In 
addition, the co-operation between Skien and Porsgrunn have become 
stronger during the Interreg project, and they have now a common 
approach to the development of the areas along the river. 

Amount granted: €5149475 Status: Passed eligibility 
date 
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WE 

Lead Partner: Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands 

Province of Fryslân, The Netherlands 
Environment Agency, United 
Kingdom 

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and 
Food Quality (LNV), DLG, The 
Netherlands 

Norfolk County Council, United 
Kingdom 

Landwirtschaftskammer Weser-Ems 
(We), Germany City of Göteborg, Sweden 

Provincie West-Vlaanderen, Belgium 
North Jutland County Council, 
Denmark 

Other partners:  

Intercommunale Leiedal, Belgium  
Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 1 2 1  3 1 2 
Measure: 1.4 
Theme: The aim of the Water Economy project is to intensify the incorporation of 

the socio-economic advantages of sound water management, building on 
the knowledge and expertise gained during the course of five existing 
Interreg IIIB projects in the North Sea Region. The project strengthens 
existing networks and extends these to include relevant partners within a 
member state, addressing water management; includes economical issues 
and opportunities as a matter-of-course when approaching water 
management projects.   
 
So far the project carried out a number of regional projects that focussed 
on analysis of socio-economic experience amongst existing partnerships. 
Gathered information and techniques were summarized during regional 
seminars. This was used as input in the transnational seminar. In addition 
to regional seminars, Economic Expert Meeting was carried out in UK 
where presentations of economic experts with different methods and 
techniques. After this a workshop was organized to research the best 
available and usable methods. The result was a draft Benefit Assessment 
Paper that will be used in September seminar. Waterline Economy seminar 
in Belgium discussed the results of the analysis of socio-economic 
experience in different countries. In addition, discussions analyzed the 
themes that could profit from the transnational cooperation.  As a 
consequence of the discussions, ideas for Interreg IVB projects were 
identified.  

Outcomes:  
Amount granted: €385235 Status: Approved 
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WSF 

Lead Partner: Common Wadden Sea Secretariat, CWSS, Germany 
Ministry for Agriculture, Nature and 
Fisheries, The Netherlands 

Stichting van de Nederlandse 
Visserij, The Netherlands 

Ministry of the Environment, Danish 
Forest and Nature Agency, Denmark 

Nederlands Oil and Gas 
Exploration and Production 
Association c/oNAM b.v., The 
Netherlands 

Federal Ministry for the Environment, 
Nature Protection and Nuclear Safety, 
Germany 

Seas at Risk (SAR) c/o 
Waddenvereniging, The 
Netherlands 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 
of Lower Saxony, Germany 

Wadden Sea Team (WST), 
Germany 

Regional Office of the Wadden Sea, 
National Park of Schleswig-Holstein, 
Germany 

Noord Nederlandse Watersport 
Bond, The Netherlands 

Other partners:  

Inter-regional Wadden Sea 
Cooperation, Denmark  

Countries: (Number of regions) DK FL G N NL S UK 
 2  5  5   
Measure: 3.4 
Theme: A Wadden Sea Forum will be established to develop scenarios for 

sustainable development and strategies for their implementation. These 
strategies include policies for resource use, regulation of activities in the 
coastal zone, promotion of sustainable regional development, 
recommendations for the joint implementation of EU legislation and the 
identification of projects to implement sustainable development into spatial 
planning. 
Stakeholders include national, regional and local authorities, different 
interest groups and advisory boards and experts. 

Outcomes: The Wadden Sea Forum held its sixth meeting in Leeuwarden (NL) in 
February 2005, when the project final report "Breaking the Ice" was 
officially adopted. An additional meeting was organised in September 2005. 
During the seventh meeting in Hamburg the WSF Action Plan was 
approved. 
 
All the documents are now available for downloading from the project 
website (www.waddensea-secretariat.org). 
 
In the first half of 2005 the project was also presented at several 
conferences and seminars, e.g. at a conference organised in Ameland (NL) 
by the Wadden Sea island cooperation "Euregio" or at "People at the Sea" 
conference held in Amsterdam. 

Amount granted: €1034941 Status: Closed 
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Table 10a: Financial table* for annual/final implementation report by priority and measure
Commission Reference No of the related OP or SPD: 2001 RG 16 0 PC 005
Title: Community Initiative Programme North Sea Region
Year: 2007 (in euro)

Priority/Measure Total***

Total Eligible 
Actually Paid 
and Certified 
Expenditure

% of 
Eligible 

Cost
Other**** Field of 

intervention**

1 2 3=2/1
Priority 1 12.815.822 1.232.225 10%

Measure 1.1 2.563.164 48.245 2% 35
Measure 1.2 2.563.164 634.779 25% 35
Measure 1.3 2.563.164 463.994 18% 13
Measure 1.4 2.563.164 0 0% 35
Measure 1.5 2.563.166 85.208 3% 18

Priority 2 8.875.460 2.202.283 25%
Measure 2.1 1.775.092 930.129 52% 31
Measure 2.2 1.775.092 0 0% 31
Measure 2.3 1.775.092 275.995 16% 31
Measure 2.4 1.775.092 118.507 7% 32
Measure 2.5 1.775.092 877.651 49% 32

Priority 3 12.025.254 1.776.260 15%
Measure 3.1 3.006.313 211.477 7% 35
Measure 3.2 3.006.313 342.109 11% 1310/354/353^
Measure 3.3 3.006.313 921.378 31% 332/353^^
Measure 3.4 3.006.315 301.297 10% 35

Priority 4 14.299.088 3.303.439 23%
Measure 4.1 4.766.363 1.418.531 30% 35
Measure 4.2 4.766.363 1.280.911 27% 344
Measure 4.3 4.766.362 603.998 13% 35

35
Priority 5 Technical assistance 2.202.936 1.036.250 47%

Measure 5.1 1.664.296 962.661 58% 41
Measure 5.2 538.640 73.589 14% 41

Total 50.218.560 9.550.458
Total ERDF related 25.109.280 4.751.976

* A  table covering the last full calendar year and a table covering cumulative amounts up till the end of the previous year (in case of an 
annual report) should be presented

** The field of intervention should be coded for each measure using the standard classification on the level of 3 digits; where needed (in case 
of heterogeneous measures) more than one code should be given with the corresponding estimated share

*** This column contains the amounts that are the basis for the calculation of the contribution of the Funds (either the total eligible cost, or 
the total public/similar eligible expenditure). The amounts stated in this cloumn are the amounts from 2006 as there are no amounts available 
in the financial tables for 2006. 
**** Including, for information, in the case of objective 2, the total amount from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for the measures referred to in 
Art. 33 of Regulation (EC) No ..../99 (Art. 17(3) of Regulation (EC) No ..../99)
^ Under measure 3.2 50% is set aside for field 353 and 25% is set aside for field 1310 and field 354
^^ Under measure 3.3 50% is set aside for field 332 and 353
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Table 10b: Financial table* for annual/final implementation report by priority and measure
Commission Reference No of the related OP or SPD: 2001 RG 16 0 PC 005
Title: Community Initiative Programme North Sea Region
Year: 2001-2007 (in euro)

Priority/Measure Total***

Total Eligible 
Actually Paid 
and Certified 
Expenditure

% of 
Eligible 

Cost
Other**** Field of 

intervention**

1 2 3=2/1
Priority 1 70.354.294 57.157.579 81%

Measure 1.1 13.381.358 11.514.076 86% 35
Measure 1.2 26.148.510 20.609.546 79% 35
Measure 1.3 18.676.906 15.083.721 81% 13
Measure 1.4 10.919.420 9.146.461 84% 35
Measure 1.5 1.228.100 803.774 65% 18

Priority 2 49.536.672 40.837.400 82%
Measure 2.1 16.024.386 15.365.561 96% 31
Measure 2.2 7.768.540 6.324.412 81% 31
Measure 2.3 11.767.540 8.525.913 72% 31
Measure 2.4 4.485.656 3.164.074 71% 32
Measure 2.5 9.490.550 7.457.440 79% 32

Priority 3 63.777.492 45.618.002 72%
Measure 3.1 20.218.964 14.332.322 71% 35
Measure 3.2 18.068.716 12.979.265 72% 1310/354/353^
Measure 3.3 19.283.314 13.727.856 71% 332/353^^ 
Measure 3.4 6.206.498 4.578.559 74% 35

Priority 4 72.718.286 57.039.169 78%
Measure 4.1 28.881.428 24.382.661 84% 35
Measure 4.2 24.748.842 18.587.707 75% 344
Measure 4.3 19.088.016 14.068.801 74% 35

35
Priority 5 Technical assistance 12.922.182 9.029.216 70%

Measure 5.1 9.762.578 7.114.132 73% 41
Measure 5.2 3.159.604 1.915.084 61% 41

Total 269.308.926 209.681.366 78%
Total ERDF related 134.654.463 104.579.946 78%

* A  table covering the last full calendar year and a table covering cumulative amounts up till the end of the previous year (in case of an 
annual report) should be presented

** The field of intervention should be coded for each measure using the standard classification on the level of 3 digits; where needed (in 
case of heterogeneous measures) more than one code should be given with the corresponding estimated share

*** This column contains the amounts that are the basis for the calculation of the contribution of the Funds (either the total eligible cost, or 
the total public/similar eligible expenditure)
**** Including, for information, in the case of objective 2, the total amount from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for the measures referred to 
in Art. 33 of Regulation (EC) No ..../99 (Art. 17(3) of Regulation (EC) No ..../99)
***** Only for objective 1 and 2 and where applicable
^ Under measure 3.2 50% is set aside for field 353 and 25% is set aside for field 1310 and field 354
^^ Under measure 3.3 50% is set aside for field 332 and 353
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Table 10c: Financial table* for annual/final implementation report by priority and measure. Totally Actually Paid 
and Certified Expenditure compared with ERDF paid.
Commission Reference No of the related OP or SPD: 2001 RG 16 0 PC 005
Title: Community Initiative Programme North Sea Region
Year: 2001-2007 (in euro)

Priority/Measure Total *)

Total Eligible 
Actually Paid 
and Certified 

Expenditure for 
year 2001 - 

2007

% of 
Eligible 

Cost

Paid by the 
Commission Outstanding *

1 2 3=2/1 4  
Priority 1 70.354.294 57.157.579 81% 27.881.609 616.113

Measure 1.1 13.381.358 11.514.076 86% 5.732.916 24.123
Measure 1.2 26.148.510 20.609.546 79% 9.906.316 317.389
Measure 1.3 18.676.906 15.083.721 81% 7.309.864 231.997
Measure 1.4 10.919.420 9.146.461 84% 4.573.230 0
Measure 1.5 1.228.100 803.774 65% 359.283 42.604

Priority 2 49.536.672 40.837.400 82% 19.161.680 1.077.888
Measure 2.1 16.024.386 15.365.561 96% 7.061.838 441.811
Measure 2.2 7.768.540 6.324.412 81% 3.162.206 0  
Measure 2.3 11.767.540 8.525.913 72% 4.124.959 137.998
Measure 2.4 4.485.656 3.164.074 71% 1.522.784 59.254
Measure 2.5 9.490.550 7.457.440 79% 3.289.894 438.826

Priority 3 63.777.492 45.618.002 72% 21.920.333 888.130
Measure 3.1 20.218.964 14.332.322 71% 7.060.423 105.738
Measure 3.2 18.068.716 12.979.265 72% 6.318.578 171.054
Measure 3.3 19.283.314 13.727.856 71% 6.402.702 460.689
Measure 3.4 6.206.498 4.578.559 74% 2.138.631 150.649

Priority 4 72.718.286 57.039.169 78% 26.867.865 1.651.720
Measure 4.1 28.881.428 24.382.661 84% 11.482.065 709.265  
Measure 4.2 24.748.842 18.587.707 75% 8.653.398 640.455
Measure 4.3 19.088.016 14.068.801 74% 6.732.402 301.999

Priority 5 Technical assistance 12.922.182 9.029.216 70% 4.514.608 0
Measure 5.1 9.762.578 7.114.132 73% 3.557.066 0
Measure 5.2   3.159.604 1.915.084 61% 957.542 0

Total 269.308.926 209.681.366 100.346.095 4.233.851
Total ERDF related 134.654.463 104.579.946  -

*: The outstanding amounts reflect the status by the end of 2007. The outstanding amounts were paid 30 January 2008.
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List of Finalised Projects in 2007 
 
 

Project Full Name 

Steering 
Committee 

Round 

Start of 
eligibility 

period 

End of 
eligibility 

period 
Total eligible 

budget 
Sustainable Transport Research & 
Development Network in the North Sea 
Region 5  27-02-2004 31-03-2007 € 1.139.996,00
URBAL Development 4 29-09-2003 31-03-2007 € 6.474.001,00
Waterfront Communities- linking nine North 
Sea gateway cities in innovative sustainable 
waterfront development 4 30-09-2003 31-03-2007 € 4.024.000,00
The North Sea Coastal Path 2 01-10-2002 30-04-2007 € 7.299.314,00
North Sea Rural Development Project 4 30-09-2003 30-04-2007 € 4.490.808,00
Building on small scale regeneration of urban 
heritage along rivers and canals 5 27-02-2004 31-05-2007 € 6.137.578,00
Smart Lifestyle Innovations For our 
Environment 4 01-10-2003 31-05-2007 € 9.283.468,00
FORUM SKAGERRAK II 3 28-02-2003 31-05-2007 € 2.644.725,00
Vitalizing City Centres through Integrated 
Spatial Planning 4 30-09-2003 30-06-2007 € 6.241.539,00
Safety at Sea 5 27-02-2004 30-06-2007 € 4.456.000,00
Integrated Landscape and Cultural Heritage 
Management and Development Plan for the 
Wadden Sea Region 5 27-02-2004 30-06-2007 € 2.546.130,00
No rainwater in sewers 5 26-02-2004 30-06-2007 € 5.042.600,00
The creative rehabilitation, protection and 
development of cultural and natural 
landscapes and townscapes through 
integrated spatial planning with a focus on 
seafaring heritage 5 27-02-2004 30-06-2007 € 3.066.776,00
The Liveable City 2 26-09-2002 31-07-2007 € 10.000.000,00
Pushing Offshore Wind Energy Regions 5 26-02-2004 30-09-2007 € 3.493.682,00
Sustainable Accessibility between 
Hinterlands and Gateways around the North 
Sea 5 27-02-2004 30-09-2007 € 5.932.932,00
Capacity Optimisation of Public Transport 7 30-11-2005 31-10-2007 € 298.500,00
Local Government in need for e-government 
Instruments to realise their economic policies 5 26-02-2004 30-11-2007 € 2.455.390,00
Enhanced Spatial quality through Coastal 
Development 7 30-11-2005 31-12-2007 € 190.678,00
Sustainable and Cost-effective Groundwater 
Quality Management 7 30-11-2005 31-12-2007 € 393.960,00
Supply chain platform for technological 
solutions and sustainable lifestyle choices. 
LifeSTYLE (Sustainable Technologies for 
Your Local Environment) 7 30-11-2005 31-12-2007 € 700.000,00
Combined Functions in Coastal Defence 
Zones 5 27-02-2004 31-12-2007 € 5.775.538,00
   Total € 92.087.615,00
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